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Abstract

E-science applications require discovering, collecting, transferring and processing large

volumes of scientific data. In divisible load e-science applications, data is generated

and stored in geographically distributed repositories (e.g., instruments, sensors, cam-

eras, satellites and storage facilities). The generated data can be divided into in-

dependent subsets to be analysed distributed at many computing locations. Such

applications usually require optical networking for fast and reliable data transfer. In

this thesis, we propose a framework for divisible load applications in optical grids.

Within this framework, schedulers are developed to co-schedule computational and

optical network resources. Moreover, processes to handle divisible load applications

in different architectures including centralized, hierarchical, peer-to-peer and super-

peer are proposed. Fault management techniques are introduced to handle network

faults by considering distinctive characteristics of e-science applications and optical

grids. This research conducts a comprehensive study of different algorithms, tech-

niques and processes that have been introduced within the framework. The results

provide guidelines to build more efficient, scalable and reliable optical grid systems.

The results can serve as a guide to the best choices in selecting the scheduling algo-

rithms, fault management techniques and architectures according to different network

and application parameters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traditionally, scientific research was divided into two main branches: theoretical and

experimental. These two branches were the base for all scientific progress and dis-

covery for long centuries. Using electronic digital computing systems adds another

branch based on simulations. Recently, the innovative developments in distributed

grid computing systems and high speed networks have introduced the term e-science

as a new approach for scientific research (Ratering et al., 2006). The term e-science

describes computational and data intensive science carried out in a distributed grid

network environment. This includes collecting and integrating large volumes of sci-

entific data from geographically distributed instruments and computational tools to

be available for researchers from all over the world.

Using these sophisticated distributed environments is required to handle the

increasing demand of storage and computing resources in the current research
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projects. Large scientific projects and experiments, such as high-energy physics simu-

lations, particle physics, genome mapping, and climate modelling, require large num-

bers of storage and processing resources (Lavian, 2006; Kosar and Balman, 2009;

Frederic et al., 2008). Collaboration among different institutions and organizations

by sharing data and resources is essential to fulfil the requirements of such projects.

For example, figure 1.1 shows three sites example of collaborative e-science environ-

ment. Institutions located at three different sites are interested in the data collected

from distributed instruments such as sensors, cameras and satellites. The three in-

stitutions agree on building e-science grid environment to share data and resources.

The data is transferred to storage and processing locations at different sites using

high speed optical links.

To handle data transfer requirements, a fast and reliable network infrastructure

should be available. Optical networks provide such infrastructure. By using the

advanced technologies of wave division multiplexing (WDM), a pair of fibers can

carry hundreds of gigabits per second for long distance (Wu and Chien, 2004). Optical

networks have advantages in avoiding network congestion that frequently occurs in

packet-switched networks and providing a deterministic value for data transfer delay.

Recent advances in optical networking have led to reconfigurable, dynamic and

adaptable network. Today, optical paths could be dynamically established in the

order of hundreds of milliseconds (Jukan and Mambretti, 2012). For example, Argia

(Grasa et al., 2009) and User Controlled Light Path (UCLP) Projects (Zhang et al.,

2007), sponsored by CANARIE Inc. (the Canadian Advanced Network and Research

2



Figure 1.1: Collaborative E-science

for Industry and Education), enable end users to setup and tear down light-paths

on demand using a simple software interface e.g. using Service Oriented Architec-

ture (SOA). This enables controlling optical network resources like any other grid

resources. Moreover, advances in optical networking have led to decentralized control

and management of network resources. New architectures enable edge systems to

directly control their network resources (Jukan and Mambretti, 2012). We will refer

to grid computing systems connected using optical links as optical grid systems.
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1.1 Motivation

Working in ONE-ITS (Online Network-Enabled Intelligent Transportation Systems)

project (www.one-its.net) demonstrated the importance of collaborative research in

optical grid systems. The ONE-ITS project enables collaborative research and de-

velopment activities for international society of ITS researchers and practitioners to

work together on ITS-related innovation.

In ONE-ITS project, data coming from traffic sensors, loop detectors and traf-

fic cameras is to be collected, stored and processed at distributed locations. The

ONE-ITS project provides researchers with core services as well as portal interface

to handle this data. This data is used as an input to a number of ITS e-science ap-

plications such as adaptive traffic signal control and emergency evacuation planning

(Abdelgawad and Abdulhai, 2009). Data transfer is done using CANARIE optical

network. A re-configurable light path connecting University of Regina and University

of Toronto was assigned to ONE-ITS project. The lightpath is controlled by Argia

software using web services interface. A grid system is built on top of this optical

network using gridgain software (www.gridgain.com).

The ONE-ITS project demonstrated the importance of collaborative research and

motivated me to conduct more research in the area of e-science applications in optical

grids. The e-science optical grid environment built in ONE-ITS project demonstrates

the importance of such environments in reducing time, cost and effort. Using comput-

ing units from different sites in computationally intensive e-science applications such

4
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as emergency evacuation planning (Abdelgawad and Abdulhai, 2009) resulted in a

significant reduction in application finish time. Collaboration results also in reducing

the cost by saving the money of buying new computing units. Instead, computing

units not being used at other institutions can be exploited. Moreover, collaborative

e-science environments provide researchers with a suitable environment to share their

applications, algorithms and services. Researchers from different institutions can test,

reuse and develop others work. This results in reducing the effort needed to build

such work from scratch, which speeds up knowledge transfer, innovation, and research

development processes.
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1.2 Scope

E-science grid systems can be modelled as a multi-layer optical grid as shown in

Figure 1.2. The optical grid model typically identifies five different layers: namely

users, e-science applications, grid middleware, optical network control, and optical

fibers. The grid middleware layer includes grid resource managers and schedulers. It

provides e-science applications with services to manage different data and computa-

tional resources. The optical network control layer provides management and control

functionalities of optical network fibers.

Figure 1.2: Multi-layer optical grid model

The research in optical grid systems includes different areas: defining web-services

interfaces, implementing API and middleware extensions, implementing Authentica-

tion, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) services, studying system architecture

and inter-domain operability, developing services for inter-domain path computing,

resource discovery, monitoring and reservation, developing scheduling algorithms for

6



e-science applications and developing fault management techniques. Within those

areas, our scope is limited to developing scheduling algorithms for e-science applica-

tions, studying system architecture and inter-domain operability and developing fault

management techniques.

The research in developing scheduling algorithms for e-science applications in-

cludes different applications such as parallel applications, divisible load applications

(Yu and Marinescu, 2010), workflow applications (Ranaldo and Zimeo, 2009), aggre-

gated data from distributed resources (Banerjee et al., 2008) and realtime applications

(Sulistio, 2008). In this thesis, we focus on divisible load applications. In such appli-

cations, application data can be divided into independent subsets to be processed in

parallel at distributed computing sites.

E-science applications can be classified under computationally intensive or data

intensive applications. computationally intensive applications usually require small

amounts of input data. Therefore, data processing time dominates data transfer

time. On the contrary, data intensive applications require large amounts of input

data. For such applications, data transfer time becomes a critical factor. In some

cases, it dominates the processing time. In this thesis, we focus in data intensive

applications. Scheduling data intensive applications requires considering network

connectivity and availability while taking scheduling decisions. Traditionally, the

design of the grid schedulers didn’t take into account the underlying network system.

Hence, the grid scheduling and network routing tasks are performed separately. This

is not acceptable in data-intensive applications. Combining grid scheduling task with

7



network routing task (we will refer to it as co-scheduling) is essential to handle data

intensive applications in a more efficient way.

Handling faults in optical grid systems is done by different techniques from optical

networks and grid systems literature. In optical networks, network failures are recov-

ered by different protection and restoration techniques. In grid systems, grid failures

are recovered by job checkpointing and replication techniques. In this thesis, we focus

in developing network restoration techniques for optical grid systems and e-science

applications.
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1.3 Problem Statement

The main objective of this work is to conduct a comprehensive study of how the

management of optical and grid resources can enhance the efficiency of divisible load

e-science applications. Hence, this work will answer the following questions:

• How to, technically, develop schedulers that co-schedule both computational

and optical network resources for divisible load applications?

• How to design efficient processes to handle divisible load applications in different

system architectures including centralized, hierarchical, peer-to-peer and super

peer architectures?

• Which architecture is more suitable to be used according to different network

and application parameters?

• How to develop efficient network restoration techniques especially for divisible

load applications and optical grid systems?
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1.4 Assumptions

Generally, a multi-domain optical grid network is assumed. Each domain consists of

sites having computing clusters or super computers connected using reconfigurable

optical links. Users submit multi-source divisible load jobs for processing to sites

local managers. A multi-source divisible load job is a data processing job requiring

large input dataset originally distributed at different data sources across different

domains. Input dataset is to be divided into smaller subsets and processed in parallel

at different sites. The job is deadline driven. We assume hard deadlines by which the

job will be blocked if the deadline could not be met.

Optical Network Model The optical network is modelled as an undirected graph

G(R,E), where R represents different sites and E represents the optical links between

sites. Each site i has a number of computation clusters with equivalent computation

capacity (Ci) measured in millions instruction per second (MIPS), while each link j

has specific capacity (bandwidth) Lj . Links and computing units at different sites

are available for immediate and in-advance reservations. Each site is managed by a

Resource Manager (RM) module. The structure of the RMs managing different sites

depends on system architecture whether it is centralize, hierarchical, peer-to-peer or

super-peer.

Multi-source Divisible Load Job Model We consider multi-source divisible load

grid jobs. Such jobs are well suited for modelling large class of computationally

10



and data intensive problems. Computationally intensive problems arise in different

mathematical applications such as matrix computation and linear algebra. Data

intensive problems arise in video processing and massive experimental data processing

applications. For example, in high-energy physics experiments (such as Large Hadron

Collider (LHC)), large volumes of experimental data reaching peta bytes are generated

and stored at distributed location to be processed (Kim and Weissman, 2004).

A multi-source divisible load job J is defined by the following parameters: J =

{N,DS, L, ST, ET,WL}, where N is the number of data sources having data to

be processed. DS = {DS1, DS2, ..., DSN} is the set of data sources, and L =

{L1, L2, ..., LN} is the set of loads at different data sources. Start time ST is the

sooner time the input dataset will be ready. End Time ET is the deadline by which

the job processing should be completed. WL = {WL1,WL2, ...,WLN} is the set

of processing workloads measured in millions instructions (MI). We assume that the

processing workload WL of a dataset is directly proportional to the dataset size L.

This model is for multi-source divisible load jobs. A special case of this type of

jobs is called single-source divisible load job. For single-source divisible load job,

input data is originally stored at one location. Single-source divisible load job can be

modelled as multi-source job with N = 1.
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1.5 Proposed Solution

We propose a framework for divisible load e-science applications. The framework

covers the application of divisible load jobs in multi-domain optical grid systems and

related topics. The framework consists of four areas (topics) as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Framework Overview

The first topic, at the bottom part of the figure, is the optical grid system architec-
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ture. The architecture defines how RMs managing different sites are structured and

how they interact to make resources available to grid users and applications across

different sites. Four different architectures are considered: centralized, hierarchical,

peer to peer and super peer.

The second topic in the framework is the core components. Three components are

essential in handling divisible load jobs in optical girds. The three components are

information aggregation and abstraction, load balancing and path computing. The

three components are developed to be efficient in handling divisible load applications.

The third topic is multi-source divisible load job scheduling. Centralized schedul-

ing algorithms to co-scheduling computing and networking resources for multi-source

divisible jobs are developed. Three algorithms are developed: GA based, DLH based

and Iterative scheduling.

Finally, the fourth topic is the fault management. Network recovery techniques

are developed especially for divisible load jobs and optical grid systems. Techniques

including relocation, divisible load relocation, job replacement, hierarchical relocation

and hierarchical segment restoration are developed.
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1.6 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis will be classified according to the four topics of the

framework.

Architecture

• We considered four system architectures: centralized, hierarchical, peer-to-peer,

super-peer (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2012b, submittedc,p).

• we introduced processes to handle divisible load applications in different archi-

tectures. The processes are general enough to be adapted for other e-science

applications.

• We provided guidelines to select the suitable architecture according to different

parameters.

• Centralized and peer-to-peer architectures proved their efficiency for small sized

networks. However, they are not scalable to large-scale multi-domain networks.

• Comparing hierarchical and super-peer architectures showed close performance

in terms of different metrics.

Core Components

• We developed different techniques to aggregate and abstract re-

source status information and provide more accurate abstracted values
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(Abouelela and El-Darieby, submittedb). The proposed techniques are used

to abstract both scalar parameters and time availability functions.

• We developed two load balancing algorithms (Abouelela and El-Darieby,

2012a): NADLA and GA-LD. Both algorithms are network aware by consider-

ing network connectivity and availability while deciding on load distribution.

• We proposed k-shortest paths algorithm for path computing

(Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2011). Using this algorithm has advantages

in improving job finish time and links utilization. This comes at the cost of

increasing path computing time.

Scheduling

• We developed three algorithms to co-schedule computing and networking

resources for multi-source divisible load jobs: Genetic Algorithm Based

(GA Based) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2010), Divisible Load Theory based

(DLT Based) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2011), and iterative scheduling

(Abouelela and El-Darieby, submittedc) algorithms.

• GA based algorithm is successfully applied to both data intensive and com-

putationally intensive applications. However, it suffers from extremely long

execution time.

• DLT Based scheduling algorithm is light weight and fast algorithm based on

Divisible Load Theory. The algorithm can successfully be applied to schedule
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computationally intensive jobs. However, the algorithm could not handle data

intensive jobs efficiently.

• Iterative Scheduling algorithm is an enhanced version of DLT Based algorithm

to handle data intensive jobs efficiently. However, iterative scheduling results

in higher execution time compared to DLT Based algorithm.

Fault Management

• We introduced Five restoration techniques: relocation, divisible load relocation,

job replacement, hierarchical relocation and hierarchical segment restoration

(Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2009, submitteda).

• The main idea behind those techniques is to exploit the principles and char-

acteristics of grid systems and e-science applications to develop more efficient

network restoration techniques.

• Divisible load relocation technique is proposed especially to recover divisible load

jobs. It achieved an excellent performance in terms of decreasing the blocking

probability.

• Job replacement proved its efficiency to recover high priority jobs from more-

complex multiple network fault situations.

• Hierarchical relocation is a process introduced to handle failures in multi-domain

systems. It tries to recover jobs that could not be recovered in their original

domains by relocating them in neighbour domains.
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• Hierarchical segment restoration is proposed to re-route inter-domain paths in

multi domain Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) networks.

An aggregation based fault notification approach was proposed to reduce the

size of the fault notification signalling storm.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter reviews the related work. In section 2.1, different projects providing

optical grid systems are reviewed. In section 2.2, inter domain operability in multi-

domain optical grids is discussed. Different grid architectures are reviewed in section

2.3. In section 2.4, different approaches to schedule multi-source divisible load jobs

are discussed. Finally, section 2.5 reviews network recovery mechanisms in optical

networks and grid systems.

2.1 Optical Grid Projects

Different projects were presented providing optical grid systems. OSCARS and

DRAC (Charbonneau et al., 2011) projects considered single domain environments,

while EnLIGHTened (Battestilli et al., 2007), G-Lambda (Takefusa et al., 2006) and
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Phosphorus(Figuerola et al., 2007) projects considered multiple domain environ-

ments. In this subsection, we will briefly discuss the three projects considering mul-

tiple domain environments. The discussion shows that the three projects provide

similar architectures and general concepts to reserve, allocate, and monitor comput-

ing and networking resources.

The objective of the United States EnLIGHTened Computing project

(Battestilli et al., 2007) is to design a framework that allocates different types of

resources such as computing, storage and optical network paths to grid applications.

It supports both in advance and on demand reservations. The EnLIGHTened ar-

chitecture introduced the EnLIGHTened Resource Broker (ERB). The ERB consists

of a set of Highly-Available Resource Co-allocator (HARC) acceptors that manage

the co-allocation process and a set of HARC Resource managers that manage the

reservation of different types of resources. ERB gets the resources availability infor-

mation from local domain managers. The ERB uses HARC acceptors and resource

managers to schedule and allocate the resources across different domains. Then, the

local domain managers activate and deactivate the resources at the scheduled times.

The architecture of the Japans G-lambda project (Takefusa et al., 2006) is similar

to the EnLIGHTened project. It consists of Grid Resource Scheduler (GRS)(similar

to the ERB in the EnLIGHTened project) and a set of Resource Managers (RMs) for

computing (CRM) and networking (NRM). The GRS receives the resource reservation

requests and co-allocates the suitable resources after the co-ordination with different

RMs. The G-lambda project focuses on defining standard web services interface
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between the GRS and RMs.

The objective of Phosphorus project (Figuerola et al., 2007) is to provide on-

demand and in-advance end to end provisioning of computing and networking re-

sources in multi-domain and multi-technology environments. The architecture con-

sists of the inter-domain broker (IDB)(similar to ERB and GRM in EnLIGHTened

and G-lambda projects respectively) and Network Resource Provisioning System

(NRPS) modules, similar to CRM and NRM in G-lambda project. The organiza-

tion of IDBs can be done in centralized (one central IDB to allocate the inter-domain

path, managing authentication, and so on) or distributed manner (multiple IDBs).
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2.2 Inter Domain Operability in Optical Grids

Interoperability among multiple domains or grids was presented in different contribu-

tions (Tanwir et al., 2006; Takefusa et al., 2008; Ranjan et al., 2008; Kertesz et al.,

2009). In the EnLIGHTened project (Tanwir et al., 2006), interoperability is achieved

by using the ERB module. The ERB collects both networking and computing re-

source information that helps in selecting and allocating grid resources. Network

resource information includes network topology, bandwidth and packet loss, while

grid resource information includes the load, CPU usage and memory usage. Similar

approach is used in G-lambda project (Takefusa et al., 2008) as the resource informa-

tion, such as CPUs capacities and network bandwidths, are collected by the GRM.

In (Ranjan et al., 2008), the authors proposed grid federation resource management

system. A shared federation directory containing resource information is maintained

accessible by different agents. In (Kertesz et al., 2009), a general architecture of

meta-broker system for grid interoperability is proposed. Those contributions as-

sume sharing full domain resource information either with other domains or with a

centralized entity.

Assuming full resource information sharing is not practical due to different reasons

(Wang et al., 2011). Resource providers and local domain manager may not allow

exposing their internal information in a shared public environment due to business

confidentiality and commercial competition. Moreover, maintaining and managing, in

one centralized location, dynamic data coming from heterogeneous resources located
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in multi-domain environment added a serious difficulty to the resource allocation pro-

cess. Therefore, local RMs are usually trying to minimize the amount of information

to be shared with others. Minimizing shared information can be done by using ei-

ther partial information sharing approach or information aggregation and abstraction

techniques.

In phosphorus project, partial information sharing approach is used. In this project,

the intra-domain topology for each domain is kept hidden from other domains. Only

border endpoints and inter-domain links are exported (Willner et al., 2009). The

end to end path is allocated in two phases. In the first phase, the inter-domain

path is selected by the IDB module. In the second phase, an NRPS module in each

independent domain calculates the intra-domain path.

Despite its practical importance, resources information aggregation in grid systems

has been considered in few contributions. Usually, resource schedulers prefer working

with exact resource information other than aggregated one (Kokkinos and Varvarigos,

2012). In (Rodero et al., 2010), two aggregation algorithms were considered: simple

and categorized. The aggregated information is used for broker selection in multiple

grid scenarios. In (Kokkinos and Varvarigos, 2012), several aggregation techniques

to aggregate both computing and networking resources were proposed. An efficient

scheduling could be obtained by using the aggregated data while achieving large

information reduction. Those contributions are promising. However, more studies

are still needed to cover different grid environments, applications and infrastructures.
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2.3 Grid Network Architecture

Grid networks are usually structured in centralized and hierarchical architectures.

Centralized architecture relies on centralized information services such as Monitoring

& Discovery System (MDS1) in Globus Toolkit (Zhang and Schopf, 2004). In such

architecture, resource status information is updated periodically, while queries are

matched in one centralized location. Hierarchical architecture maintains hierarchical

organization of resource status information as in MDS4 (Schopf et al., 2006), Berkeley

Database Information Index (BDII) (Astalos et al., 2008) and Ganglia (Massie et al.,

2004). The main drawback of hierarchical architecture is that it increases the control

overhead and communication complexity (Stefano et al., 2009). Moreover, hierarchi-

cal architecture still suffers from the reliability problem as the centralized one (single

point of failure).

Recently, adopting Peer to Peer (P2P) model as a grid architecture has been pro-

posed taking the full advantages of distributed systems. P2P model consists of a set

of fully autonomous peers, with no centralized control. All peers apply the same re-

source discovery and query processing techniques. P2P models could be structured or

unstructured. In structured P2P models, peers are located and interconnected in well

structured overlay network. Resources are assigned to query requests in determinis-

tic steps through Distributed Hash Tables (DHT). As discussed in different studies

(Stefano et al., 2009; Brocco et al., 2010; Mastroianni et al., 2008), structured P2P

is usually efficient in file sharing systems, but not in grid systems due to different
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reasons. For example, structured systems support exact matching queries and not

range matching. This is not suitable to grid systems where complex range queries

may be requested. Some solutions were proposed supporting range queries, however,

as discussed in (Stefano et al., 2009), they still have limitations and many drawbacks.

Unstructured P2P grid systems has been proposed in different studies

(Talia and Trunfio, 2004; Stefano et al., 2009; Brocco et al., 2010; Caminero et al.,

2011; Ludwig and Moallem, 2011). In (Talia and Trunfio, 2004), a modified Gnutella

discovery protocol complying with Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) is pro-

posed. In such systems, each peer maintains the status information of the resources it

has, while resources are located by flooding query requests. Flooding results in expo-

nential growth in network traffic. Therefore, many approaches were proposed to re-

duce the flooding traffic, such as selective flooding (Stefano et al., 2009; Brocco et al.,

2010), multiple random walks (Lv et al., 2002) and routing indices (Caminero et al.,

2011).

In (Stefano et al., 2009), the authors introduced QoS aware discovery algorithm for

P2P grids based on selective flooding. The algorithm uses a cashe of known services

to speed up the discovery and a reputation mechanism to reduce the network traffic.

In (Brocco et al., 2010), the authors also proposed a resource discovery mechanism

based of proactive information caching and selective flooding. Their objective is to

improve the hit rate with little impact on the network traffic. In (Caminero et al.,

2011), a network aware meta-scheduler for P2P grid systems based on routing indices

was proposed. The concept of routing indices is used to select a set of neighbours for
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query forwarding. The selection considers the computing resources suitability as well

as network availability.

Superpeer architecture is proposed to balance between the efficiency of the cen-

tralized architecture and the autonomy and robustness of distributed architecture

(Mastroianni et al., 2005). Adopting the superpeer architecture for grid systems has

been introduced in few contributions (Mastroianni et al., 2008; Anjum et al., 2006).

As discussed in (Mastroianni et al., 2008), large scale, multi-domain grid systems can

easily fit in superpeer model. Different domains can run centralized techniques to

manage their own resources, while each domain can select one, or more, powerful

nodes, to work as superpeer node. Superpeer nodes from different domains con-

struct a higher layer P2P network to manage the interoperability among domains.

In (Mastroianni et al., 2008), a superpeer model for grid information system is built

and compared with P2P and hierarchical models. The authors recommended super-

peer model over hierarchical and P2P models for large scale grids. In (Anjum et al.,

2006), DIANA system proposed a grid architecture similar to superpeer model by

introducing P2P meta-scheduling layer. A P2P metascheduler acts as a centralized

manager for its local schedulers, while different P2P metaschedulers construct a P2P

communication network.
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2.4 Multi-source Divisible Load Job Scheduling

Multi-source divisible load model is a good approximation of a number of real-

world scientific applications in linear algebra, image processing, data mining, etc

(Shokripour and Othman, 2009). For example, data produced in High Energy Physics

experiments is differentiated by independent events. Therefore, the analysis of such

data can be parallelized in distributed sites (Kim and Weissman, 2004). Integer

Linear Programming (ILP) has been introduced to model the problem of schedul-

ing multi-source divisible load applications in grid systems (Thysebaert et al., 2007;

Moges et al., 2004). However, the solution of such problem is usually based on two

alternative approaches: Divisible Load Theory (DLT) and Genetic Algorithm (GA).

DLT based approach has been successfully applied to parallel computing systems, as

well as to grid computing systems (Thysebaert et al., 2007; Yu and Marinescu, 2010;

Viswanathan et al., 2007). DLT provides a linear mathematical model and scalable

formulations for parallel computing systems. The effectiveness of DLT for parallel

computing systems is validated in several real-life applications such as parallel video

encoding, image processing, and database applications (Viswanathan et al., 2007).

Applying DLT in grid computing systems has also been discussed in several papers

(Yu and Marinescu, 2010; Thysebaert et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2006).

The main difference between parallel and grid computing systems is that in parallel

computing systems, communication delay is negligible, while it should be taken into

account in grid computing systems.
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Genetic Algorithms (GA) based approaches were also proposed to schedule Divisi-

ble Loads (Kim and Weissman, 2004). In (Kim and Weissman, 2004), a genetic algo-

rithm based approach has been introduced to schedule both communication and com-

putation resources at the same time. The approach assumes a static low-bandwidth

network infrastructure. None of the above contributions considered reconfigurable

optical network infrastructure assigned on-demand.
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2.5 Network Recovery Mechanisms

2.5.1 Recovery Mechanisms in Optical Networks

Recovery from network failures has been widely discussed in optical networks litera-

ture. Different protection and restoration mechanisms were proposed. In protection

based mechanisms, also called fast reroute, the recovery path is fully established to

protect the working path. The main advantage of protection mechanisms is faster re-

covery, which implies less in package loss and blocking ratio. Within restoration-based

mechanisms, the recovery path is fully established after the failure occurs. Restora-

tion mechanisms typically have a longer recovery time, however they generally have

better resource utilization.

Protection mechanisms guarantee 100% reliable service in single failure situations,

however they are inefficient in multiple failures situations (Huang et al., 2007). To-

day’s networks are increasingly facing the problem of multiple failures. Those failures

are either correlated (such as fiber cut) or uncorrelated. The protection-based recov-

ery mechanisms will fail to provide the service in case of both working and backup path

failures. Some contributions (Huang et al., 2007; Ramasubramanian and Chandak,

2008; Schluter and Urquhart, 2011) were conducted to enhance the performance of

the protection-based recovery mechanisms by reducing the probability of both work-

ing and backup path failures. However, these mechanisms still cannot guarantee

100% reliable service. On the other hand, the restoration-based mechanisms have

flexibility in recovering from multiple failures, since the backup paths are established
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on demand after the failure occurrence taking into account the updated view of the

network. Therefore, the same recovery procedure can be applied recursively in case

of backup path failure.

Differentiated service is considered in different recovery mechanisms since different

applications have different survivability requirements. Real time and mission-critical

applications require faster recovery, while longer recovery times may be tolerated for

other applications at lesser QoS requirements. This allows network service providers

to prioritize network traffic at connection setup using different priorities as proposed

by IETF (Lang et al., 2007). Contributions (Urra et al., 2006; Fumagalli and Tacca,

2006; Song and Mukherjee, 2009) address this issue by using different recovery mech-

anisms for different survivability requirements. Fast recovery mechanisms (either

protection or fast restoration mechanisms) are provided to higher priority services,

while slower restoration mechanisms are provided to lower priority services.

2.5.2 Recovery Mechanisms in Optical Grids

Traditionally, network failures in optical grid systems are managed in optical network

control layer, totally separated from grid failures managed in grid middleware layer.

Network failures are recovered by different protection and restoration mechanisms as

discussed in the previous subsection, while grid failures are recovered by job check-

pointing and replication mechanisms. Some contributions tried to integrate the fault

management mechanisms in both optical networks and grid middlewares. In phos-
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phorus project, a network control plane architecture called Grid GMPLS (G2MPLS)

is introduced (Zervas et al., 2008). G2MPLS integrates the grid middleware and the

optical network layers for joint failure recovery mechanisms. In (Sun et al., 2008),

the authors proposed joint approach to recover from simultaneous grid and network

faults. By using this joint approach, both grid and network resources could be utilized

more efficiently. All those contributions made use of network recovery mechanisms

originally developed for optical networks.

Developing network recovery mechanisms especially for grid systems by consid-

ering distinct characteristics and principles of grids has rarely been considered. In

(Buysse et al., 2011), the authors proposed a shared protection with relocation tech-

nique based on the grid-specific anycast principle. The anycast principle recognizes

the fact that it does not matter with a grid user where the job will be processed.

That is, a failed grid job is not stuck to the predefined destination computing unit,

and it could be relocated to another computing unit. (Buysse et al., 2011) exploited

this principle to introduce shared protection with relocation technique.
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Chapter 3

Framework Overview and

Methodology

In section 3.1, a high level description of the framework, including the four areas of the

framework, will be explained. In section 3.2, the performance evaluation methodology,

including performance metrics and input parameters, will be provided.

3.1 High Level Framework

In this section, the four areas of the framework will be briefly introduced. The details

of the four areas will be provided in the next four chapters.
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3.1.1 Optical Grid System Architecture

Optical Grid System comprises a number of sites having computing clusters or super

computers with storage and processing resources. Sites are connected using recon-

figurable, dynamic and adaptable optical links. A generic module, usually called

Resource Manager (RM), is used to manage storage, computing and networking re-

sources. The RM accepts job requests and chooses the suitable resources from the

distributed pool of resources. The structure of the RMs managing different sites de-

fines the system architecture. Four different architectures are considered: centralized,

hierarchical, peer to peer and super peer.

Centralized In centralized architecture, one central RM manages the whole grid

system. The RM is updated periodically with the status of network resources, and

all resource queries are forwarded to it to be matched with the available resources. In

large scale multi-domain grid systems, this architecture suffers from scalability and

privacy problems. Central RM could not serve the large number of job request and

updates. In addition, from the survivability point of view, this architecture mandates

a single point of failure. Survivability reflects system capability to maintain services

in presence of faults.

Hierarchical Hierarchical architecture is typically used to handle scalability and

reliability problems (El-Darieby et al., 2007). A scalable grid system implies main-

taining acceptable performance as the number of domains increase and as the work-
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load on the system intensifies. Reliability implies the ability of the architecture to

recover from resource failures in acceptable time. In hierarchical architecture, sites

are organized into different interconnected sub-networks (domains). A domain con-

sists of a number of interconnected sites. Each domain is managed by a local domain

RM. A global RM, logically available at the higher level in the hierarchy and usually

called meta scheduler, is used to manage the negotiation and sharing among different

domains. Some recent initiatives have introduced a third higher level to handle in-

teroperability among different meta-schedulers. For example, in (Rodero et al., 2008;

Kertesz et al., 2009), a meta-broker, or meta-meta-scheduler, is introduced to sched-

ule on top of meta-schedulers.

Figure 3.1 shows two levels hierarchical architecture. Level-0 nodes represent differ-

ent sites consisting of computing clusters or super computers. Level-0 horizontal links

represent inter and intra-domain links connecting different sites. Different sites are

grouped into domains. Each domain is managed by a level-1 RM. Level-1 horizontal

links connecting level-1 RMs are virtual links. Virtual links represent the aggregated

topology of the corresponding level-0 inter-domain links. Level-1 RMs are grouped

into domains to be managed by a level-2 RM. The process of grouping RMs (at one

hierarchy level) into logical domains and abstracting such domains via an RM (at the

next higher level) is done at all levels of the hierarchy. In the two levels example,

level-2 RM is known as the root-RM.

Within this architecture, we assume the following:
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Figure 3.1: Two Levels Hierarchical Grid Architecture

• Due to privacy considerations, complete resource information for each domain,

including its internal network topology and resource status information, is avail-

able only at its domain RM.

• At each level in the hierarchy, computing resource status information is aggre-

gated by the corresponding RM, abstracted and sent to parent RM.

• A RM shares border end points and inter-domain links data for its managed

domain with its parent RM.

• At hierarchical level k, The capacity of level k virtual link is the summation of

the capacities of the corresponding level k − 1 inter-domain links.

Peer to Peer (P2P) In this architecture, each RM, also called peer, communicates

with other RMs in a decentralized way without any centralized manager. Initially, RM
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maintains the updated statue information of its managed resources. This information

is available to other RMs. If an RM receives a job request and there are no local

resources to fulfil this request, the RM initiates a resource discovery message and

floods the network with this message by sending it to its entire neighbour RMs.

Then, it collects information from neighbour RMs and chooses the best matched

resources. The main drawback of P2P architecture is that it cannot scale well in large

grid systems. As the number of resources and job requests increases, the number of

flooded messages increases exponentially. This results in network congestions and

affects the performance of the system.

Super Peer (SP) Super-peer architecture is introduced to overcome the scalability

problem of P2P architecture. SP architecture is proposed to balance between the effi-

ciency of the centralized architecture and the autonomy and robustness of distributed

architecture (Mastroianni et al., 2005).

In superpeer architecture, peers are divided into two layers super-layer and leaf-

layer (Xiao et al., 2005). In the super-layer, superpeer nodes are connected to form

a P2P layer while each superpeer node acts as a centralized manager for other peers

(lead-peer nodes). The super-peer architecture can be seen as a two levels hierarchical

architecture by which the higher level uses P2P.

SP architecture can easily fit in multi-domain grid systems. Peers, managed by

their local RMs, are grouped into domains. Each domain elects one, or more, peers

to be superpeer node. A superpeer node maintains status information of the resources
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of the managed domain. Superpeer nodes managing different domains communicate

with each other for inter-domain operations in pure P2P architecture. Two superpeer

nodes are defined as neighbours if there is at least one interdomain link between the

domains managed by those nodes. Figure 3.2 shows an example of 16 peers network.

Peers are grouped into four domains. Superpeer nodes are represented with larger

size circles.

Figure 3.2: Super Peer Architecture

Superpeer architecture has advantages in maintaining domain autonomy and pri-

vacy. Each domain can use its own grid middleware system. It is only requested that

superpeer nodes agree on a common protocol to communicate with each other. Do-

main privacy is maintained by keeping domain private information hidden from other

domains. Aggregated and abstracted values could be shared with other domains. To

handle inter domain path reservations, superpeer nodes share border endpoints and
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inter-domain links with other superpeer nodes.

Superpeer architecture is significantly affected by the layer size ratio (Xiao et al.,

2005). Layer size ratio is defined as the ratio of the leaf-layer size to the super-layer

size. In other word, it is the ratio between the number of leaf-peer nodes to the

number of superpeer nodes. For example, in the 16 peers network shown in Figure

3.2, the number of leaf-peer nodes is 12 while the number of superpeer nodes is 4.

Then, the Layer size ratio is 3. For a network with N peers, the layer size ratio may

vary from 0 to N−1. 0 reflects pure P2P architecture. All peers are superpeer nodes,

and there are no leaf-peer nodes. N − 1 reflects pure centralized architecture with

one superpeer node managing the entire system.

3.1.2 Core Components

Three core components are considered: Resource Information aggregation and ab-

straction, load balancing and path computing. In this section, we provide a brief

introduction to those components. The details of those three components will be

presented in Chapter 4

Resource Information Aggregation and Abstraction The main objective of

information aggregation and abstraction is to reduce storage, computational and com-

munication overheads. In large scale grid systems, resource information sizes grow

rapidly (Kokkinos and Varvarigos, 2012). In such situations, information aggrega-

tion helps in reducing the amount of information exchanged which results in reducing
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information transfer and processing times and storage requirements.

Information aggregation also can help in providing interoperability among differ-

ent domains while maintaining domain privacy. In multi-domain grid systems, local

domain managers may not be willing to share their internal resource information

with others for security and business confidentiality reasons (Tomas et al., 2010). For

such situations, it is necessary to keep resource information private while the resource

is available to be used outside. By using information aggregation, the detailed re-

source information can be kept private at local domain managers while sharing the

abstracted values with other domains for inter-domain tasks. Resolving this issue

may open the door for cloud computing systems such as Amazon EC2 and Microsoft

Azure Information to interoperate or integrate (Kokkinos and Varvarigos, 2012).

We developed different techniques to aggregate and abstract resource status infor-

mation and provide more accurate abstracted values for different parameters. The

proposed techniques are used to abstract both scalar parameters and time availability

functions. The aggregated information can be used in resource scheduling in hierar-

chical, P2P and SP architectures.

Load Balancing Load Balancing component is essential in scheduling multi-source

divisible load jobs. Load balancing algorithm can be part of multi-source divisible

load job scheduling algorithm since the two algorithms have similar objectives. The

objective of scheduling such jobs is to minimize the maximum job finish time among

different computing units, while the objective of load balancing is to define near
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optimal load distribution to ensure that computing units in the participant sites will

finish load processing at the same time.

Traditional load balancing algorithms define the load distribution by considering

sites processing speeds and data execution times only while ignoring network transfer

speed and data transfer delays. For data intensive applications, data transfer delay

is a key factor and cannot be neglected. Developing network aware load balancing

algorithms is essential to handle such applications. In section 4.2, we introduced

two alternative network aware load balancing algorithms by considering data transfer

delays.

Path Computing The path computing component is used to calculate the shortest

path between two nodes.The shortest path can be calculated as the path with the min-

imum hop count. However, this may result in unacceptable traffic load distribution.

We proposed k-shortest path algorithm that considers link availability information

and selects the less loaded paths.

3.1.3 Multi-source Divisible Load Job Scheduling

Three algorithms are developed to schedule multi-source divisible load jobs in opti-

cal grids: Genetic Algorithm Based (GA Based) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2010),

Divisible Load Theory based (DLT Based) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2011), and

iterative scheduling (Abouelela and El-Darieby, submittedc) algorithms. The objec-

tive of the three algorithms is to minimize the maximum job finish time. The details
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of those algorithms are presented in section 5.

The GA Based algorithm uses Genetic Algorithms to co-schedule computing and

networking resources. The DLT Based scheduling algorithm is light weight and fast

algorithm based on Divisible Load Theory. The algorithm comprises two steps: near

optimal load distribution calculation and resource allocation. The load distribution

is calculated using load balancing component while resource allocation is done using

a greedy algorithm. Resource allocation is used to apply the load distribution. Iter-

ative Scheduling algorithm is an enhanced version of the DLT Based algorithm. The

iterative algorithm iterates over the two steps of the DLT Based algorithm for better

performance.

The three algorithms differ from other multi-source divisible load scheduling algo-

rithms, discussed in the related work (chapter 2), in providing two functionalities:

co-allocation and network awareness.

Co-allocation of computing and networking resources ensures the availability of the

needed resources for data transfer and execute tasks. For re-configurable dynamic

optical networks, networking resources can be reserved on demand and in-advance

like computing resources. This opens the door for co-allocation functionality.

Network Awareness ensures the precision of the scheduling decisions by considering

data transfer delays while deciding on resource scheduling. Traditional schedulers

used to schedule computing resources without considering data transfer delays. This

is acceptable in applications where data transfer delays are negligible compared to
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job execution time. However, as the applications are becoming more data intensive,

the schedulers should consider transfer delay while deciding on scheduling computing

and networking resources (Marchal et al., 2005).

Those functionalities are essential to provide differentiated service with guaranteed

Quality of Service (QoS) (Sulistio, 2008) for data intensive divisible load applications.

Distributed grid systems are developing from best effort service toward differentiated

service with guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS). The best effort behaviour does not

guarantee where or when the data will be stored or processed. This behaviour could

not be accepted in more complex applications such as deadline driven and real time

applications (Castillo et al., 2008). Providing QoS guarantees that a certain resource

is available when requested, which ensures satisfying its QoS requirements.

3.1.4 Fault Management

Five network restoration techniques are developed by exploiting the characteristics of

optical grid systems and e-science applications. Considering optical grid and e-science

applications characteristics opens the door for more efficient network restoration tech-

niques. The five techniques are relocation, divisible load relocation, job replacement,

hierarchical relocation, hierarchical segment restoration. The details of those tech-

niques are presented in chapter 7.

Relocation Relocation technique exploits the anycast principle of grid systems

(Buysse et al., 2011). A failed grid job, due to network fault, is not stuck to the
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predefined destination computing unit, and it could be relocated to another com-

puting unit. Instead of searching for another link, or path, to reroute the failed job

in traditional restoration techniques, the relocation technique searches for another

computing unit and a path to it.

Divisible Load Relocation Divisible load relocation is a relocation technique for

divisible load jobs. Divisible load relocation technique exploits the divisible character-

istic of those jobs, and divides the failed job load into smaller subsets to be processed

at different computing units.

Job Replacement Job replacement benefits from differentiated services and ad-

vance reservation model (Charbonneau et al., 2011) in optical grids. In advance reser-

vation model, resources are scheduled in advance to future jobs. When a fault occurs,

a good idea is to think of replacing future jobs with failed jobs. By considering dif-

ferentiated services, job replacement is done by replacing lower priority future jobs

with higher priority failed jobs.

Hierarchical Relocation For multi-domain environments, we introduce a Hier-

archical Relocation (HR) technique. The HR technique tries to migrate the failed

job from the domain where the failure occurred to be executed at another domain.

Searching for suitable resources at different domains is done in a hierarchical manner

through inter-domain relocation process. To minimize the recovery time, the process

tries to relocate as many failed jobs as near as possible. That is, fastest recovery
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times are achieved if the job is relocated at domains neighbouring the domain where

the failure occurred. Slower recovery times are achieved if the job is relocated at far

domains.

Hierarchical Segment Restoration Hierarchical segment restoration technique

is developed to recover inter-domain paths in hierarchical -multi domain- Generalized

Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) networks. We propose enhancing the Path

Computation Element (PCE) (Farrel et al., 2006) by adding a recovery module as an

additional functionality, which we refer to as PCE with recovery module (PCERM).

The PCERMs, managing different domains, use a parallel routing algorithm for re-

covery path calculations in order to reduce recovery path creation time. Moreover,

an aggregation based fault notification approach is introduced to reduce the size of

the fault notification signalling storm.
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3.2 Performance Evaluation Methodology

Different tools and programs are integrated to evaluation system performance in three

steps as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Experiments Procedure

In the first step, BRITE (www.cs.bu.edu/brite) is used to generate network topolo-

gies. BRITE is a topology generator open source project written in java. Networks

with different sizes are generated and adopted for different architectures: central-

ized, hierarchical, P2P and super-peer. We adopted BRITE hierarchical models to

generate top-down and bottom-up hierarchies. Up to 7 levels of the hierarchy are

generated. BRITE encodes the generated networks as .ned files to serve as an input
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to network simulator.

In the second step, the OMNET++ network simulator (www.omnetpp.org) uses the

produced (.ned) files to run the experiments. OMNET++ is an open source general

purpose network simulator. It provides realistic and accurate network models for

different protocols and architectures. We developed our own modules for divisible load

job models and different algorithms and techniques. In addition, three open source

libraries are added to the simulator: GAlib Genetic Algorithm C++ library (Wall,

1996), K-Shortest-Paths library (code.google.com/p/k-shortest-paths) and BRENT

library (people.sc.fsu.edu/jburkardt/cpp src/brent/brent.html). The GAlib genetic

algorithm package is written by Matthew Wall at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. The GAlib library contains a complete implementation of a genetic

algorithm that can be used for optimization using different representations and genetic

operators. K-Shortest-Paths library is used to calculate the k-shortest paths between

two nodes. BRENT library provides algorithms for minimization without derivatives.

It can be used to calculate the zeros and minima of any scalar function of a scalar

variable.

Experiments are running in a 16 core parallel processing cluster. Each experiment

is repeated for multiple times reaching 100 times for most of the experiments. Some

experiments, which are taking longer execution times, are repeated for 20 times.

Results are written in a comma-separated values (CSV) files. the CSV files consist of

a number of columns for different input parameters and the resulted metrics’ values.
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In the third step, the R Project for statistical computing (www.r-project.org) is

used to analyse the results. R is a statistical computing language. We developed

a program that takes the CSV file produced in the previous step, calculates the

averages, standard deviations and confidence intervals, and analyses the relations

between different input parameters and performance metrics. Results are averaged

for 95% confidence intervals.

In the following subsections, we will provide lists of input parameters and perfor-

mance metrics used in our experiments. A total of 8 input parameters and 11 metrics

are used.

3.2.1 Input Parameters

A wide range of parameters is considered to cover different network topologies and

job parameters.

Network topology parameters

• Network Size: Networks with different number of sites are randomly generated.

Up to 25, 000 sites networks are considered in some experiments.

• Average Node Degree d: d is the average number of links connecting one site to

neighbour sites. The average node degree values vary from 2 to 8. A default

value of 4 is used unless otherwise stated.

• Number of hierarchical Levels For hierarchical architecture, sites are grouped
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into domains to construct multi-level hierarchies. The number of hierarchical

Levels varies from 2 to 7 levels in some experiments.

• Layer size ratio: For superpeer architecture, layer size ratio is the ratio between

the number of leaf-peer nodes to the number of superpeer nodes. In our exper-

iments, we vary the layer size ratio from 1 to N/2− 1, where N is the network

size. 1 represents more distributed architecture. Each leaf-peer is managed by

one superpeer node. N/2 represents more centralized architecture. Just two

superpeer nodes manage other peers.

Job Parameters

• Arrival rate λ: Job arrival follows Poisson process with an average rate λ varying

from 1 to 20 jobs per second. A default value of 5 is used unless otherwise stated.

• Job Size (Load Size): Job size is the total number of datasets per job varying

from 10 to 200 datasets. A default value of 40 is used unless otherwise stated.

The unit dataset size is fixed to 1 Gbit.

• Job Type (Application Type): Three Job types are considered: communication

intensive jobs, intermediate jobs and computationally intensive jobs. To dif-

ferentiate among the three types, the processing workload per unit dataset is

set to 1, 000, 000, 5, 000, 000 and 10, 000, 000 MI for communication intensive,

intermediate and computationally intensive jobs respectively. Intermediate jobs

are used unless otherwise stated.
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• Job Laxity : Job laxity represents how strict the job is. Job laxity is calculated as

the ratio between the scheduling window and the expected job execution time.

The scheduling window is the difference between job end time and job start time.

Expected job execution time is calculated based on job load and historical data

on computing resources processing speeds at different sites. Three values for

job laxity are considered: 0.9, 1 and 1.1. Those values are set by adjusting job

end time. A default laxity value of 1 is used unless otherwise stated.

3.2.2 Performance Metrics

• Acceptance ratio (Success ratio), which is the ratio between the number of suc-

cessfully allocated jobs to the total number of jobs.

• Finish Time (Completion Time): A divisible load job is considered as finished

if the processing tasks of all divisions distributed at different sites are finished.

Therefore, job finish time is calculated as the maximum finish time over all

involved sites.

• Job Makespan. Makespan is calculated from job start time to job finish time.

• Normalized job finish time: To compare different application types, we normal-

ized the job finish time by dividing it over the ideal finish time. Comparing

the absolute values of job finish time is not meaningful due to the differences in

processing workloads for different application types. Instead, the relative value

with respect to the ideal value would be more representative. The ideal value is
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calculated as the result of dividing the total processing workload over the total

processing capacity of the participant sites.

• Execution time (Algorithm execution time): execution time captures overall

algorithm computational overhead. It is calculated as the time consumed in

executing different algorithms starting from job arrival time until deciding on

scheduling and resource allocation. It includes the time consumed in load balanc-

ing, path computing, discovery, allocation and scheduling algorithms at different

RMs.

• Total number of messages exchanged, which measures the communication over-

head. Messages include status update messages, resource discovery messages

and resource allocation messages.

• Resource Utilization, measured for both links and computing units resources.

Resource utilization is calculated as the percentage of time by which the resource

is busy. This value is calculated as an average value over all resources of the

same type.

• Stretch Factor : The Stretch Factor SF is a metric used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the aggregation and abstraction techniques. The SF reflects the effect

of the information aggregation and abstraction on the scheduling process. To

calculate the SF, each experiment is conducted twice: one with the abstracted

information, and one with the full information. In both cases, the average job

finish time is calculated. Then, the SF is calculated as the ratio between the
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job finish time when the job is scheduled using full resource information and

the job finish time when the job is scheduled using abstracted information.

• Blocking Probability, blocking probability is used to measure the performance

of recovery techniques. It is calculated as the percentage of jobs that could not

be recovered successfully to the total number of failed jobs.

• Recovery Time: Recovery time is the time consumed in the failure recovery

process starting from the moment of detecting the failure to the moment of

resuming the job. Recovery time is computed as the sum of delays of sequen-

tial phases of the recovery process. Those phases are fault detection, fault

notification, recovery technique execution, and activation and switchover. The

fault notification time is the time spent in exchanging messages. The mes-

sage propagation delay of each link is normally distributed with a mean of 0.5

ms and standard deviation 1µs while a message processing delay of 0.3 ms

at each node is considered (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2009). Recovery tech-

nique execution time is the algorithm execution time spent inside different RMs

involved in recovery process. Finally, the failure detection time is set to a con-

stant value of 0.1 ms while the activation and switchover time is set to 5 ms

(Correia and Medeiros, 2006).
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Chapter 4

Core Components

This chapter explains in detail the three core components: resource information aggre-

gation and abstraction, load balancing and path computing. The three components

will be explained in the following three sections. Then, performance evaluation study

will be presented in section 4.4.

4.1 Resource Information Aggregation and Ab-

straction

In this section, a number of algorithms to aggregate and abstract resource status

information are provided. In section 4.1.1, scalar abstraction algorithms are intro-

duced to calculate the abstracted values for scalar parameters while in section 4.1.2,

time availability aggregation algorithms to aggregate resource status information as
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a function of time are introduced.

4.1.1 Scalar Abstraction Techniques

Information abstraction techniques summarize resource related information collected

for allocation and scheduling tasks. Using abstracted values instead of the actual

ones may negatively affect resource allocation and scheduling decisions. The quality

of the abstraction technique can be characterized by its impact on resource scheduling

efficiency. The best abstraction technique is the one maximizing the reduction in the

information without significantly affecting the efficiency of resource scheduling. We

introduce three different abstraction techniques: Direct formulas, historical data, and

real time measurements. Those techniques can be applied to calculate the abstracted

values for scalar computing and networking parameters.

Direct Formulas

A straightforward technique to calculate the equivalent aggregated value is to use

direct formulas (equations). In those formulas, different operators can be used: sum-

mation, average, minimize and maximize. Different computing units and links pa-

rameters can be aggregated using direct formulas:

• Computing Unit Capacity (CUC). Computing unit capacity is measured as the

number of datasets to be executed per unit computing time. The aggregated

CUC for a number of computing units can be calculated as the summation of
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the capacities of those computing units as shown in Equation 4.1

CUC = CUC1 + CUC2 + ...... + CUCn (4.1)

where CUCi is the computing capacity for computing unit i and n is the number

of computing units while CUC is the aggregated value.

• Computing Units Waiting Time The waiting time of a computing unit is the

minimum time by which the computing unit will be available. The aggregated

waiting times of different computing units can be calculated as the average

waiting times of those computing units.

• Link Capacity (Bandwidth) The aggregated capacity of a number of links con-

nected in parallel can be calculated as the summation of the capacities of those

links. For links connected in series, the aggregated capacity can be calculated

as the minimum capacity among those links.

• Link Waiting Time The waiting time of a link is the minimum time by which

the link will be available. The equivalent aggregated waiting time for a number

of links connected in parallel can be calculated as the average waiting time

among those links. For links connected in series, the aggregated waiting time

can be calculated as the maximum waiting time among those links.

The abstracted values are used in inter-domain scheduling processes in hierarchi-

cal and superpeer architectures. Using abstracted information instead of actual ones
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may negatively affect the scheduling process if those values are not accurately rep-

resenting the original values. After conducting preliminary experiments, we figured

out that, for multi-domain optical grid system, the aggregated domain processing ca-

pacity calculated using direct formulas (equation 4.1) is not representative. Equation

4.1 represents the ideal case where all computing units are working in fully parallel

way without any communication latency. This can be accepted in supercomputers

that consist of multi-core processors, not in distributed optical grid environments.

In such environments, computing units with different capacities are geographically

distributed at different sites. Those sites are connected using optical links with dif-

ferent bandwidths. In such situation, using Equation 4.1 to calculate the aggregated

domain processing capacities is not acceptable.

Historical Data

Historical data abstraction technique is introduced to calculate more representative

abstracted values by applying regression analysis to historical data. A Regression

Analysis is applied to analyse different factors affecting domain processing capacity

value and build the statistical model. A linear regression technique is used to analyse

the effect of six factors on the aggregated domain processing capacity. Those factors

are the average sites processing capacities, the standard deviation of sites processing

capacities, average links capacity, average links waiting time, average current load at

different sites and the standard deviation of the current load at different sites. Using

regression analysis, the regression function is defined as a function of those factors.
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The function is updated periodically by re-applying the regression technique.

The R Project for statistical computing (www.r-project.org) is used to analyse

domain processing capacity and different factors affecting it. As a result of this anal-

ysis, we figured out that the regression function changes as changing the application

type from data intensive to computationally intensive. Therefore, we developed two

model: data intensive model, and computationally intensive model. Accordingly, two

regression functions are defined, one for each application type. Moreover, the best

subsets are defined and ordered according to their R-squared (R2) values. R-squared

(R2) values reflect the accuracy of the model.

Figures 4.1a & 4.1b show, along the y-axis, the R2 values for computationally

intensive and data intensive models respectively. The R2 values for best subsets of

subset sizes from 1 to 6 are presented. The black rectangle means the presence of this

factor while the white means the absence of this factor.

From those figures, we can remark on a number of notes. For the full regression

case (all factors are presented), the computationally intensive model is more accurate

than the data intensive model (higher R2 value). For computationally intensive model

(Figure 4.1a), the most influential factor in the estimated domain processing capacity

is the Average sites processing capacities. The R2 for the full model is 0.96 while the

R2 for the average sites processing capacities factor only is 0.94. In case of the absence

of this factor, the R2 drops to 0.63. This result means that, for computationally

intensive applications, domain processing capacity depends mainly on sites processing
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(a) computationally intensive Applications

Figure 4.1: Regression Analysis for Domain Processing Capacity (Best Subsets)
(cont.)
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(b) Data Intensive Applications

Figure 4.1: Regression Analysis for Domain Processing Capacity (Best Subsets)
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capacities. All other factors could be ignored without affecting the accuracy of the

estimated domain processing capacity.

For data intensive model (Figure 4.1b), still average sites processing capacities is

the most effective factor. In case of the absence of this factor, the R2 drops to

0.53. However, two other factors are also effective and could not be ignored, average

communication capacity followed by Standard Deviation (SD) of the sites processing

capacities. The R2 for the full model is 0.92 while the R2 for the subset with those

three factors is 0.91. The effect of the average communication capacity is logical since,

for data intensive applications, the delays in the data transfers may significantly affect

the finish time. Although, the effect of the SD of the sites processing capacities means

that it is better not only to have sites with more processing capacities, but also to

have a uniform distribution of processing capacities among sites.

Real Time Measurements

A third alternative technique to calculate more representative abstracted domain

processing capacity is to use real time measurements. Online probing algorithm is

used to calculate the domain processing capacity. This algorithm schedules a fake

workload in the domain and returns an estimate for the finish time, without the actual

resource allocation or reservation. This estimated finish time is used to calculate

the aggregated domain processing capacity. This process is repeated periodically to

update the aggregated capacity value. The main drawback of this technique is that

it increases the aggregation time and adds more load to the RMs.
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4.1.2 Time Availability Aggregation Algorithms

In this subsection, we introduce different algorithms to aggregate resource status

information as a function of time. The introduced algorithms are used to aggregate

the time availability functions for computing unit and link capacities.

In the next subsection, two aggregation operators and their algorithms will be

explained. Then, in the following subsection, aggregation algorithm to calculate the

aggregated processing capacity in optical grid systems is proposed. The proposed

algorithm calculates the equivalent aggregated capacity, as a function of time, of a

specific site in terms of its computing units capacity function, its neighbours capacity

functions, and links to neighbours capacity functions. The algorithm can be used in

both centralized and distributed architectures.

Aggregation Operators

Two operators are used in time availability resource aggregation: OR and AND op-

erators. Figure 4.2 shows an example of resource capacity functions of two resources

(Resource 1 & Resource 2). The resources capacities, along the y axis, is drawn as a

function of time, along the x axis. The aggregated OR operation of the two resources

is calculated as the summation of the capacities of the two resources over time (equa-

tion 4.2). By using the OR operator, the equivalent capacity of two resources running

in parallel is calculated as a function of time. It can be used to calculate the equiva-

lent processing capacity of two computing units running in parallel or the equivalent
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communication capacity (bandwidth) of two parallel links. The aggregated AND op-

eration is calculated as the minimum capacity of the two input resources over time

(equation 4.3). By using the AND operator, the equivalent capacity of two resources

running in series can be calculated as a function of time. It can be used to calculate

the equivalent communication capacity of two links connected in series.

COR(t) = CR1(t) + CR2(t) (4.2)

CAND(t) = min{CR1(t), CR2(t)} (4.3)

We propose algorithm 1 to implement the OR operator. Traditionally, such oper-

ators are implemented using discretization of the capacity function into small time

slots (Kokkinos and Varvarigos, 2012). Discretization usually results in some loss of

information. Therefore, we propose our algorithm as an alternative to discretization

based algorithms. The algorithm starts by initializing empty set of time instants

(T ime Instants). Then, all start times and end times of all intervals of the two input

capacity functions are inserted into the T ime Instants set. The insertion is done

in ascending order and without repetition. After that, the algorithm iterates over

each two consecutive time instants in T ime Instants set (t1&t2). In each iteration,

a new interval is added to the output capacity function (COR(t)) with t1 as the start

time, t2 as the end time, and CR1(t1) + CR2(t1) as the capacity. This completes the

algorithm. The AND operator can be implemented using the same approach. This
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Figure 4.2: Aggregation Operators example
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approach is more accurate than discretization. It calculates the exact values without

any loss of information.

Algorithm 1 OR Operator Algorithm

INPUT: Resource 1 & 2 free intervals CR1(t), CR2(t)
OUTPUT: COR(t)

Intialize empty set T ime Instants = {}
for each interval i in CR1(t) function do

Add interval start time si and interval end time ei to T ime Instants set in
ascending order and without repetition
end for
for each interval j in CR2(t) function do

Add interval start time sj and interval end time ej to T ime Instants set in
ascending order and without repetition
end for
for each two consecutive time instants t1&t2 ∈ T ime Instants do

Add new interval to COR(t) with t1 as start time, t2 as end time, and CR1(t1)+
CR2(t1) as the capacity
end for

Aggregation Algorithm for Processing Capacity in Optical Grid Systems

The aggregation algorithm (algorithm 2) calculates the equivalent aggregated pro-

cessing capacity of a number of computing units distributed at different sites. The

main difference between this algorithm and the OR operator presented in the previous

subsection is that this algorithm takes into account communication capacity functions

of the links connecting those sites. Therefore, this algorithm is suitable for optical

grid computing systems while the OR operator is suitable for paralleling processing

systems.

The algorithm aggregates the processing capacity functions at site k (Ck(t)) with

the capacity functions at neighbour sites (Ci(t), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., I}, where I is the number
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of neighbour sites to site k). The algorithm takes into account link capacity functions

for all links connecting k to neighbour sites. The output of this algorithm is the

aggregated capacity function CAgg(t).

The algorithm starts by initializing the aggregated capacity function (CAgg(t)) with

the value of the internal resources capacity function (Ck(t)). Then, the algorithm

iterates over all neighbour sites. For each neighbour site i, the set of links connecting

i to k is defined. Then, the aggregated capacity function of those links (Li(t)) is

defined. Based on the computing resources capacity function at i (Ci(t)) and links

capacity function (Li(t)), the optimal Transfer Finish Time (TFT i) is calculated

with the objective of maximizing the number of datasets (load) to be transferred and

processed. After that, the filtered capacity function of the computing resources at

site i (Filtered Ci(t)) is calculated by excluding free intervals before TFT i from

Ci(t). Then, the aggregated capacity function (CAgg(t)) is updated by adding the

filters capacity function at site i (Filtered Ci(t)). The addition is done by applying

the OR operator.

Equations 4.4,4.5,4.6,4.7 &4.8 are used to calculate the optimal transfer finish time

and the maximum load to be transferred and processed. Given the computing re-

sources capacity function at site i (Ci(t)) and link capacity function (Li(t)) of the

link connecting site i to site k, the maximum load to be sent from k to be pro-

cessed at i and the optimal transfer finish time could be calculated using equations

4.7 & 4.8 respectively. Equation 4.4 calculates the load that can be transferred from

site k to site i as a function of transfer finish time. The load to be transferred
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(Load Transferi(x)) is calculated by integrating the link capacity function over the

interval from job start time (ST ) to transfer finish time (x). Assuming that the

load processing starts after finishing load transfer, equation 4.5 calculates the load

that can be processed at site i as a function of transfer finish time. The load to be

processed at site i (Load Processi(x)) is calculated by integrating the computing re-

source capacity function over the interval from transfer finish time (x) to job end time

(ET ). Equation 4.6 calculates the load function (Loadi(x)) as the minimum between

Load Transferi(x) and Load Processi(x) functions. Loadi(x) defines the load that

can be transferred and processed as a function of transfer finish time. By getting the

maximum value of this function we can define the maximum load to be transferred

and processed (equation 4.7) and the optimal transfer finish time (equation 4.8).

Load Transferi(x) =

x
∫

ST

Li(t)dt (4.4)

Load Processi(x) =

ET
∫

x

Ci(t)dt (4.5)

Loadi(x) = min{Load Processi(x), Load Transferi(x)} (4.6)

Max Loadi = max
x

{Loadi(x)} (4.7)
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Optimal TFTi = x|Loadi(x)=Max Loadi (4.8)

To illustrate this algorithm, Figure 4.3 shows an example of three sites and two links

network, at the left part of the figure. Site #1 aggregates the computing resources of

its neighbour sites (sites #2 & #3) for a divisible load job with start time ST = 0 unit

time, and end time ET = 8 unit time. Given the capacity functions of the computing

resources at the three sites (Ci(t), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) and the capacity functions of the two

links (L2(t) & L3(t)) as shown in the figure, the example shows the two main steps

of the aggregation process. In the first step, computing resources capacity functions

of sites #2 & #3 are filtered after calculating the optimal TFT of the two sites. To

calculate the optimal TFT at each site, equations 4.4 & 4.5 are applied to capacity

functions to calculate the load functions. Figures 4.4a & 4.4b show the Load Process

and Load Transfer functions for site #2 & site #3 respectively. As shown in those

figures, the optimal TFT for site #2 is 0.88 while the optimal TFT for site #3 is 2.4.

Therefore, the computing resources capacity functions at the two sites are filtered

by removing the intervals before TFT as shown in Filtered C2(t) & Filtered C3(t)

functions. The second step is to aggregate the capacity functions of the three sites

using the OR operator to calculate the aggregated capacity function CAgg(t). This

completes the algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 Aggregation Algorithm for Optical Grid Systems
INPUT:
Resource capacity function for site k internal resources Ck(t), Neighbour sites
capacity functions, Ci(t), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., I}, where I is the number of neighbour sites to
site k, and
Link capacity functions for all links connecting site k to neighbour sites.
OUTPUT: The aggregated capacity function CAgg(t)

Set CAgg(t) = Ck(t)
for each Neigbour site i do

Define the set of all links connecting k to i
Calculate the Aggregated capacity (Li(t)) of the links connecting k to i
Calculate the optimal Transfer Finish Time (TFT i)
Calculate Filtered capacity function (Filtered Ci(t))
Set CAgg(t) = CAgg(t) OR Filtered Ci(t)

end for

Figure 4.3: Resource Information Aggregation
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(a) For site #2

(b) For site #3

Figure 4.4: Optimal Transfer Time Calculation
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4.2 Load Balancing

The objective of the load balancing component is to define the optimal load distribu-

tion to ensure that computing units in the participant sites will finish load processing

at the same time. For multi-source divisible load applications, load balancing is a

fundamental component of the scheduling process since the objective of scheduling

divisible loads is to minimize the maximum job finish time among different comput-

ing units. The load balancer receives the current load distribution Li at each site

i, as well as resource status information for different resources. The load balancer

defines optimal load distribution αi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n, where n is the number of sites. αi

defines the number of datasets that should be allocated for each site i for optimal

load distribution.

Traditional load balancing algorithms, such as Divisible Load Algorithm (DLA)

(Viswanathan et al., 2007), define the optimal load distribution by considering sites

processing speeds and data execution time only while ignoring network transfer delays.

We propose two network aware load balancing algorithms: Network Aware Divisible

Load Algorithm (NADLA) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2011) and Genetic Algorithm

based Load Distribution (GA-LD) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2012a).

In the following three sub-sections, the three load balancing algorithms: DLA,

NADLA, and GA LD will be explained in details.
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4.2.1 DLA

DLA provides an optimal load distribution based on linear mathematical model.

According to DLA literature, the optimality principle states ”To achieve optimal

load distribution, it is necessary and sufficient that all participating sinks should stop

processing at the same time instant” (Viswanathan et al., 2007). Each site is defined

by its Processing capacity Ci (time to process unit dataset) and Processing Waiting

Time PWTi, i = 1, , n. Assuming a total load L distributed among different n site

(L =
∑n

k=1Lk), the objective is to define another load distribution αi such that all

sites finish processing at the same time. The Finish Time (FT ) at site i can be

calculated as: FTi = Ci ∗ αi + PWTi. By applying the DLT optimality principle, we

have

FTi = FTj = FT ∀ i, j ∈ 1, ..., n, (4.9)

Ci ∗ αi + PWTi = Cj ∗ αj + PWTj = FT, (4.10)

αi = (FT − PWTi)/Ci, (4.11)

but,
n

∑

x=1

αx = L, (4.12)
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By substituting from (4.11) in (4.12)

n
∑

x=1

(FT − PWTx)/Cx = L, (4.13)

FT =
L+

∑n
x=1(PWTx/Cx)

∑n
x=1 1/Cx

, (4.14)

Then,

αi =
L+

∑n
x=1(PWTx/Cx)

Ci

∑n
x=1 1/Cx

− PWTi/Ci, (4.15)

Equation 4.15 gives the optimal load distribution as a function of sites processing

capacities and waiting times.

4.2.2 NADLA

Network Aware DLA extends the DLA to consider both computing and networking

resources instead of just computing resources. The traditional DLA takes into account

only sites processing capacities and processing waiting times. This may be acceptable

in applications where data transfer time is negligible compared to job execution time.

However, many e-science applications are becoming more data intensive. Therefore,

designing network aware DLA becomes of vital importance.

NADLA is an iterative algorithm. In each iteration, the DLA algorithm is used to

adjust the load distribution according to the networking delay. The algorithm stops

when the difference between the finish time (FT ) calculated by the DLA algorithm
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and the network aware FT (FT network−aware) after considering networking delay drops

below a certain value. Let’s consider the DLA algorithm as a black box taking

Processing capacities Ci, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n , Estimated Waiting Times (EWTi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n)

and total load L as input parameters and calculates the optimal load distribution

αi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n (Equation 4.15) and the finish time FT (Equation 4.14).

The pseudo-code of the Network Aware DLA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

After executing the DLA for the first time and calculating load distribution αi, ∀i ∈

1, ..., n and FT (Step 2), the algorithm calculates Network aware FT (FT network−aware
i )

for each site i (Step 3). FT network−aware
i is the finish time after considering the data

transfer overhead. The difference between FT network−aware
i and the FT calculated by

the DLA is defined as the Networking Delayi (Step 5). The algorithm iterates until

the maximum value of the Networking Delayi over all sites drops below a certain

ǫ value. ǫ is a design parameter for the algorithm. Small ǫ value results in better

FT and longer algorithm execution time while large ǫ value speeds up the algorithm

execution and results in longer FT .

In each iteration, a new load distribution problem is solved using DLA. The DLA

is applied to the problem with inputs L = 0 and EWTi = Networking Delayi, ∀i ∈

1, ....n (Steps 6, 7, 8). The results of this problem instance are correction values for

αi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n and FT to be added to them (Step 9, 10). The idea behind applying

DLA with input L = 0 is to add the networking delay at each site as a waiting time

and try to distribute this value equally among all sites. L = 0 guarantees that there

is no added load, and it is just a re-distribution of the original load (load balancing).
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Algorithm 3 Network Aware DLA algorithm

1: Set Ci, EWTi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n and L according to upto date status information
2: Apply DLA to calculate the load distribution αi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n (Equation 4.15) and

Finish Time FT (Equation 4.14)
3: Calculate FTNetworkAware

i , ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n
4: while max∀i∈ 1,...,n{FTNetworkAware

i − FT} > ǫ do
5: Calculate Networking Delayi = FTNetworkAware

i − FT, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n
6: Set EWTi = Networking Delayi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n
7: Set L = 0
8: Reapply DLA to calculate the load distribution correction αcorrection

i , ∀i ∈
1, ..., n (Equation 4.15) and Finish Time correction FT correction(Equation 4.14)

9: Set αi+ = αcorrection
i , ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n

10: Set FT+ = FT correction, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n
11: Recalculate FTNetworkAware

i , ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n
12: end while
13: Populate αi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n

The αcorrection
i values can be either positive, zero or negative, and the summation of

αcorrection
i values over all sites equals zero.

4.2.3 GA-LD

As an alternative to DLA, Genetic Algorithms (GA) can be used to calculate near

optimal load distribution. To represent the load distribution problem in GA, a real

number chromosome of length n (number of sites) is used. The chromosome αi ∈ [0, L]

represents the load size to be executed at site i, where L is the total load size.

Each chromosome is associated with a fitness value that represents the goodness

of this solution. This fitness value is evaluated using a certain objective function.

The objective function is to minimize the maximum finish time with data transfer

overhead FTNetworkAware
i over all sites.
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An adjustment is done to the chromosome genes before evaluating the fitness

(Equation 4.16). The adjustment is done by modifying the gene values αi such that

∑n
i=1 αi = L. This modification ensures that the summation of loads assigned to

all sites equals to the total load. The objective of this adjustment is to adapt any

infeasible solution to be feasible one and to speed up the GA search.

αadjusted
i = (αold

i /

n
∑

i=1

αold
i ) ∗ L, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n, (4.16)
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4.3 Path Computing

The Path Computing component calculates the shortest path between two nodes

and returns the path as well as PathWaitingTime. The PathWaitingTime is the

minimum time to wait for the path to be available. PathWaitingTime is calculated

as the maximum value among all Link Waiting Times LWT s for all links along this

path.

Two different algorithms could be used to calculate the shortest path:

• Minimum hop count. In this algorithm, Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959)

is used to calculate the shortest path in terms of minimum hop count. The

main disadvantage of the minimum hop count algorithm is that it may result

in unacceptable load distribution among different links. The traffic may go

through a small set of links while other links are free. This may delay the data

transfers specially for data and communication intensive applications.

• K-shortest paths. The K-shortest paths algorithm selects the path with the

minimum PathWaitingTime among K shortest paths calculated according to

the minimum hop count. The algorithm consists of two steps. In the first

step, an extended version of Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to calculate the K-

shortest paths in terms of the minimum hop count. In the second step, the

PathWaitingTime for each path of the K-shortest paths is calculated, and the

one with the minimum PathWaitingTime is selected.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation

Simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the three core components.

The performance is evaluated within a process of scheduling multi-source divisible

load jobs in a multi-domain optical grid system. Scheduling divisible load jobs is

done using the iterative scheduling algorithm that will be presented in section 5.4.

4.4.1 Performance of Aggregation and Abstraction Tech-

niques

To evaluate the performance of information aggregation and abstraction, we consider

hierarchical architecture. Within this hierarchical architecture, the abstracted values

are calculated by local resource managers and shared with inter-domain resource

managers to be used in the inter-domain scheduling process. The Stretch Factor SF

is the metric used to evaluate the performance.

Two Experiments are conducted to evaluate the three abstraction techniques: Di-

rect formulas, historical data and real time measurements. The three abstraction

techniques are compared with each other as well as with the No sharing case. No

sharing case refers to the case that there is no collaboration among local resource

managers and no information sharing among them.

In the first experiment, different network sizes are considered while fixing other

job and network parameters. Figure 4.5 shows, along the y-axis, the SF in terms of
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Figure 4.5: SF for different network sizes

network size, along the x-axis. As the network size increases, an increase in the SF is

shown for all abstraction techniques. We refer this increase to the ease and relaxation

of the scheduling problem as the number of sites increases. As the number of sites

increases, the available number of computing resources increases. While fixing the

job load, job finish time decreases as the network size increases and the scheduling

problem becomes easier. For networks with more than 60 sites, the SF is almost

100%, which means that job finish time is almost the same for both full information

case and aggregated information case. Comparing the three abstraction techniques

shows that both real time measurements and historical data result in almost the same

SF , and both of them perform better than the Direct formulas technique.

The second experiment is conducted to study different application types: data in-

tensive, intermediate and computationally intensive applications. Figure 4.6 shows,
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Figure 4.6: SF for different application types

along the y axis, the SF for different application types and different abstraction tech-

niques. For computationally intensive applications, the SF for the three abstraction

techniques is almost the same. For data intensive applications, about 10% increase in

SF by using both Real time measurements and historical data techniques compared

to Direct Formulas technique. This shows that the Direct Formulas could estimate

the processing capacity for computationally intensive applications precisely while the

precision of using the Direct Formulas to calculate the abstracted processing capac-

ity is not acceptable for data intensive applications. Those results show that better

scheduling decisions can be achieved for data intensive applications if appropriate

abstraction technique is used.

The above results show clearly that more information does not always mean better

performance. We could achieve the same performance by using well aggregated and
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abstracted resource information other than using large volumes of the exact informa-

tion. As can be seen from the experimental results, the SF approaches up to 100%

in many situations. This means that the aggregated information performs the same

as full information.

Comparing the three abstraction techniques in terms of resource usage and time

consumption overheads, the real time measurements technique is the worst while

the Direct Formulas technique is the best. On the one hand, the Direct Formulas

technique uses straightforward and direct equations to calculate the abstracted values.

On the other hand, the real time measurements technique adds more load to the RM

since online probing algorithm is to be executed periodically. The historical data

technique results in a lower overhead compared to real time measurements technique.

It uses direct formulas to calculated the abstracted values. However, the coefficients

of those formulas are not constants, and should be updated periodically by applying

a regression analysis.

In the conclusion of this discussion, it is recommended to use the direct formulas

for situations that will not affect the aggregation performance such as for compu-

tationally intensive applications. Historical data technique is preferable to real time

measurements technique since the two techniques result in almost the same SF values

while the historical data technique is much faster and lighter.
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4.4.2 Performance of Load Balancing Algorithms

We studied the performance of the load balancing algorithms as part of scheduling

multi-source divisible load jobs. Two performance metrics are considered: job FT

and total execution time.

Effect of network size

In this experiment, we fixed the average load size per site while changing the number

of sites. Figure 4.7 compares the performance of the three load distribution algorithms

for different network sizes.

Figure 4.7a shows, along the y-axis, the finish time for different network sizes. The

figure shows that NADLA can maintain almost a constant FT as the network size

increases while the other two algorithms suffer from an increase in FT as the network

size increases. NADLA performs better than the other two algorithms especially for

larger network sizes (400 & 1024 sites networks). For example, the percentage of

reduction in FT using NADLA compared to DLA is about 10% in 16 sites network

while the same percentage approaches about 44% for 1024 sites network. Moreover,

GA LD results in better FT compared to DLA.

Figure 4.7b shows, along the y-axis, the total execution time for different network

sizes. An increase in execution time is shown as the network size increases for the

three algorithms. However, the GA-LD takes much longer time than the other two

algorithms for all network sizes. A remarkable result in this figure is that there is no
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difference in total execution time between NADLA and DLA. Total execution time

consists of execution times for different algorithms: load balancing algorithm, schedul-

ing algorithm and path computing algorithm. Load balancing algorithm execution

time for NADLA is larger than DLA since NADLA iterates over DLA algorithm.

The figure reflects that load balancing time for both NADLA and DLA can be ne-

glected compared to scheduling and path computing times while load balancing time

for GA-LD dominates scheduling and path computing times.

Effect of load size

The performance of the algorithms is compared for different load sizes. Figure 4.8a

shows an increase in FT as the load size increases. FTs for NADLA and GA-LD are

lower than DLA for different load sizes. Figure 4.8b shows no change in algorithm

execution time as the load size increases for the three algorithms. This shows that

the execution time and consequently the load balancing algorithm execution time are

independent on the load size.

4.4.3 Performance of Path Computing Algorithms

A comparison between K-shortest paths algorithm and minimum hop count algorithm

for different job sizes is conducted. Figures 4.9a & 4.9b show, along the y-axis, the

normalized job finish time and the total execution time respectively. The figures are

shown for different job sizes, along the x-axis. Figures 4.9a shows an average reduc-
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(a) Finish Time

(b) Load Balancing Time

Figure 4.7: The Effect of network size for different load balancing algorithms
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(a) Finish Time

(b) Load Balancing Time

Figure 4.8: The Effect of network size for different load balancing algorithms
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(a) Normalized Job Finish Time

(b) Total Execution Time

Figure 4.9: Minimum Hop Count vs. K-Shortest Paths

tion in job finish time of about 11% by using K-shortest path algorithm compared

to minimum hop count algorithm. This comes at the cost of increasing the total

execution time. Figures 4.9b shows an average increase of about 50% in the total ex-

ecution time by using K-shortest paths algorithm compared to minimum hop count

algorithm.
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Another experiment is conducted to study the effect of changing the number of

shortest paths (K) on system performance. In this experiment, K is varied from 1

(minimum hop count case) to 6. Figures 4.10a& 4.10b show, along the y-axis, the

normalized job finish time and the total execution time respectively. The figures are

shown for different number of shortest paths (K), along the x-axis, and for different

application types.

Figure 4.10a shows a decrease in job finish time for data intensive applications as K

increases. The decrease reaches about 20% asK increases from 1 to 4. After the value

of 4, almost no decrease is reported. For computationally intensive applications, no

decrease is reported as K increases. Figure 4.10b shows a linear increase in execution

time for all application types. An average increase in execution time of about 40% as

K increases from 1 to 6 is reported.

From those results, selecting the best K value depends on the application type.

For computationally intensive applications, small value of K is sufficient. For data

intensive applications, increasing K usually results in better performance in terms of

decreasing job finish time. However, exaggerated values of K have no positive effect.

It just increases the execution time with no benefit. The increase in execution time

cannot be ignored, and in some situations, execution time may be extremely critical.

Therefore, it is essential to select the appropriate value of K based on the knowledge

of the application type. Moreover, doing some preliminary tests could also be useful

in selecting K.
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(a) Normalized Job Finish Time

(b) Total Execution Time

Figure 4.10: The Effect of K for different application types
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Chapter 5

Scheduling Multi-Source Divisible

Load Applications

This chapter presents different algorithms to schedule multi-source divisi-

ble load applications. We propose three algorithms: Genetic Algorithm

Based (GA Based) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2010), Divisible Load Theory

based (DLT Based) (Abouelela and El-Darieby, 2011), and iterative scheduling

(Abouelela and El-Darieby, submittedc) algorithms. Those algorithms co-schedule

computing and networking resources to multi-source divisible load jobs with the ob-

jective of minimizing the maximum job completion time.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.1, the problem formulation is pre-

sented. Then, the three algorithms: GA Based, DLT Based, and iterative scheduling

algorithms are presented in sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 respectively. Finally, the per-
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formance evaluation of the three algorithms is presented in section 5.5.

5.1 Problem Formulation

The problem is formulated with an optical network model and an application (job)

model. The optical network is modeled as an undirected graph G(R,E), where R rep-

resents available sites and E represents available optical links between sites. Without

any loss of generality, end users are assumed to be attached directly to sites; hence,

the time from the end user to the corresponding site is ignored. For each link e ∈ E

connecting two sites i and j, wij represents the bandwidth of one lambda connection

over the link while Pij represents the available number of lambda connections that

could be established over this link. Pij = 0 represents no connectivity between sites

i and j.

Divisible Load Applications are modelled as a data processing jobs requiring a

large logical input dataset D of size L. This logical dataset is divided into m physical

datasets stored at different data sources DSk, where k = 1..m. Each physical dataset

k has a size Lk, where
m
∑

k=1

Lk = L. We assume that divisible data can be processed

at any site using the same data processing algorithm. The scheduling (optimization)

problem is to divide these datasets into n datasets to be processed at n different sites,

and assign the required computing and networking resources. The objective function
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of the scheduling problem is to minimize the maximum job completion time:

min {max
i=1,..n

{Ti}}, (5.1)

where Ti is the expected completion time for jobs allocated to site i. It can be

calculated from the following set of equations:

Ti = TTransfer(i) + TProcessing(i) (5.2)

TTransfer(i) = max
k=1,..,m

(lki/wki) (5.3)

TProcessing(i) = di.Ci (5.4)

TTransfer(i) is the time required to transfer data to site i while TProcessing(i) is the

time required to process data at site i. lki represents the part of the dataset k that

will be processed at site i while di =
∑

k=1,..,m

lki is the total size of the datasets that

will be processed at site i. Ci is the computing time per unit dataset at site i. The

binary decision variable V j,k,i
x,y , where i ∈ R, j ∈ {1, ..., pxy}, ∀x, y&k, represents the

virtual connectivity matrix, by which V j,k,i
x,y = 1 indicates that the portion of dataset

k which will be scheduled at site i is routed along a path containing the link from x

to y via lambda connection number j.
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The optimization problem is to minimize the maximum completion time by finding

distributions for lki and V j,k,i
x,y that decide on portions of datasets to be processed

at each site and assigning necessary optical connections to transfer data satisfying

network and computational resource constraints.

Figure 5.1 shows an example of 5 sites connected by lambda connection links (solid

lines). Each link is defined by the bandwidth of one lambda connection wij and the

number of lambda connections Pij. Two sites represent data source sites (DS1 &DS2)

while the remaining sites represent data processing sites. Dashed lines represent the

portions of data (lij) in the data sources (DSi, i = 1, 2) that will be transferred to be

analysed at different computational resources (Cj, j = 3, 4, 5).
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Figure 5.1: Data division in five sites example
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5.2 GA Based Algorithm

5.2.1 GA Model

A composite genome of three parts is used for problem representation. The first part

is a real number genome xi,j ∈ [0, 1] representing the percentage of dataset size at site

i to be processed at site j. Assuming n processing sites and m data source sites, the

genome length is n ∗m. The second genome part is a binary string of size n ∗m ∗ k,

where k is the total number of lambda connections in all links. This genome can be

represented as three dimensional binary matrix Mk
i,j . Mk

i,j = 1 indicates that data

transfer from site i to site j will use the lambda connection number k. The third part

of genome, STi,j represents the start times for data transfer task from i to j and is

a real number genome of size n ∗m. Generally, real numbers representation can be

implemented either directly as real numbers genome or as string of bits that map to

real numbers. We choose to use real numbers directly since it outperforms the binary

mapping for most problems (Wall, 1996).

5.2.2 Fitness Function

Each chromosome is associated with a fitness value that represents the goodness

of this solution. This fitness value is evaluated using a certain objective function.

Equation 5.5 shows the objective function to be minimized. The objective function is

composed of two components: the maximum job completion time over all processing
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sites and penalties. The penalties are added to exclude the infeasible chromosomes.

The job completion time at site j (equation 5.6) is calculated as the summation of

two components: transfer time Ttransfer(j) and processing time Tprocessing(j). The

transfer time is calculated as the maximum transfer time over all data transfer tasks

from different data source sites to site j (equation 5.7). STi,j is the start time genome

for data transfer task from i to j. li is the number of datasets originally located at

site i and MWij is the minimum value of bandwidth along the lambda connections

linking sites i and j. Processing time at site j is calculated using equation 5.8. Cj is

the average computational time per unit dataset at site j.

Objective = max
∀j∈1,..n

{Tapp(j)}+ Penalty, (5.5)

Tapp(j) = Ttransfer(j) + Tprocessing(j) (5.6)

TTransfer(j) = max
∀i

(STi,j + xij ∗ li/MWij) (5.7)

Tprocessing(j) =

n
∑

i=1

(xij ∗ li) ∗ Cj (5.8)
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5.2.3 Initialization

A random initialization, with a few modifications, is chosen to be used for the three

parts of the composite genome in order to generate good quality initial chromosomes

and prevent the existence of infeasible solutions. For example, the xij genome random

initialization is modified to force the summation of chromosome values over all des-

tination sites to be equal one. That is, the chromosome values are chosen to satisfy

the following constraints
∑

∀j

xij = 1, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n.
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5.3 DLT Based Algorithm

As an alternative to GA based scheduling algorithm, we propose a DLT based al-

gorithm. DLT provides a linear mathematical model and scalable formulations for

load distribution in parallel, distributed, and grid computing environments. The ef-

fectiveness of DLT is validated in several real-life applications such as parallel video

encoding, image processing, and database applications (Viswanathan et al., 2007).

The DLT Based Algorithm consists of two main steps. In the first step, a load

balancing algorithm is used to define near optimal load distribution. Both Divisible

Load Algorithm (DLA) and Network Aware Divisible Load Algorithm (NADLA)

presented in chapter 4 (sections 4.2.1 & 4.2.2 respectively) can be used. In the second

step, a greedy algorithm is used to apply the load distribution and co-allocate the

necessary computing and networking resources.

Algorithm 4 shows the proposed greedy Algorithm. It starts by defining an empty

set of data transfer requests (RequestList). Li, i ∈ 1, ..., n represents the current load

distribution at site i while αi, i ∈ 1, ..., n represents near optimal load distribution

calculated in the load balancing step. n is the total number of sites including both

data source and data processing sites. The difference between the calculated and

the current load distribution represents the portions of data needed to be transferred

to/from each site i. This value can be positive, negative or zero. Positive values mean

data sink sites (destinations receiving data to be executed internally) while negative

values mean data source sites (sites containing extra-data to be executed at remote
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sites).

The greedy algorithm defines the data transfer requests in an iterative way. In each

iteration, a new data transfer request is added to the RequestList. The data transfer

request is defined by five components: source, destination, value-to-transfer, path and

start time. The selection of the source, destination and path is done with the objective

of minimizing the communication and computing waiting times. The algorithm stops

when the calculated load distribution equals to the current load distribution at all

sites αi − Li = 0, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n.

In each iteration, the destination node is selected first as the less loaded node;

αi −Li is maximum. A SourceList is defined as the set of all sites having extra-load;

αi − Li is negative. The Path as well as PathWaitingTime from each source in the

SourceList to the destination is calculated using path computing algorithms presented

in section 4.3. Then, the source with the minimum PathWaitingTime is selected. The

ValueToTransfer is the number of datasets to be transferred. It is calculated as the

minimum value of the absolute difference between the calculated and the current load

distributions at the source and destination. At the end, the source and destination

Loads (Lsource and Ldest) and Links Waiting Times (LWT s) for all links involved in

this request should be updated accordingly (steps 11,12 &13).
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Algorithm 4 Greedy Algorithm For computing and networking resource allocation

1: Set RequestList = {}
2: Calculate αi − Li, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n
3: while αi − Li 6= 0, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n do
4: Set dest = i, such that (αi − Li) is max
5: Set SourceList = {i}, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., n&αi − Li ≤ 0
6: for each source ∈ SourceList do
7: Calculate Pathsource,dest and PathWaitingT imesource,dest
8: end for
9: Select source from SourceList such that PathWaitingT imesource,dest is min-

imum
10: Set V alueToTransfer = min[abs(αsource − Lsource), abs(αdest − Ldest)]
11: Set Lsource− = V alueToTransfer
12: Set Ldest+ = V alueToTransfer
13: Update links with the new reservations
14: RequestList+ = newTask(source, dest, V alueToTrasfer, Path, StartT ime)
15: end while
16: Populate RequestList

5.4 Iterative Scheduling Algorithm

Iterative scheduling algorithm is used to overcome the poor performance of

DLT Based Algorithm in handling data intensive applications. In such applications,

large delays in data transfers are usually reported. Those delays affect the overall

application completion time and result in a mismatch between the Estimated Finish

Time (EFT) calculated in the load balancing step and the Actual Completion Time

(ACT) calculated after the resource allocation and reservation step. To resolve this

issue, we propose an iterative and incremental scheduling algorithm.

Algorithm 5 shows the proposed iterative scheduling algorithm. The algorithm

starts by calling the load balancer (the load balancing algorithm) to calculate the

near optimal load distribution αi. According to this load distribution, Estimated

Finish Time (EFT) could be calculated. Usually, this value is not realistic, and the
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actual value is much higher specially for data intensive applications. Therefore, the

EFT is considered as the Target value for completion time (step 2). Then, the co-

allocator (the greedy algorithm to co-allocate computing and networking resources)

reserves the needed resources and populates the RequestList. After this step, the

ACT could be calculated. If the ACT is less than or equals to the Target, then

the algorithm is completed. If the ACT is greater than the Target, then we have to

iterate for better scheduling.

Algorithm 5 Iterative Scheduling Algorithm

1: Call the LoadBalancer to calculate αi and EFT
2: Set Target = EFT
3: Call the Co-allocator to reserve the needed resources and popoulate the

RequestList
4: Calculate ACT
5: while ACT ≥ Target do
6: for each request ∈ RequestList do
7: if Transfer F inish T ime > Target then
8: Adjust V alueToTransfer such that Transfer F inish T ime =

Target
9: Update resource schedules accordingly
10: end if
11: end for
12: Call the LoadBalancer to recalculate αi

13: Call the Co-allocator to reserve the needed resources and popoulate the
RequestList

14: Recalculate ACT
15: Set Target+ = Step
16: end while

In each iteration, the first step is to enforce all data transfer requests in the Re-

questList to finish at or before the Target Time. This can be done by iterating

over each data transfer request and checking whether this transfer will finish after

the Target time or not. If a transfer will finish after the Target time then the

V alueToTransfer should be reduced to a value guaranteeing that the transfer will
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finish exactly at the Target time. Then, the load balancer and the co-allocator are

called again to recalculate the load distribution and reserve the needed resources.

Before finishing the iteration, the Target value should be incrementally increased by

a certain Step value. This increase in the Target value ensures that the algorithm

will finish after a finite number of iterations.

Selecting a suitable Step value is required for better performance in terms of the

final ACT and the algorithm speed. Larger Step values result in faster algorithm

(reducing the number of iterations), but they negatively affect the final ACT . On

the other hand, smaller Step values positively affect the final ACT with the cost of

increasing the number of iterations. Preliminary tests were conducted to calculate a

suitable Step value, and a factor of about 0.1 of the Target value was reported.
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5.5 Performance Evaluation

5.5.1 Performance of GA Based Algorithm

The GA based algorithm is implemented using two approaches: co-scheduling and

separated-scheduling approaches. In the co-scheduling approach, both computing

and networking resources are scheduled at the same time using one GA program. In

the separated-scheduling approach, two GA programs are used in series to schedule

computing resources followed by networking resources. A comparison between the

two approaches is conducted.

The main performance metrics of interest are application (job) completion time and

GA execution time. Three different types of applications are considered: communi-

cation (data) intensive applications, intermediate applications and computationally

intensive applications. In addition, networks with different load sizes are examined:

light-loaded, medium-loaded and heavy-loaded networks. This is characterized by the

ratio of the number of data sources to the total number of sites. In our experiments,

we assumed the ratios 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 to represent light-loaded, medium-loaded and

heavy-loaded networks, respectively.

Different parameters representing various configurations are chosen. The unit

dataset size is fixed to be 1 terabit. The bandwidths of lambda connections are set to

different values ranging from 128Mbit/s to 2Gbit/s while the number of lambda con-

nections per link is chosen randomly within the range [1, 3]. The number of datasets at
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Table 5.1: Genetic Algorithm Parameters

Parameter Value

GA Type Parallel Populations with migration
Number of Populations 3
Crossover Probability 0.9
Mutation Probability 0.01
Replacement Probability 0.6
Termination Criteria Terminate upon conversion
Number of Generations to meet for convergence 3000

each data source site is randomly generated with uniform distribution over the range

[10,40]. The computing speed per unit data set at computing locations is randomly

generated with uniform distribution over the range [5,20]. The Genetic Algorithm

configuration parameters are adjusted to maximize the performance. Preliminary

runs were conducted to select and fine tune these parameters. Table 5.1 shows the

GA configuration parameters and their values. Different population sizes are used

ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 depending on the search space size.

Results and discussion

We present the effect of different parameters and experiments on application comple-

tion times, shown along the y-axis in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. The figures consider

different numbers of sites along the x-axis. In the first two figures, different appli-

cation types are considered while fixing the load size to medium load. In the third

figure, different load sizes are considered with intermediate application type.

Comparing Figures 5.2 and 5.3 shows the advantages of co-scheduling of both com-

puting and networking resources over the separated-scheduling. In almost all cases,
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Figure 5.2: Application completion time for different application types (Co-
scheduling)

Figure 5.3: Application completion time for different application types (Separated-
scheduling)
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Figure 5.4: Application completion time for different load sizes

the co-scheduling approach achieves better application completion time which results

in better load balancing among execution sites. In communication-intensive appli-

cations, the co-scheduling approach out-performs the separated-scheduling one by

significant values; it improves the application completion time by an average value of

20% while in computationally intensive applications, the average improvement is less

than 1% (about 0.85%), and about 13% for intermediate applications. This shows the

advantage of the co-scheduling especially for communication-intensive applications.

Figure 5.4 shows the impact of the input load size on the application completion

time. For all network sizes, increasing the load size increases the application comple-

tion time.

Figure 5.5 shows the data transfer and processing times: the two components of the

application completion time. The figure shows that co-scheduling results in shorter
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Figure 5.5: Data transfer and data execution times

data transfer and overall application completion times. However, it results in longer

data processing times. This is expected because, with the separated scheduling, data

processing time is optimized first without considering networking constraints. This

results in better data processing time. On the other hand, the co-scheduling optimizes

the whole process at the same time, which results in better application completion

time.

The GA execution time is measured for different scheduling approaches and net-

works with different number of sites. Results are shown in Figure 5.6. The separated

scheduling approach gives better GA execution time for small sized networks (5, 8 and

10 sites) while the co-scheduling approach is better for 13 and 16 site networks. This

is due to the difficulties facing the separated scheduling approach to find a good data
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Figure 5.6: GA Execution Time

transfer time in large search spaces (13 and 16 site networks). In small search spaces,

finding a good data transfer time is much easier, and since the separated-scheduling

decomposes the whole optimization problem into two smaller problems, the GA exe-

cution time is much better compared to the co-scheduling approach. However, both

scheduling approaches can only be used for offline scheduling since GA execution time

is too long for online scheduling.

5.5.2 DLT Based Algorithm vs. Iterative Scheduling Algo-

rithm

Two simulation experiments are conduced to evaluate the performance of both

DLT Based and Iterative Scheduling Algorithms. Performance is evaluated in terms
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of job (application) completion time and algorithm execution time. In the first exper-

iment, divisible load jobs with different load sizes varying from 500 datasets to 6400

datasets are scheduled in 64 sites network. Job load is originally stored at distributed

data source sites. The number of data source sites varies from 5 to 64 sites. In the

second experiment, networks with different sizes are considered varying from 25 sites

to 250 sites networks. Job load size is fixed to 3200 datasets. In both experiments,

the performance is evaluated for both computationally and data intensive jobs.

Results and discussion

Figures 5.7a & 5.7b show the average job completion time, along the y-axis, in terms

of load size, along the x-axis, for both computationally and data intensive jobs respec-

tively. As the load size increases, the completion time increases for both DLT Based

and iterative scheduling algorithms. Figure 5.7a shows that, for computationally in-

tensive jobs, there is no difference in completion time between the two algorithms.

However, Figure 5.7b shows an average decrease in job completion time of about 55%

by using Iterative scheduling with respect to DLT Based algorithm.

Figures 5.8a & 5.8b show the job completion time, along the y-axis, in terms of

different network sizes, along the x-axis for both computationally intensive and data

intensive jobs respectively. Figure 5.8a shows a decrease in completion time as the

network size increases for both algorithms. Increasing the network size while fixing job

load size means adding more resources, which results in better load distribution and

lower job completion time. Figure 5.8b shows different behaviour for data intensive
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(a) computationally intensive Application

(b) Data Intensive Application

Figure 5.7: Job Completion Time for different load sizes
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jobs. By using DLT Based algorithm, an increase in completion time is shown as the

network size increases. On the contrary, by using iterative scheduling, a decrease in

completion time is shown as the network size increases.

Those results show that, for computationally intensive jobs, the completion time

is almost the same for both algorithms. for such jobs, the networking delay could

be neglected compared to data processing time. Therefore, the scheduling problem

is similar to scheduling divisible loads in parallel processing and cluster computing

systems. Divisible Load Theory is originally developed, and successfully applied, to

such systems. Iterative scheduling does not improve the completion time.

For data intensive applications, the situation is totally different. Data transfer

time cannot be neglected, and significantly affect the completion time. This compli-

cates the scheduling problem. The results reflect the poor performance of DLT based

algorithm in scheduling data intensive jobs. As the network size increases, which

means adding more resource, the results show an increase in completion time. The

DLT based algorithm comprises two consecutive steps: near optimal load distribution

calculation and resource allocation to apply this load distribution. As the network

size increases, the load distribution tries to distribute the load at all sites to minimize

the completion time without considering the availability of networking resources to

carry the job load. On the contrary, the iterative algorithm iterates over the two

steps and tries, incrementally, to minimize the difference between the estimated com-

pletion time calculated in the first step and the exact completion time calculated in

the second step.
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(a) computationally intensive Application

(b) Data Intensive Application

Figure 5.8: Job Completion Time for different Network sizes
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Figures 5.9a & 5.9b show the average algorithm execution time, along the y-axis,

in terms of load size, along the x-axis for both computationally intensive and data

intensive jobs respectively. Both figures show that there is no increase in algorithm

execution time as the load size increases. This illustrates that the algorithm execution

time, for both algorithms, is independent on the job load size. Figure 5.9a shows no

difference in completion time between DLT based and iterative scheduling algorithms.

However, Figure 5.9b shows that the iterative algorithm execution time is about 2

times the execution time of DLT based algorithm.

Figures 5.10a & 5.10b show the execution time, along the y-axis, in terms of net-

work size along the x-axis for both computationally intensive and data intensive jobs

respectively. Both figures show an increase in execution time as the network size in-

creases. For example, Figure 5.10a shows that, as the network size increases from 25

to 250 sites, the DLT based algorithm execution time increases from 0.2s to 85s. Fig-

ure 5.10a shows a small increase in execution time for iterative scheduling compared

to DLT based algorithm, especially for large sized networks. Figure 5.10b shows a

large increase in iterative algorithm execution time as the network size increases. As

the network size increases from 25 to 250 sites network, the iterative algorithm execu-

tion time increases from 0.5s to about 547s (about 9 minutes). However, comparing

those results to GA based scheduling algorithm shows that the iterative scheduling

results in a significant decrease in execution time compared to GA based algorithm.

The GA based algorithm results in about 15000s (about 4 hours) execution time for

16 sites network.
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(a) computationally intensive Application

(b) Data Intensive Application

Figure 5.9: Algorithm Execution Time for different load sizes
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(a) computationally intensive Application

(b) Data Intensive Application

Figure 5.10: Algorithm Execution Time for different Network sizes
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Chapter 6

Scheduling Divisible Loads in

Different Architectures

In this chapter, the scheduling of divisible load jobs in different architectures is dis-

cussed. Processes to schedule single-source and multi-source divisible load jobs are

introduced.

Section 6.1 introduces a top-down process to schedule multi-source divisible load

jobs in hierarchical architecture. The process is carried out in a top down hierarchical

way across multiple hierarchical levels. A centralized scheduling algorithm is executed

inside different Resource Managers (RMs) at different levels. The scheduling decisions

propagate from the top -higher level- RMs down to lower levels RMs.

Section 6.2 introduces a bottom up hierarchical process. The process is applied to

single-source divisible load jobs. Job scheduling starts at local, level 1, RMs. If a local
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RM cannot allocate all job load within its managed domain, it sends the remaining

load to its parent RM to be allocated at other domains.

Section 6.3 introduces distributed algorithms to discover and allocate resources for

single-source divisible load jobs in unstructured P2P architecture. Unstructured P2P

architecture consists of a set of fully autonomous peers applying the same resource

discovery and allocation algorithms with no centralized management.

Section 6.4 presents a resource scheduling process in Super Peer architecture.

Within this process, both centralized and distributed scheduling algorithm are used

to schedule single-source divisible load jobs.

Finally, the performance evaluation is presented in section 6.5. A comparison

between different architectures is conduced followed by a comprehensive evaluation

of each architecture.
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6.1 Hierarchical Scheduling: Top Down Approach

Assuming Hierarchical Architecture as presented in section 3.1.1, the scheduling pro-

cess starts as the system receives a divisible load job request at the root-RM assumed

at level k. The root-RM has an aggregation resource status information collected-

from level k−1 RMs. According to this information, the root-RM applies centralized

scheduling algorithms to define a list of data transfer requests. Each data transfer

request is defined by five components: source, destination, value-to-transfer, path and

start-time. The source is a level k − 1 RM having a number of datasets (equal to

the value-to-transfer) to be processed remotely at the destination. The destination

is also level k − 1 RM having enough computing resources to process the datasets.

Those datasets are to be sent at a certain time (start-time) to destination through

a certain path. The path is a level k-1 path (virtual path) defined as a set of links

providing end to end connectivity from source to destination. Those data transfer

requests are sent down the hierarchy to level k-1 RMs. At level k-1, the RMs define

the resources available at level k − 2 RMs to handle the data transfer requests. The

resources include both networking resources that ensure the network connectivity be-

tween the source and destination and computing resources to process the datasets at

the destination. Level k − 1 RMs define new sets of data transfer requests to be sent

down the hierarchy to level k− 2 RMs. This process is repeated across the hierarchy

until Level 0 sites receive the data transfer requests. At any level in the hierarchy,

if an RM could not find enough resources to fulfil the requests, it sends a relocate

message up the hierarchy to its parent RM to relocate the request load to another
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RM. The hierarchical relocation technique presented in section 7.2 can be used.

Considering the grid architecture example shown in Figure 3.1, The scheduling

process is initiated at the root-RM in response to job request. The root-RM defines

a list of data transfer requests. For example, one of the defined requests is: source

= RM-0, destination = RM-2, value-to-transfer = 20 datasets, and path = RM-0

⇒ RM-1 ⇒ RM-2. This request is to be sent to all RMs involved in this request

(RM-0, RM-1, and RM-2). Then, the scheduling starts at those RMs, in parallel, to

allocate the required internal resources to complete those requests and provide end

to end connectivity. The scheduling at each of the three RMs results in new lists of

requests. Those lists are to be sent to the sites at level 0. A final data transfer request

is as shown in Figure 3.1 with thick lines. The source is data source site belonging to

Domain 1 (DS-1-1) while the destination is data processing site belonging to domain

3 (PS-3-3). Each level 1 RM schedules its own resources while level 2 RM schedules

inter-domain resources.
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6.2 Hierarchical Scheduling: Bottom Up Ap-

proach

Another alternative to the top down process is the bottom up process. The bottom

up process starts at the local, level 1, RM receiving job request. We assume single-

source divisible load job, by which all data to be processed is originally stored at one

site (job source site). Multi-source divisible load job is not applicable to this process

as one job. Instead, it can be divided as a number of independent single-source jobs.

The local RM, receiving the job request, tries first to allocate the job load internally

by applying centralized resource scheduling algorithms. If the load cannot be fully

allocated, an inter-domain request message is sent to the parent inter-domain RM to

allocate the remaining load at other domains. The inter-domain RM has aggregated

resource status information collected from different domains. The inter-domain RM

co-ordinates with local RMs from different domains to reserve computing resources

at other domains and reserve the inter- and intra-domain paths to provide end to end

connectivity.

Algorithm 6 shows the algorithm to be executed at inter-domain RMs upon re-

ceiving inter-domain request message from job source RM (RMS). The inter-

domain request message contains the job QoS constrains as well as the remain-

ing load (Remaining load) to be processed. The inter-domain RM defines the

Reachable Domains set as the set of domains reachable by RMS. Domain reach-

ability is defined according to the inter-domain links status information. Then,
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the estimated load that can be transferred and executed at each domain in

Reachable Domains set is calculated. The estimated load is calculated using the

aggregated computing resource status information available from different domains.

Then, the domains in Reachable Domains set are arranged in decreasing order of the

estimated load.

The algorithm iterates over each domain in Reachable Domains set. The algorithm

stops if the size of the Reachable Domains set reaches zero, or if the Remaining load

reaches zero. In each iteration, a domain (D) is popped out of the set. Then, the

shortest path from job source domain to D is calculated. Note that this path is not

a complete end to end path. It contains just the inter-domain links while the intra-

domain links will be defined later by children RMs. Then, the set of all children RMs

involved in data transfer from job source domain to D (Involved RMs) is defined.

A Discovery Request Message is sent to all involved RMs. The Discovery Request

Message defines, among other things, the inter-domain links and border nodes of

the calculated path. A RM receiving Discovery Request Message from its parent

RM searches for resources to fulfil the request according to its role. An RM can be

involved in a data transfer with one of the following roles:

• Source role: If an RM is involved as a source, then it searches for internal

networking resources to transfer the load from job source site (or domain) to

the border node connected to the pre-defined inter-domain link.

• Destination role : If an RM is involved as a destination, then it searches for
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internal networking and computing resources to transfer and process the load

coming from the border node connected to the pre-defined inter-domain link.

• Transit role : If an RM is involved as a transit, then it searches for internal

networking resources to connect two border nodes to complete the inter-domain

path end to end connectivity.

The child RM receiving Discovery Request Messages replies to the inter-domain RM

with the maximum load that could be handled. The inter-domain RM waits until

receiving all replies. Then, it calculates the maximum load that could be transferred

and processed at D (Max LoadD). The Max LoadD is calculated as the minimum

value among all RMs in Involved RMs set. If this maximum load exceeds the re-

maining load (Remaining load), then the maximum load is set to the remaining load.

Then, the needed inter-domain links to transfer the Max LoadD are reserved, and an

allocation request message is sent to all RMs in Involved RMs set to reserve comput-

ing and networking resources. Then, the Remaining load is decreased by the value

of the Max LoadD. Finally, the Reachable Domains set and the estimated load at

each domain should be updated. This completes the iteration.

After iterating over all domains in Reachable Domains set, if the remaining un-

allocated load (Remaining load) reaches zero, then the algorithm is completed suc-

cessfully, and a successful message is to be sent to the RMS. Otherwise, if the

Remaining load is still greater than zero, then the job inter-domain request message

should be forwarded to parent RM if exists. If there is no parent RM or if the parent
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RM is visited before, then the algorithm fails.

Algorithm 6 Inter-domain Allocation Algorithm

while True do
if inter-domain request message received from RMS then

Set Remaining load as the job remaining load
Define the set of reachable domains (Reachable Domains)
Calculate an estimate for the load to be executed at each domain in the set
Arrange the domains in the set in decreasing order of the estimated load
while Size(Reachable Domains)! = 0 AND Remaining load! = 0 do

Set domain D = PopF irst(Reachable Domains)
Calculate the shortest path from job source domain to D
Define the set of Involved RMs
Send Discovery Request Messages to all RMs in Involved RMs set
Wait for the replies from RMs
Upon receiveing all replies, calculate Max LoadD
if Max LoadD > Remaining load then

Set Max LoadD = Remaining load
end if
Reserve the needed inter-domain links to transfer Max LoadD
Send allocation request messages to all RMs in Involved RMs set
Set Remaining load− = Max LoadD
update the Reachable Domains set and re-estimate the load of each

domain
end while
if Remaining load = 0 then

Send a successful message to the RMS

else
if Parent RM exists and not visited before then

Forward RelocationRequestMsg to the parent RM
else

Send a failure message to RMS

Unallocate all allocated resources
end if

end if
end if

end while
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6.3 P2P Scheduling

In this section, the process of scheduling divisible load jobs in P2P architecture is

introduced. The process consists of two main steps: resource discovery (section 6.3.1)

and resource allocation (section 6.3.2). The process is applied to single source divis-

ible load jobs. Scheduling multi-source divisible load jobs cannot be handled as one

problem due to the lack of centralized management. Instead, this type of jobs can be

modelled as a number of independent single-source divisible load jobs.

6.3.1 P2P Resource Discovery

The proposed P2P resource discovery algorithm floods the network with resource

discovery messages and aggregates the availability information of different computing

and networking resources. The time availability aggregation algorithm presented in

section 4.1.2 is used for aggregation. This algorithm reduces the amount of exchanged

information without affecting information representation. The aggregated availability

information is represented as a capacity function of time. Both computing units and

links capacities are considered in the aggregation algorithm.

Two types of messages are used in resource discovery: resource discovery request

and respond messages (Discovery Request Msg& Discovery Respond Msg). The fields

included in those messages are presented in Table 6.1. Source Address, Job Index are

common fields in the two messages. Source Address is the address of the data source

peer. Job Index is the index of the failed job at the data source peer. Both fields
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Table 6.1: Resource Discovery Request and Respond Messages

Discovery Request Msg Discovery Respond Msg

Fields Source Address Source Address
Job Index Job Index
ST Aggregated Capacity
ET
TTL

are used together as a unique identifier to any job in the network. Other fields in the

discovery request message are the job start time ST , job end time (deadline) ET and

time to live TTL.

Aggregated Capacity field in discovery respond message is a structure saving the

aggregated free intervals of the computing resources and the computational capac-

ity of each interval. The Aggregated Capacity field maintains the capacity of the

discovered resources over the period from job start time ST to job end time ET .

The aggregated capacities at a specific peer can be represented as a resource capacity

piecewise function of time as shown in equation 6.1.

C(t) =



































































































C1 s1 ≤ t ≤ e1

C2 s2 ≤ t ≤ e2

.

.

CN sN ≤ t ≤ eN ,

0 Otherwise

(6.1)
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N is the number of intervals. For each interval i, si is the interval start time while ei

is the interval end time. Ci is computation capacity measured in number of datasets

per second.

The discovery algorithm starts by sending a discovery request message from the

data source peer to all reachable neighbour peers. A peer is considered reachable if

there is at least one free link, or path, to it for any period of time between job ST and

ET . Algorithm 7 shows the algorithm executed at each peer as receiving discovery

request and respond messages.

Algorithm 7 Distributed Resource Discovery Algorithm

while True do
if Discovery Request Msg received then

if Request is not received before then
Save the Request
Decreament TTL
if TTL reaches zero or There is no reachable neighbour then

Send Discovery Respond Msg with local Aggregated Capacity
else

Forward the Discovery Request Msg to all neighbour peers except
message sender

end if
else

Reply with a Discovery Respond Msg having empty
Aggregated Capacity

end if
end if

if Discovery Respond Msg received from neighbour peer then
Save the Aggregated Capacity of neighbour peer
if the responds from all neighbours are received then

Call Algorithm 2 to define the aggregated free intervals CU Agg
Send Discovery Respond Msg with CU Agg to request sender

end if
end if

end while
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Upon receiving a discovery request message, the message’s fields are extracted and

saved. Then, the TTL field is decremented. If the TTL reaches zero or if there is

no other reachable neighbour, a respond message is sent back to the sender with the

Aggregated Capacity field containing the local computing resource capacity function.

Otherwise, the request message is forwarded to all reachable neighbour peers.

Upon receiving a discovery respond message from a neighbour peer, the neighbour

capacity function is saved. Then, the algorithm waits until all responses are received.

Upon receiving all responses, the time availability aggregation algorithm presented

in section 4.1.2 is called. The aggregation algorithm abstracts all neighbour capacity

functions as well as local resources capacity function into a single function. The ag-

gregation results in one Aggregated Capacity object (CU Agg) to be sent to request

sender.

6.3.2 P2P Resource Allocation

The P2P resource allocation algorithm (algorithm 8) starts upon receiving a new di-

visible load job. The algorithm tries first to allocate, internally, as much job load as

possible. If the load could be fully allocated, this completes the algorithm. Otherwise,

the remaining load that could not be allocated is calculated and the resource discov-

ery algorithm discussed in section 6.3.1 is used to discover other peers. The discovery

algorithm returns one aggregated capacity function CAgg(t). According to the aggre-

gated capacity function, the algorithm knows whether there are enough computing
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and networking resources to handle the remaining load or not. If there are enough re-

sources, the remaining load is distributed among neighbour peers having free resources

such that all peers finish processing at the same time. An Allocation Request Msg

is sent to each neighbour peer with its assigned load.

Algorithm 8 Resource Allocation - Nearest First

while True do
if New job arrived then

Try allocating, internally, as much load as possible
if the Remaining load = 0 then

Algorithm Completed successfully
else

Start Resource Discovery to obtain the aggregated capacity functions of
neighour peers CAgg(t)

if there are no enough resources at other peers then
Algorithm Failed

else
Distribute the Remaining load among neighbour peers
Send Allocation Request Msgs to neighbour peers

end if
end if

end if

if Allocation Request Msg received then
Try allocated as much load as possible internally
if the Remaining load = 0 then

Reply with Allocation Respond Msg
else

Distribute the Remaining load among neighbour peers
Send Allocation Request Msgs to neighbour peers

end if
end if

if Allocation Respond Msg received then
if All responds are received then

Send Allocation Respond Msg to the request sender
end if

end if
end while

As receiving Allocation Request Msg with a specific load size, the RM executes
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similar procedure as receiving new job. The RM tries to allocate as much load as pos-

sible to its internal resources. If the RM could allocate the whole load, it sends back

an Allocation Respond Msg to confirm the success of the resource allocation algo-

rithm. Otherwise, the RM distributes the remaining load among its neighbour peers

having free resources and sends Allocation Request Msgs with the assigned loads to

neighbour peers. Upon receiving all allocation respond messages from the involved

neighbours, the RM sends an allocation respond message to allocation request sender

to confirm the success of the resource allocation algorithm.

The discussed resource allocation algorithm tries to allocate the resources as near

as possible to job source peer. As receiving a new job or allocation request from

neighbour peer, the RM tries first to allocate as much load as possible to its inter-

nal resources. We refer to this algorithm as nearest first resource allocation. This

algorithm has advantages in reducing network traffic.

We developed another resource allocation algorithm (algorithm 9) with the objec-

tive of minimizing job makespan. For divisible load jobs, job makespan is calculated as

the maximum job finish time among all computing resources. To minimize makespan,

all involved computing resources should finish processing at the same time. We refer

to this algorithm as min. Makespan resource allocation. On the contrary of nearest

first algorithm, the min. Makespan algorithm does not try first to allocate job load

internally. Instead, Min. Makespan algorithm distributes the load among internal

computing resources and neighbour peers computing resources such that all involved

computing resources finish at the same time.
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Algorithm 9 Resource Allocation - Min Makespan

while True do
if New job arrived then

Start Resource Discovery to obtain the aggregated capacity functions of
neighour peers CAgg(t)

Distribute the job load among local computing units and neighbour peers
computing units such that all units finish at the same moment

Allocate the portion of the load to be allocated internally to local computing
units

Send Allocation Request Msgs to neighbour peers
end if

if Allocation Request Msg received then
Distribute the job load among local computing units and neighbour peers

computing units such that all units finish at the same moment
Allocate the portion of the load to be allocated internally to local computing

units
if No load is assigned to neighbour peers then

Send Allocation Respond Msg to sender
else

Send Allocation Request Msgs to neighbour peers
end if

end if

if Allocation Respond Msg received then
if All responds are received then

Send Allocation Respond Msg to the request sender
end if

end if
end while
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6.4 Superpeer Scheduling

The process of scheduling single-source divisible load jobs in superpeer architecture

is defined as follows. The process starts upon the arrival of a new job request at

one of the peers. We will refer to this peer as the job source peer. The job source

peer sends resource discovery request message to its superpeer node. The superpeer

node maintains full status information of computing and networking resources of the

managed peers. The superpeer node applies centralized resource allocation algorithms

to handle job requirements. If the superpeer node could not allocate the job internally,

the superpeer node starts discovering different superpeer nodes. Communication

among superpeer nodes is done in a P2P approach. Algorithms similar to the ones

discussed in sections 6.3.1 & 6.3.2 are used to discover and allocate resources among

superpeer nodes.

The algorithm to be executed inside superpeer nodes in order to allocate computing

and networking resources is shown in algorithm 10. Assuming a superpeer node

SP managing domain D, the algorithm is invoked in two cases. The first case is

upon receiving a new divisible load job either directly from the user or through

one of the leaf-peer nodes within D. The second case is upon receiving a resource

allocation request from neighbour superpeer node. The algorithm starts by initializing

Remaining load variable as the needed load to be allocated. Then, the set of peers

reachable by the job source peer within domain D (Reachable Peers) is determined.

Note that the job source peer may belong to domain D or may not. If the job
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source peer does not belong to D, the reachability of the peers belonging to D is

determined by exchanging border nodes reachability information and inter-domain

links availability. The peers in Reachable Peers set are arranged in ascending order

of increasing the hop count from the job source peer.

The algorithm iterates over each peer in Reachable Peers set. The algorithm stops

if the size of the Reachable Peers set reaches zero, or if the Remaining load reaches

zero. In each iteration, a peer (p) is popped out of the set. Then, the computing

resources capacity function at p (Cp(t)) and the aggregated links capacity function to

p (LP (t)) are calculated. To calculate the aggregated links capacity function, the set

of all disjoint paths from the job source peer to p is determined if the job source peer is

inside domain D. The aggregation is done using the AND and OR operator presented

in section 4.1.2. If the job source peer is outside domain D, the disjoint paths are

defined from the border endpoints reachable by the job source peer. After calculating

the computing resources capacity function (Cp(t)) and the aggregated links capacity

function (LP (t)), equations 4.4,4.5,4.6,4.7& 4.8 are used to calculate the optimal

Transfer Finish Time (TFTp) and the maximum load (Max Loadp) that could be

processed at p. If this maximum load exceeds the remaining load (Remaining load),

the maximum load is set to the remaining load. Then, the needed resources to transfer

and process the Max Loadp are reserved, and the Remaining load is decreased by

the value of the Max Loadp. This completes the iteration.

After iterating over all peers in Reachable Peers set, if the remaining unallocated

load (Remaining load) reaches zero, then the algorithm is completed successfully.
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Otherwise, if the Remaining load is still greater than zero, then the algorithm fails.

Failure of the algorithm means that there are not enough resources to handle the

whole load within the entire domain. However, the unallocated Remaining load can

be sent for allocation in another domain.

Algorithm 10 Resource Allocation Algorithm in Superpeer

while True do
if New job arrived or allocation request arrived then

Set Remaining load as the unallocated load
Determine the set of reachable peers (Reachable Peers)
while Size(Reachable Peers)! = 0 AND Remaining load! = 0 do

Set peer p = PopF irst(Reachable Peers)
Calculate the computing resources capacity function at p (Cp(t))
Calculate the links capacity function to p (Lp(t))
Calculate the optimal TFTp and the maximum load (Max Loadp)
if Max Loadp > Remaining load then

Set Max Loadp = Remaining load
end if
Reserve the needed resources to transfer and process Max Loadp
Set Remaining load− = Max Loadp

end while
if Remaining load = 0 then

Algorithm Completed Successfuly
else

Algorithm Failed
end if

end if
end while
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6.5 Performance Evaluation

In section 6.5.1, a comparison is conducted between centralized, hierarchical, P2P

and superpeer architectures. A detailed evaluation of the processes in each archi-

tecture is proposed in a separate section. Sections 6.5.2, 6.5.3 and 6.5.4 provide the

detailed performance evaluation studies for P2P, superpeer and hierarchical processes

respectively.

6.5.1 Comparison Between Different Architectures

A comparison between centralized, hierarchical, P2P and superpeer architectures is

conduced. The comparison is conducted based on the results of scheduling single-

source divisible load jobs. Network topologies are unified in all architectures. Ar-

chitectures are distinguished by the structure of the RMs. Hierarchical architecture

comprises two levels of hierarchy. Number of Level-1 RMs is set to
√
N , where N

is the network size. For SP architecture, superpeers are selected randomly. Leaf-

peers are assigned to the nearest superpeer (in terms of hop count). The number of

superpeers is set to
√
N , where N is the network size.

Two experiments are conduced. In the first experiment, different job arrival rates

are considered in a network with 64 sites. In the second experiment, the job arrival

rate is fixed to 20 while networks with different sizes are considered. Four performance

metrics are used reflecting user and system goals. On the one hand, from the user

point of view, the metrics of interest are the acceptance ratio and job makespan. On
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the other hand, from the grid system point of view, communication and computational

overheads are much considerable. Communication and computational overheads are

measured in terms of the number of exchanged messages and total algorithm execution

time in all RMs or peers respectively.

Results and Discussion

Figure 6.1 shows the acceptance ratio for the two experiments. Figures 6.1a & 6.1b

show, along the y-axis, the acceptance ratio as a function of arrival rate and network

size, along the x-axis, respectively.

Figure 6.1a shows that the centralized architecture results in the highest acceptance

ratio, followed by both hierarchical and superpeer architectures. No clear difference

is shown between hierarchical and superpeer architectures. P2p architecture results

in the lowest acceptance ratio. Those results reflect the efficiency of the centralized

algorithms compared to distributed algorithms in resource discovery. Centralized al-

gorithms use exact resource information stored at one location while distributed algo-

rithms use aggregated and abstracted resource information collected from neighbour

sites (peers). Hierarchical architecture uses aggregated and abstracted information

at the higher level RMs. Superpeer architecture uses both centralize algorithms in

the leaf-peer level and distributed algorithms in the superpeer level.

Figure 6.1b shows that the P2P and centralized architectures result in the highest

acceptance ratio for small sized networks (25 sites network). As the network size
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increases, the centralized architecture continues with its good performance while the

P2P architecture becomes the worst. The superpeer architecture results in the lowest

acceptance ratio for 25 sites network while it is ranked the second, after centralized,

for 144 sites network. This reflects the efficiency of the resource discovery process in

Superpeer system as the network size increases.

Figures 6.2a & 6.2b show the job makespan, along the y-axis, as a function of

the arrival rate and network size respectively. Both figures show that the P2P ar-

chitecture results in the lowest job makespan for different arrival rates and network

sizes. Job makespan depends on the resource allocation algorithm, and its efficiency

in distributing the load among different sites (peers). Comparing the distributed (al-

gorithm 8) and centralized resource allocation algorithms (algorithms 6 &10) shows

a difference in the way they allocate the remaining load. On the one hand, in algo-

rithm 8, after allocating as much load as possible internally, the Remaining load is

distributed among neighbour peers such that all peers finish processing at the same

time. On the other hand, in algorithm 10, the set of Reachable Peers is sorted ac-

cording to the distance to the job source peer, then the peers are popped out of the

set one by one to allocate the Remaining load. This way in load allocation results

in higher job makespan compared to the distributed algorithm way.

Figures 6.3a & 6.3b study the communication overhead measured as the number of

exchanged messages. Figure 6.3a shows that centralized Architecture results in the

lowest number of messages followed by hierarchical, superpeer and P2P architectures

in order. With respect to centralized architecture, hierarchical, superpeer and P2P
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(a) Different Arrival Rates

(b) Different Network Sizes

Figure 6.1: Acceptance Ratio
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(a) Different Arrival Rates

(b) Different Network Sizes

Figure 6.2: Job Makespan
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architectures result in an average increase in number of messages of about 150%,

400% & 16000 % respectively.

Figure 6.3b shows that, as the network size increases from 25 to 144 sites, the

centralized and distributed architectures result in increases in the number of messages

of about 18% & 370% respectively. However, for the same increase in network size, the

hierarchical and superpeer architectures result in decreases in number of messages of

about 62% & 54% respectively. Those results reflect the scalability of the hierarchical

and superpeer architectures since they result in reducing the number of messages as

the network size increases. As the network size increases while fixing the job arrival

rate and job load, both hierarchical and superpeer architectures result in reducing

the number of messages. In those architectures, the network is divided into domains,

and the discovery and allocation algorithms try first to allocate the load as local as

possible.

Figures 6.4a & 6.4b study the computational overhead measured as the total ex-

ecution time. The total execution time is calculated as the summation of execution

times of different algorithms executed at different RMs. Figure 6.4a shows the exe-

cution time, along the y axis, for different arrival rates. The P2P architecture results

in the lowest execution time. With respect to P2P, the increase in execution time

for superpeer, hierarchical, and centralized architecture is about 140%, 160%, and

1000% respectively. Another remark is that, in centralized architecture, the total

execution overhead is centralized at one location while, in P2P system, this over-

head is distributed among all peers (64 peers in this case). In superpeer architecture,
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(a) Different Arrival Rates

(b) Different Network Sizes

Figure 6.3: Number of Messages
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the execution is distributed among superpeers (8 superpeers) while, in hierarchical

architecture, the execution is distributed among 9 RMs.

Figure 6.4b shows the execution time, along the y axis, for different network sizes.

For P2P architecture, as the network size increases, the execution time increases. This

is mostly due to the increase in messages processing time. For centralized, superpeer

and hierarchical architectures, the execution time decreases as the network size in-

creases. As the network size increases while fixing arrival rate, the resource discovery

and allocation problems become easier and more relaxed. Increasing network size

speeds up the resource discovery and allocation processes in centralized, superpeer

and hierarchical architectures since the proposed resource discovery and allocation

algorithms in those architectures terminate upon finding the needed resources.

6.5.2 Performance of P2P Scheduling Process

In this section, a comprehensive performance evaluation of the P2P scheduling process

is presented. Six input parameters and six metrics are considered. The input param-

eters are network size, node degree, arrival rate, job size, job laxity and TTL. The

metrics are the acceptance ratio, job finish time, number of messages, total execution

time, links utilization and computing units utilization.
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(a) Different Arrival Rates

(b) Different Network Sizes

Figure 6.4: Total Execution Time
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Divisible vs. Non Divisible

In this subsection, the performance of the proposed distributed divisible load resource

discovery and allocation algorithms is compared to the non-divisible ones. The pro-

posed divisible algorithms presented in section 6.3 are used to allocate divisible jobs

while non-divisible jobs are discovered and allocated using classic flooding based al-

gorithms similar to the ones adopted in Gnutella (rfc-gnutella.sourceforge.net). We

will refer to those algorithms as non-divisible algorithms.

Figure 6.5a shows, along the y-axis, the acceptance ratio as a function of the job

size, along the x-axis for both divisible and non-divisible algorithms. The acceptance

ratio for divisible algorithms is almost double the acceptance ratio of non-divisible

algorithms for large job sizes. For non-divisible jobs, a large decrease in acceptance

ratio is shown as the job size increases. The acceptance ratio drops from about 0.7

to 0.45 as the job size increases from 10 to 200. For divisible job, a small decrease is

shown. As the job size increases from 10 to 200, the acceptance ratio decreases from

about 0.99 to 0.96.

Figure 6.5b shows the average job makespan, along the y-axis, as a function of

job size. Divisible jobs achieve about 36% decrease in makespan compared to non-

divisible jobs. As the job size increases, the different in makespan between non-

divisible and divisible jobs increases. Those results illustrate the advantages of the

proposed divisible load algorithms from the user point of view.

The advantages of the divisible algorithms come at the cost of increasing communi-
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cation and computation overheads. Figures 6.5c & 6.5d show the number of messages

and the total execution time respectively, along the y-axis, as a function of job size

for both divisible and non-divisible algorithms. Using divisible algorithms increases

the number of messages by an average value of about 75% while the increase in to-

tal execution time is about 36%. However, a good result is that small increases in

communication and computation overheads are reported as the job size increases.

The impact of the proposed algorithms on resource utilization is shown in Figures

6.5e & 6.5f. Figure 6.5e shows the links utilization, along the y-axis, as a function

of the job size. An increase occurs in links utilization as the job size increases for

both divisible and non-divisible algorithms. Interestingly, divisible algorithms result

in lower link utilization compared to non-divisible algorithms especially for larger

job sizes. An average decrease of about 70% in links utilization is achieved by using

divisible algorithms. The reason behind this result is that, on the one hand, for

non-divisible jobs, finding suitable resources near job source peer is much difficult

especially for larger job sizes. This increases the possibility of allocating jobs at far

peers, which means increasing links usage and utilization. On the other hand, for

divisible load jobs, the allocation algorithm divides the load into smaller subsets and

tries to allocate as much load as local as possible (local first allocation). This reduces

link usage and utilization.

Figure 6.5f shows computing units utilization along the y-axis. An increase in

computing units utilization as the job size increases for divisible jobs. This is logical

since increasing load size results in more computing resources usage. For non-divisible
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jobs, almost no change in computing units utilization is shown as the job size increases.

This constant behaviour of non-divisible jobs is due to the decrease in acceptance ratio

as the job size increases (Figure 6.5a).

Allocation Objective

In this subsection, a comparison between the two resource allocation algorithms pre-

sented in section 6.3.2 is provided. The two algorithms differ in their allocation

objective: Nearest First and Min. Makespan.

Figures 6.6a, 6.6b, 6.6c,6.6d,6.6e & 6.6f show different metrics, along the y-axis,

in terms of network size for both Nearest First and Min. Makespan allocation algo-

rithms. Figure 6.6a shows a small increase in the acceptance ratio by using the nearest

first allocation algorithm compared to min. makespan algorithm. Figure 6.6b shows

a decrease in makespan by using Min. Makespan allocation algorithm compared to

nearest first algorithm with an average of about 25%. This decrease in makespan

comes at the cost of increasing both communication and computational overheads.

Figure 6.6c shows an average increase in the number of messages of about 55% while

Figure 6.6d shows an increase in the total execution time of about 70%.

Figure 6.6e shows a decrease in links utilization by using Nearest first allocation

compared to min. makespan allocation. Nearest first allocation reduces the amounts

of traffic to be transferred, which decreases links usage and utilization by an average of

about 80%. Finally, Figure 6.6f shows a small increase in computing units utilization
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(a) Acceptance Ratio

(b) Makespan

Figure 6.5: Divisible vs Non Divisible for different job sizes (cont.)
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(c) Number of Messages

(d) Total Execution Time

Figure 6.5: Divisible vs Non Divisible for different job sizes (cont.)
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(e) Links Utilization

(f) Computing Units Utilization

Figure 6.5: Divisible vs Non Divisible for different job sizes
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by using nearest first algorithm compared to min. makespan algorithm. This increase

is due to the small increase in the acceptance ratio. A directly proportional relation

between the acceptance ratio and computing units utilization exists. This relation is

logical since by fixing job arrival rate, job load and other network parameters, the

only factor that increases computing units usage is the increase in the acceptance

ratio.

Network Size

Figures 6.6a, 6.6b, 6.6c, 6.6d, 6.6e & 6.6f also show the effect of changing network size

on different metrics. The results show a small increase in the acceptance ratio as the

network size increases. The results also show large increases in communication and

computation overheads as the network size increases. For example, as the network

size increases from 16 sites to 1600 sites, the increase in the acceptance ratio is about

3%. Increasing network size increases the number of computing units involved in the

resource discovery. This increases the probability of finding suitable resources. Figure

6.6b shows no significant change in makespan as the network size increases. Figures

6.6c & 6.6d show large increases in both communication and computation overheads

as the network size increases. As the network size increases from 16 sites to 1600 sites,

the number of overhead messages and total execution time increase by factors of 13

& 9 respectively. Figures 6.6e & 6.6f show decreases in both links and computing

units utilization as the network size increases. Increasing network size while fixing

job load and arrival rate results in distributing the job load among larger number of
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(a) Acceptance Ratio

(b) Makespan

Figure 6.6: Allocation Objective for different network sizes (cont.)
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(c) Number of Messages

(d) Total Execution Time

Figure 6.6: Allocation Objective for different network sizes (cont.)
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(e) Links Utilization

(f) Computing Units Utilization

Figure 6.6: Allocation Objective for different network sizes
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resources, which decreases per resource utilization.

Node Degree

Figures 6.7a, 6.7b, 6.7c, 6.7d, 6.7e & 6.7f show different metrics, along the y-axis, as

a function of average node degree d for different job laxity values. Figure 6.7a shows

an increase in the acceptance ratio as the node degree increases. As the node degree

increases from 2 to 8, the increase in the acceptance ratio is about 30% for job laxity

of 0.9 while the increase is about 1% for job laxity of 1.1. This result shows that

increasing the number of network links could significantly improve the acceptance

ratio for much harder and strict jobs. Figure 6.7b shows a regular decrease in job

makespan as the node degree increases for different job laxity values. This decrease

is mainly due to the decrease in job transfer time. Since we are considering divisible

jobs, as the node degree increases, the job load could be divided among larger number

of links in parallel, which reduces job transfer time.

Figures 6.7c & 6.7d show the communication and computation overheads respec-

tively. Increasing node degree results in almost linear increases in both communication

and computation overheads. Figure 6.7c shows an average increase in the number of

messages by a factor of 5.8 as the node degree increases from 2 to 8. In addition,

Figure 6.7d shows an average increase in the total execution time by a factor of 3.6

as the node degree increases from 2 to 8.

Figures 6.7e & 6.7f show both links and computing units utilization respectively.
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(a) Acceptance Ratio

(b) Makespan

Figure 6.7: Different Node Degrees and job laxity (cont.)
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(c) Number of Messages

(d) Total Execution Time

Figure 6.7: Different Node Degrees and job laxity (cont.)
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(e) Links Utilization

(f) Computing Units Utilization

Figure 6.7: Different Node Degrees and job laxity
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Figure 6.7e shows a decrease in links utilization as the node degree increases while

Figure 6.7f shows no change in computing units utilization as the node degree in-

creases.

Arrival rate

Figures 6.8a, 6.8b, 6.8c, 6.8d, 6.8e & 6.8f show different performance metrics, along

the y-axis, as a function of the arrival rate, along the x axis, for different TTL values.

Figure 6.8a shows a small decrease in the acceptance ratio of about 3% as the arrival

rate increases from 1 to 20. Figure 6.8b shows an average increase of about 25% in

makespan as the arrival rate increases. Linear increases in communication overhead,

computation overhead, links utilization and computing units utilization are shown

in Figures 6.8c, 6.8d, 6.8e & 6.8f respectively as the arrival rate increases. Those

linear increases refer to the fact that the proposed algorithms could handle effectively

the increase in the arrival rate. The small decrease in the acceptance ratio and the

linear increase in computing units utilization reflect the successful allocation of the

increasing demand of computing resources.

Time To Live (TTL)

Figures 6.8a, 6.8b, 6.8c, 6.8d, 6.8e & 6.8f study also the effect of changing the TTL

value on different metrics. Figure 6.8a shows an increase in the acceptance ratio as

the TTL value increases. An average increase of about 5% in the acceptance ratio as

the TTL value increases from 1 to 3 is shown. Figure 6.8b shows an average decrease
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(a) Acceptance Ratio

(b) Makespan

Figure 6.8: Different TTL values and arrival rates (cont.)
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(c) Number of Messages

(d) Total Execution Time

Figure 6.8: Different TTL values and arrival rates (cont.)
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(e) Links Utilization

(f) Computing Units Utilization

Figure 6.8: Different TTL values and arrival rates
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in the makespan of about 18% as the TTL value increases from 1 to 3. Increasing

the TTL value over 3 does not result in any change in either the acceptance ratio

or makespan. Those results show that, by a TTL value of 3, almost all peers are

reached. This reflects an effective diameter around 3 for this network.

Figures 6.8c & 6.8d show increases in communication and computation overheads

respectively as the TTL value increases. An average increasing in the number of mes-

sages of about 300% as the TTL value increases from 1 to 2 while the increase in the

number of messages is about 50% as the TTL value increases from 4 to 5. This shows

that the increase in the number of messages decreases as the TTL value increases.

Those results also support the conclusion discussed in the previous paragraph that

almost all peers are reached by a TTL value of 3. Figure 6.8d shows an average

increase in the total execution time of about 40% as the TTL value increases from 1

to 2 while the increase is about 32% as the TTL value increases from 4 to 5.

Figures 6.8e & 6.8f show the effect of increasing the TTL value on resource utiliza-

tion. Figure 6.8e shows an increase in the links utilization as the TTL value increases.

An average increase of about 130% in the links utilization as the TTL value increases

from 1 to 5. This increase in the links utilization is related to the increase in the

acceptance ratio. As the TTL value increases, some jobs that could not be allocated

at near peers get a chance to be allocated at far peers. This increases the acceptance

ratio, and also increases the links usage for such jobs. Figure 6.8f shows a small

increase in the computing units utilization (about 18% as the TTL increases from 1

to 5).
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Table 6.2: Layer Size Ratios for Networks Studied

Network Size Number of superpeers Layer size ratio

72 2 35
72 4 17
72 6 11
72 8 8
72 12 5
72 24 2
72 36 1
144 2 71
144 4 35
144 6 23
144 8 17
144 12 11
144 24 5
144 48 2
144 72 1
576 2 287
576 6 95
576 12 47
576 24 23
576 36 15
576 72 7
576 144 3
576 288 1

6.5.3 Performance of Superpeer Scheduling Process

In this subsection, the performance of the superpeer scheduling process is studied. In

our experiments, we vary the layer size ratio from 1 toN/2−1, where N is the network

size. 1 represents more distributed architecture. Each leaf-peer node is managed by

one superpeer node. N/2 represents more centralized architecure. Just two superpeer

nodes manage other peers. Table 6.2 shows networks with different sizes and different

layer size ratios used in experiments.

Figures 6.9a, 6.9b, 6.9c, 6.9d, 6.9e & 6.9f show different performance metrics, along
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the y-axis, for networks with different sizes and different layer size ratios.

(a) Acceptance Ratio

(b) Makespan

Figure 6.9: Effect of Layer size ratio (cont.)
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(c) Number of Messages

(d) Total Execution Time

Figure 6.9: Effect of Layer size ratio (cont.)
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(e) Links Utilization

(f) Computing Units Utilization

Figure 6.9: Effect of Layer size ratio
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Figure 6.9a shows an increase in the acceptance ratio as the layer size ratio increases.

For example, for 72 peers network, the increase in the acceptance ratio is about 4.5%

as the layer size increases from 1 to 35. This reflects the efficiency of the centralized

resource discovery algorithm compared to the distributed one. As the layer size ratio

increases, the number of superpeer nodes decreases, the number of leaf-peer nodes

increases and the system goes to be more centralized. Superpeer nodes store full

resource status information of the managed leaf-peer nodes and use this information

in resource discovery. Using full resource information in centralized resource discovery

increases the probability of finding suitable resources which results in increasing the

acceptance ratio.

Figure 6.9b shows an increase in makespan as the layer size ratio increases. As

the layer size ratio increases, the resource allocation process depends more on the

centralized algorithm and less on the distributed one. As we discussed in section 6.5.1,

the centralized resource allocation algorithm results in higher makespan compared to

the distributed one.

Figures 6.9c & 6.9d study the communication and computation overheads respec-

tively. Figure 6.9c shows a significant reduction in the number of messages as the

layer size ratio increases. Figure 6.9d shows a decrease in the total execution time

followed by an increase as the layer size ratio increases. This behaviour results in a

minimum execution time at layer size ratios of 5, 5 & 15 for 72, 144 & 576 peers net-

works respectively. This behaviour shows two factors of the execution time competing

with each other. The two factors are execution time of the centralized allocation al-
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gorithm (algorithm 10) and exchanged messages handling time. As the layer size

ratio increases, the number of leaf-peer nodes managed by one superpeer node in-

creases which increases the allocation algorithm execution time. However, increasing

the layer size ratio results in a significant reduction in the number of messages, which

decreases messages handling time.

Figures 6.9e & 6.9f study links and computing units utilization respectively. Figure

6.9e shows a decrease in the links utilization as the layer size ratio increases. Small

values of layer size ratio result in large number of superpeers. The involvement of

large number of superpeers in path computation usually results in longer paths and

higher link usage. In superpeer systems, path selection is done by the collaboration of

a number of superpeers. Each superpeer allocates part of the path within its domain.

This way of inter-domain path allocation does not ensure that the selected path is

the shortest path (in terms of minimum hop count). As the number of superpeers

involved in path selection increases, the quality of the produced path (in terms of

path length) becomes worse. This results in an increase in the links utilization for

small values of layer size ratio. Figure 6.9f shows an increase in computing units

utilization as the layer size ratio increases which reflects higher resource usage as a

result of higher acceptance ratio.
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6.5.4 Performance of Hierarchical Scheduling Process: Top

Down Approach

In this subsection, the performance of the hierarchical scheduling (top down approach)

is evaluated. A centralized algorithm (the iterative scheduling algorithm, introduced

in section 5.4) is used to schedule multi-source divisible load jobs at different RMs

from different levels.

Four input parameters and two metrics are considered. The input parameters are

network size, number of hierarchical levels, node degree and application type. The

metrics are normalized job finish time and execution time.

Effect of The Number of hierarchical levels

In this experiment, we study multi-level hierarchies for up to 5 hierarchical levels.

Networks with 64 and 125 sites are grouped into 2 & 3 hierarchical levels while

networks with 250 and 1000 sites are grouped into 2, 3, 4 & 5 hierarchical levels.

Figure 6.10a shows the job finish time, along the y-axis, for networks with different

sizes and different number of hierarchical levels. For small network sizes (64 and 125

sites), 2-levels networks result in lower job finish time compared to 3-levels networks.

For 250 sites networks, The lowest finish time is reported for 2-levels and 3-levels

networks (almost the same). For 1000 sites network, The lowest finish time is reported

for 3-levels and 4-levels networks. It is clear that the optimal number of levels, to
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minimize the finish time, is 3 for 250 & 1000 sites networks while this optimal is 2

for 64 & 125 sites networks.

To understand those results, we have to realize two factors affecting the job finish

time as the number of hierarchical levels increases. The two factors are the scheduling

problem complexity and the scheduling precision. The scheduling problem complex-

ity decreases as the number of levels increases. As the number of levels increases,

the average number of sites per domain decreases exponentially. This means that the

scheduling problem is divided into a number of smaller scheduling problems, which

positively affects the performance of the scheduler. The second factor is the schedul-

ing precision, which is affected by the resource information precision. The resource

information precision decreases as the number of hierarchical levels increases. As the

number of levels increases, the aggregated information suffers from successive abstrac-

tions and its precision decreases, which affects negatively the performance. For small

sized networks, the complexity of the scheduling process is low. Therefore, as shown

in Figure 6.10a, the effect of the second factor dominates. For large sized networks

(1000 sites network), the two factors are affecting the performance resulting in opti-

mal performance at three levels networks. As the number of sites increases to more

than 1000, it is expected to move the optimal performance to 4 levels networks.

Figure 6.10b shows, along the y-axis, the execution time in log scale for networks

with different sizes and different number of hierarchical levels. It is clear that as

the number of hierarchical levels increases, the execution time decreases significantly.

This result can be verified analytically. The time of the scheduling algorithm executed
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at each RM depends mainly on the number of sites in the managed domain. Assuming

that we have a total of N sites grouped into domains in Le hierarchical levels. Then,

the number of sites in each domain follows the exponential function N1/Le. Then,

the execution time at each RM follows the same function and decrease exponentially

with respect to the number of levels. In addition, by assuming that all RMs at the

same level are running in parallel, the overall execution time equals to the result of

multiplying the execution time at one RM by the number of levels.

Another experiment is conduced to study the effect of changing the number of hier-

archical levels for different application types. In this experiment, network size is fixed

to 1000 sites while considering three application types: data intensive, intermediate

and computationally intensive applications. Figure 6.11a shows, along the y-axis, the

job finish time for different application types and different number of hierarchical lev-

els. The results show that the minimum finish time for the computationally intensive,

intermediate, and data intensive applications is achieved at 2,3 and 4 levels networks

respectively. Therefore, as the application goes to be more data intensive, it is better

to increase the number of hierarchical levels. Figure 6.11b shows, along the y-axis, the

execution time in log scale for different application types. It shows that scheduling

data intensive applications takes longer time compared to computationally intensive

applications. For 2-levels hierarchy, scheduling data intensive jobs takes about 10

times scheduling computing intensive jobs.

In the two experiments, a significant decrease in execution time is reported as the

number of levels increases. Those advantages in the execution time as the number
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(a) Job Finish Time

(b) Execution Time

Figure 6.10: The Effect of the number of hierarchical levels for different Network Sizes
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(a) Job Finish Time

(b) Execution Time

Figure 6.11: The Effect of the number of hierarchical levels for different application
types
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of hierarchical levels increases come at the cost of increasing the control overhead.

Increasing the number of hierarchical levels increases the required number of RMs

to manage the system. For example, increasing the number of hierarchical levels

from 2 to 5 increases the number of RMs by a factor of 7. As the number of RMs

increases, the cost and complexity of controlling and maintaining the hierarchical

structure increase. Moreover, the control overhead and communication complexity

also increase. In (El-Darieby et al., 2007), a study of a hierarchical routing protocol

reported a notable increase in path setup time and communication overhead as the

number of hierarchical levels increases.

Effect of node degree

In this experiment, we vary the average node degree from 2 to 8 while fixing all other

parameters. The objective of this experiment is to study the effect of increasing the

number of network links on system performance.

Figure 6.12a shows, along the y-axis, the job finish time as a function of the average

node degree, along the x-axis, for different application types. For data intensive

applications, a notable decrease in job finish time is shown as the average node degree

increases from 2 to 4. Increasing the average node degree more than 4 does not affect

the job finish time significantly. For computationally intensive applications, no change

in job finish time is reported as the average node degree increases from 2 to 8. The

reason of this constant behaviour is that, in computationally intensive application,

data processing time dominates data transfer time, and data transfer time could be
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ignored. Therefore, adding more links would not affect job finish time. Figure 6.12b

shows, along the y-axis, the execution time in terms of average node degree, along the

x-axis, for different application types. No increase in the execution time is reported

as the average node degree increases.
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(a) Job Finish Time

(b) Execution Time

Figure 6.12: Effect of average node degree
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Chapter 7

Fault Management

This chapter proposes different fault management techniques in optical grid systems.

In section 7.1, three grid-based network restoration techniques are introduced. The

techniques are developed especially for optical grid systems and divisible load e-

science applications. Those techniques are applicable to single domain optical grid

environments. The three techniques are relocation, divisible load relocation, and job

replacement.

In section 7.2, we introduce hierarchical relocation technique for multi-domain op-

tical grid environments. Hierarchical relocation technique provides relocation across

multiple domains by migrating the failed jobs to be processed at different domains.

To minimize the recovery time, the technique tries to relocate as many failed jobs as

near as possible.

In section 7.3, we introduce segment restoration technique to recover inter-domain
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paths in multi domain Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) net-

works. An aggregation based fault notification approach is introduced to reduce the

size of the fault notification signalling storm.

Finally, performance evaluation of different techniques is presented in the last sec-

tion (Section 7.4)

7.1 Grid Based Network Restoration Techniques

In this section, we propose new network restoration techniques by exploiting the

characteristics of optical grid systems and divisible load e-science applications. Con-

sidering the characteristics of grid systems and e-science applications opens the door

for more efficient network restoration techniques. In this section, we introduce three

restoration techniques: relocation, divisible load relocation, and job replacement.

We assume optical grid networks. In case of network fault, grid jobs may be

affected. A grid job is defined by eight parameters:

• Source (S), job source node having input data to be processed.

• Destination (D), job destination node having computing units to process input

data.

• Load (L), input data load size.

• Path (P), from S to D.
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• Data transfer start and end times STtransfer & ETtransfer.

• Data processing start and end times STprocessing & ETprocessing.

In the following subsections, the three techniques: relocation, divisible load re-

location and job replacement will be explained in details. Before explaining those

techniques, the traditional re-routing technique will be presented.

7.1.1 Re-routing

A straightforward technique to recover jobs from network faults is to search for links

(or paths) to reroute the traffic. Algorithm 11 shows a re-routing algorithm that can

be used in optical grid systems. The algorithm tries to search for a free path P from

N1 to N2 satisfying transfer time constrains. The algorithm can be used for link and

path restoration. For link restoration, the N1 node is the upstream node, next to the

failed node/link, while the N2 node is the downstream node. For path restoration,

the N1 node is the job source node S while the N2 node is the job destination node

D.

The re-routing algorithm starts by defining AllPaths set. This set contains all

possible paths connecting N1 to N2. Then, the algorithm drops from this set any

path violating the time constrains. After that, if the set is not empty, the shortest

path within this set is selected. Otherwise, the algorithm fails. Link and path re-

routing are fast and efficient techniques. However, they do not guarantee a successful

recovery from network faults. It is quite possible for a job to be blocked due to lack
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of network resources.

Algorithm 11 Re-routing Algorithm

INPUT: Nodes N1&N2, Transfer Start Time STtransfer, Transfer End Time
ETtransfer

OUTPUT: Path P Consists of set of Links Linkj , j = 1, .., SizeP , where SizeP is
the number of links in Path P .

Find AllPaths set containing all paths connecting N1 to N2.
for each Path Pi in AllPaths set do

for each Linkj in Pi do
if Linkj is not available then

Remove Pi from AllPaths set
Break the inner for loop

end if
end for

end for
if The AllPaths set is not empty then

Select P from AllPaths set such that SizeP is minimum
Algorithm Completed

else
Algorithm Failed

end if

7.1.2 Relocation

The objective of the relocation algorithm (algorithm 12) is to define new destination

node D and Path P satisfying the time constraints of the failed job. The time con-

straints are the transfer start and end times (STtransfer & ETtransfer) and processing

start and end times (STprocessing & ETprocessing). The algorithm starts by defining the

set E of all links available for the period from STtransfer to ETtransfer, and the set N

of all computing nodes available for the period from STprocessing to ETprocessing. Note

that the computing and networking resources originally assigned to the failed job

should be considered as available resources. A graph G(N,E) is constructed, and the
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subset NReachable ⊂ N is defined as the set of reachable nodes from the source node

S. Iterative algorithm, similar to Dijkstra algorithm, is used to define this reachable

subset of nodes. If the NReachable set in not empty, then the node D with the shortest

distance to the source node S is selected. The distance between S and D is mea-

sured as the number of hop counts, and the shortest path (P ) connecting S and D is

selected.

Algorithm 12 Re-location Algorithm

INPUT: The source node S, load to be allocated L, Transfer Start Time STtransfer,
Transfer End Time ETtransfer, processing Start Time STprocessing, and processing End
Time ETprocessing

OUTPUT: Destination node D, and Path P (from S to D).

Define the set E of all available links (Edges)
Define the set N of all available computing nodes
Draw the graph G(N,E), and define the subset NReachable ⊂ N containing all
reachable graph nodes starting from the source node S.
if the NReachable set is not empty then

Select D ∈ NReachable with the shortest distance to S
Algorithm Completed

else
Algorithm Failed

end if

7.1.3 Divisible Load Relocation

Algorithm 13 shows the divisible load relocation algorithm. Given job load L orig-

inally at the source node S, the algorithm divides and allocates the load at dis-

tributed computing units. The output of the algorithm is the set of load divisions

LD = {L1, L2, ...., Lm}, where m is the number of division and
m
∑

i=0

Li = L. For each

load division Li, a destination node Di and a path Pi are to be defined satisfying time

constrains.
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The algorithm iterates over all computing units Ni, i = 1, .....n, where n is the

number of computing units. For each computing unit Ni, the maximum load that can

be processed LProcess during the period from STprocessing to ETprocessing is calculated.

To calculate such value, the algorithm sums up all free time fragments within the

defined period and multiplies this sum by the computing unit processing speed. After

calculating the maximum load that can be processed at Ni, the set of All Paths

connecting S with Ni is calculated. For each path in this set, the maximum load

that could be carried during the period from STtransfer to ETtransfer is calculated.

A path Pmax with the maximum transfer load LTransfer is selected. Then, Lmax =

min(LProcess, LTransfer) is defined as the maximum load that could be transferred and

processed at computing unit Ni. If this maximum load exceeds the needed load to be

allocated (Lmax > L), the maximum load is set to the needed load (Lmax = L). Then,

if the maximum load is greater than zero, a new load division Lm = Lmax is added to

the load divisions set. Before the end of the iteration, the needed load to be allocated

should be decreased by the value of Lmax to represent the remaining unallocated load

(L− = Lmax). If the unallocated load reaches zero, then the algorithm is completed

successfully. After iterating over all computing units, if the unallocated load L is still

greater than zero, this means that the algorithm fails.

7.1.4 Job Replacement

Job replacement is done by replacing low priority future jobs with high priority failed

jobs. In this paper, we assume that we have just two service levels; a job can be
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Algorithm 13 Divisible Load Relocation Algorithm

INPUT: The source node S, load to be allocated L, Transfer Start Time STtransfer,
Transfer End Time ETtransfer, Processing Start Time STprocessing, and Processing End
Time ETprocessing

OUTPUT: Set of load divisions LD = {L1, L2, ...., Lm}, set of destination nodes
D = {D1, D2, ...., Dm}, set of Paths P = {P1, P2, ....., Pm}, where m is the number of
divisions.

Set the number of divisions m = 0
for each Computing Node Ni do

Calculate the maximum load LProcess to be processed
Calculate all paths connecting S and Ni

Select path Pmax maximizing transfer load LTransfer

Set Lmax = min(LProcess, LTransfer)
if Lmax > L then

Lmax = L
end if
if Lmax > 0 then

Increment m
Set Dm = Ni, Lm = Lmax and Pm = Pmax

Set L− = Lmax

if L = 0 then
Algorithm Completed return

end if
end if

end for
Algorithm Failed
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either high priority job or low priority job. The three previously discussed algorithms

(re-routing, relocation, and divisible load relocation) are adopted to consider job

replacement in the next three algorithms. The main idea behind this adoption is that

while checking resource availability for high priority jobs, a resource is considered

available if it is free or it is reserved with low priority future jobs.

Algorithm 14 shows the re-routing with job replacement algorithm. The algorithm

searches for a path P connecting N1 to N2. The path should be available for the

time period from ST to ET . The selected path could be partially or totally reserved

with low priority jobs during this period. The algorithm returns the path P , if exists,

and a Jobs deallocate set. The Jobs deallocate is the set of low priority jobs to be

deallocated in order to free the path P . The algorithm starts by finding the AllPaths

set containing all paths connecting N1 to N2. By iterating over the elements in this

set, any path containing one link reserved with high priority job is removed. Then,

the set of jobs to deallocate (Jobs deallocatei) is defined for each remaining path Pi,

and the path with the minimum number of jobs to deallocate is selected.

Algorithm 15 shows the relocation with job replacement algorithm. The algorithm

searches for available computing unit D and available path P (from S to D), and

defines the set of jobs to deallocate (Jobs deallocate). The algorithm iterates over

all computing units. A computing unit is considered available if it is free or reserved

with low priority jobs. For each available computing unit Ni, the set of low priority

reserved jobs jobsi is defined. Then, the re-routing with job replacement algorithm

(algorithm 14) is called to define the path P from S to Ni and the set of jobs to
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Algorithm 14 Re-routing With Job Replacement

INPUT: Nodes N1&N2, Start Time ST and End Time ET
OUTPUT: Path P Consists of set of Links Lj and the set of jobs to deallocate
(Jobs deallocate).

Find AllPaths set connecting N1 with N2

for each Path Pi in AllPaths set do
for each Link Lj in Pi do

if Lj is not free then
Find the set of jobs jobsj allocated to Link Lj

if All jobs in jobsj are low priority then
Jobs deallocatei = Jobs deallocatei ∪ jobsj

else
Remove Pi from AllPaths set
Break the inner for loop

end if
end if

end for
end for
if Size of AllPaths set is greater than zero then

Select Pi ∈ AllPaths such that Jobs deallocatei size is
minimum
Algorithm Completed

else
Algorithm Failed

end if
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deallocate (Jobs deallocatePath). If the re-routing algorithm returns successfully, then

the relocation is completed. The final Jobs deallocate set is calculated as the union

of Jobs deallocatePath and jobsi.

Algorithm 15 Relocation with Job Replacement Algorithm

INPUT: The source node S, load to be allocated L, Transfer Start Time STtransfer,
Transfer End Time ETtransfer, Processing Start Time STprocessing, and Processing End
Time ETprocessing

OUTPUT: Destination node D, Path P , and the set of jobs to deallocate
(Jobs deallocate).

for each Computing Node Ni do
Find the set of jobs jobsi allocated to Ni

if All jobs in jobsi are low priority then
Call Re-Routing with Job Replacement Algorithm
to define path P , and the set of jobs to deallocate
(jobsPath)
if Re-Routing succeed then

Set D = Ni

Set Jobs deallocate = jobs Path ∪ jobsi
Algorithm Completed return

end if
end if

end for
Algorithm Failed

Algorithm 16 shows the divisible load relocation with job replacement algorithm.

The algorithm is similar to divisible load relocation algorithm (algorithm 13). The

main difference is that while calculating the maximum load to be transferred and

processed, we consider low priority jobs’ reservations as if they do not exist.
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Algorithm 16 Divisible Load Relocation with Job Replacement Algorithm

INPUT: The source node S, load to be allocated L, Transfer Start Time STtransfer,
Transfer End Time ETtransfer, Processing Start Time STprocessing, and Processing End
Time ETprocessing

OUTPUT: Set of destination nodes D = {D1, D2, ...., Dm}, set of load divisions
L = {L1, L2, ...., Lm} set of Paths P = {P1, P2, ....., Pm}, where m is the number of
divisions, the set of jobs to deallocate (Jobs deallocate).

Set the number of divisions m = 0
for each Computing Node Ni do

Calculate the maximum load LProcess to be processed
assuming that low priority jobs are deallocated.
Calculate all paths connecting S and Ni

Calculate the maximum transfer load for each path
assuming that low priority jobs are deallocated.
Select path Pmax maximizing transfer load LTransfer

Set Lmax = min(LProcess, LTransfer)
if Lmax > L then

Lmax = L
end if
if Lmax > 0 then

Set L− = Lmax.
Increment m.
Set Dm = Ni, Lm = Lmax and Pm = Pmax

Define the set of jobs to deallocate (jobsi)
Set Jobs deallocate = Jobs deallocate ∪ jobsi.

end if
end for
if L = 0 then

Algorithm Completed
else

Algorithm Failed
end if
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7.2 Hierarchical Relocation

Recovery from network faults is a challenging task. For multi-domain optical grid

systems, the restoration techniques may fail to recover all failed jobs within their

domains. This calls for a way to migrate jobs to be relocated at other domains. In

this section, we introduce a hierarchical relocation approach by which a multi-domain

relocation process is executed in a hierarchical manner.

The multi-domain relocation process tries to migrate the failed job from the domain

where the failure occurred to be processed at another domain. To minimize recovery

time, the process tries to relocate as many failed jobs as near as possible. That is,

fastest recovery times are achieved if the job is relocated at domains neighbouring

the domain where the failure occurred. Slower recovery times are achieved if the job

is relocated at far domains.

7.2.1 Multi-domain Relocation Process

The multi-domain relocation process starts at the Local RM managing the domain

where the failure occurred (Fault Source domain). The local RM tries to recover the

failed jobs internally starting with high priority jobs. If a job could not be recovered

internally, the RM sends RelocationRequestMsg to its parent inter-domain RM at

Level 2. The inter-domain RM checks inter-domain links availability and defines

the set of reachable domains (Reachable Domains) from the Fault Source domain.

Then, the inter-domain RM picks one of the domains from the Reachable Domains
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set (destination domain), if exists, and forwards the RelocationRequestMsg to its local

RM (destination RM ). The destination RM receiving RelocationRequestMsg applies

different relocation techniques to relocate the job internally. If the job could be

located, the destination RM sends RelocationRespondMsg with a successful status to

its parent inter-domain RM. Otherwise, if the relocation fails, the message is sent

with a failure status. The inter-domain RM receiving a RelocationRespondMsg with

a failure status tries to relocate the job to another domain from Reachable Domains

set. If the set is empty, or if all domains are visited before, the RM forwards the

RelocationRequestMsg up the hierarchy to its parent RM. This procedure is repeated

at each level of the hierarchy until the job is relocated successfully or until the root

RM is reached. If the root RM is reached and still the job could not be relocated,

this means that the multi-domain relocation process fails.

To illustrate this process, Figure 7.1 shows the sequence of messages exchanged

among RMs for a failed link example. Assuming the following scenario, a link in Do-

main 1.1 fails affecting a running job. The local domain RM (RM 1.1) tries to recover

the affected job internally, but it could not. The RM 1.1 sends RelocationRequestMsg

(message #1) to RM 1. RM 1 checks the availability of the inter-domain links accord-

ing to job time constrains. The inter-domain link connecting Domain 1.1 and Do-

main 1.2 is available while the links connecting Domain 1.2 and Domain 1.3 are not

available. Then, the Reachable Domains set has one element (Reachable Domains =

{Domain 1.2}). RM-1 forwards the RelocationRequestMsg to RM 1.2 (message #2).

RM 1.2 tries to relocate the affected job internally, but it could not, then it sends
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back to RM 1 a RelocationRespondMsg with a Failure status (message #3). Now,

the RM 1 fails to relocate the job to any one of its managed domains, so it forwards

the RelocationRequestMsg to its parent (Root RM) (message #4). The Root RM

checks the inter-domain links’ status and defines the set of reachable domains Reach-

able Domains = {Domain 2}. Then, the RelocationRequestMsg is forwarded to RM 2

(message #5). At RM 2, the same pattern is repeated: defining the set of reachable

domains, sending relocation request message to each RM of the reachable domains

(messages #6 & #8), waiting for respond messages from the domains (messages #7

& #9), and sending back a respond message to the Root RM (message #10). Finally,

The Root RM sends the respond message to RM 1, which forwards it to Fault Source

domain RM (RM 1.1). This completes the algorithm.

The fields included in RelocationRequestMsg and RelocationRespondMsg messages

are summarized in Table 7.1. Source Address, Job Index are common fields in the

two messages. Source Address is the address of the job source node. Job Index is the

index of the failed job at the source node. Both fields are used together as a unique

identifier to any failed job.

Other fields in RelocationRequestMsg include Load, STtransfer, ETtransfer,

STprocessing, and ETprocessing fields. Those fields define the load and time constrains

used to define the availability of different resources. The Priority and Is Divisible

fields are used to define the relocation algorithms applicable to the failed job. If

the job is a high priority job (Priority = “high“), then the job replacement al-

gorithms defined in section 7.1.4 can be used. If the job is a divisible load job
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Figure 7.1: Message Exchange in Hierarchical Relocation
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(Is Divisible = “true“), then the divisible load relocation algorithm (section 7.1.3)

can be used. Relocate Status field in RelocationRespondMsg message defines the

status of the relocation process whether it is successful or not.

Gateway Nodes field is used to define the Reachable Domains set and calculate the

end to end path without exposing the full domain topology information. This complies

with the domain privacy assumptions of the hierarchical architecture explained in

section 3.1.1. This field saves the addresses of the gateway nodes (border nodes)

reachable by the job source node. This field starts as an empty set, then as the

message visits different RMs, RMs add the addresses of the reachable gateway nodes.

The algorithms executed inside different RMs are presented in Algorithms 17 and

18. Algorithm 17 shows the processing inside local (level 1) RMs while Algorithm 18

shows the processing inside inter-domain RMs.

Algorithm 17 starts by defining the set of jobs to be relocated outside. The algo-

rithm iterates over each job in this set. In each iteration, the Gateway Nodes set is

calculated containing all gateway nodes. Then, the Gateway Nodes set is filtered by

removing any node unreachable by the job Source. After that, if the Gateway Nodes

set becomes empty, then the algorithm fails. Otherwise, RelocationRequestMsg is sent

to the parent inter-domain RM.

Algorithm 17 also shows the algorithms executed in case of receiving different

types of messages. If the local RM receives a RelocationRequestMsg, then the RM

applies intra-domain relocation algorithms to handle the request. If the job could be
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Table 7.1: Relocation Request and Respond Messages

RelocationRequestMsg RelocationRespondMsg

Fields Source Address Source Address
Job Index Job Index
Load Relocate Status
STtransfer Gateway Nodes
ETtransfer

STprocessing

ETprocessing

Priority
Is Divisible
Gateway Nodes

relocated successfully, a RelocationRespondMsg with a Successful status is sent to the

Parent RM. Otherwise, a RelocationRespondMsg with a Failure status is sent. If local

RM receives RelocationRespondMsg with a Successful status, then the multi-domain

relocation process is completed successfully.

Algorithm 18 shows the processing inside inter-domain RM. Upon receiving Relo-

cationRequestMsg, a request object is filled with the request fields. In addition, the

request object saves the Relocation Request Sender which is the address of the RM

that sends the relocation request. Note that the Relocation Request Sender could

be one of the children RMs, and could also be the parent RM. Then, the request

object is added to Relocation Requests set. The inter-domain RM maintains a Re-

location Requests set containing all received requests. After that, a ProcessRelo-

cateRequest procedure is called. This procedure tries to relocate the job to one of the

children domains.

The ProcessRelocateRequest procedure starts by updating the set of
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Algorithm 17 Hierarchical Relocation Algorithm Processing Inside Local RM

while True do
Get set of jobs to relocate outside jobs relocate outside
for each job ∈ jobs relocate outside set do

Get the set of gateway nodes Gateway Nodes
for each node ∈ Gateway Nodes do

if No available Path from Source to node then
Remove node from Gateway Nodes set

end if
end for
if Gateway Nodes set is empty then

Algorihtm Failed return
else

Send RelocationRequestMsg to the parent RM
end if

end for

if RelocationRequestMsg received then
Apply Intra-domain Relocation Algorithm
if Algorithm Completed Successfully then

Send RelocationRespondMsg to parent RM
with Relocate Status = true

else
Send RelocationRespondMsg to parent RM
with Relocate Status = false

end if
end if

if RelocationRespondtMsg received then
if Relocate Status = true then

Algorithm Completed
else

Algorithm Failed
end if

end if
end while
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Reachable Domains. The update is done based on the information provided

by the updated Gateway Nodes field in the request and the inter-domain links

availability information. Note that any previously visited domain should be removed

from this set. The Reachable Domains set is sorted in ascending order according to

the distance to the Source Address. If the set is not empty, then the first element

is selected as the Destination domain, and a RelocationRequestMsg is sent to

Destination domain RM. If the Reachable Domains set is empty, then relocating

the job to any of the children domains fails, and the job request should be forward

to the parent RM if exists. If there is no parent RM (we are at the Root RM) or

if the parent RM is visited before, then the algorithm fails to relocate the job to

any domain in the network. In such case, A RelocationRespondMsg with a failure

status is sent to the Relocation Request Sender.

Upon receiving a RelocationRespondMsg, the inter-domain RM checks the

Relocate Status field. If the message comes with a successful status, then the mes-

sage should be forwarded to Relocation Request Sender. Otherwise, if the message

comes with a failure status, then the ProcessRelocateRequest procedure should be

re-called.
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Algorithm 18 Hierarchical Relocation Algorithm Processing Inside Inter-domain
RM
while True do

if RelocationRequestMsg received then
Fill Request object with the message data
if request /∈ Relocation Requests then

Add the Request to Relocation Requests set
end if
call ProcessRelocateRequest(Request)

end if
if RelocationRespondMsg received then

if Relocate Status = true then
Forward the messsage to the
Relocation Request Sender

else
call ProcessRelocateRequest(Request)

end if
end if

end while

—————————————————————————
procedure ProcessRelocateRequest(Request)

Update the set of Reachable Domains
Arrange the Reachable Domains in assenting order of
the distance to the Source Address node
if Reachable Domains set is not empty then

Select the first Destination domain from the
Reachable Domains set
Send RelocationRequestMsg to Destination RM

else
if Parent RM exists and not visited before then

Send RelocationRequestMsg to the parent RM
else

Send RelocationRespondMsg to the
Relocation Request Sender with Relocate Status
= false

end if
end if

end procedure
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7.3 Hierarchical Segment Restoration

In this section, we propose a hierarchical segment restoration technique to re-route

inter-domain links in hierarchical -multi domain- Generalized Multiprotocol Label

Switching (GMPLS) networks. The technique complies with the IETF general rec-

ommendations (Farrel et al., 2006) . We propose enhancing the Path Computation

Element (PCE) (Park et al., 2006) by adding a recovery module (RM) as an addi-

tional functionality, which we refer to as PCE with recovery module (PCERM). The

PCERM acts as a manager responsible of the computation of recovery paths and

all recovery processes including fault notification and signalling within the domain it

is managing. Within the hierarchical architecture, PCERMs collaborate with each

other to provide an inter-domain segment restoration.

The fault recovery process is composed of different phases: fault detection, fault

notification, recovery path creation and activation, and switchover. Here, we focus

on the fault notification and recovery path setup phases. In case of failure, the

node detecting the failure sends a notification message to its PCERM. The PCERM

collects and correlates the failure notification messages from different nodes in its

domain. Then, it searches for recovery segments satisfying the QoS constraints to

recover affected paths. Upon finding recovery segments, the PCERM notifies nodes

responsible of path switch over process with information about the new routes.

The process of finding new segments for all affected paths within one domain is

challenging. A PCERM may fail to find segments satisfying the QoS constrains. In
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addition, the process may take long time which may not be acceptable for real-time

and mission-critical applications. Therefore, the PCERM is setup to try to recover

high priority paths as fast as possible. To achieve faster recovery, the proposed

recovery process tries to reroute as many failed paths as local as possible. That is,

fastest recovery times are achieved if recovery segments are found in the same domain

where the failure occurred. Slower times are achieved if the recovery segments are

calculated at the network domains neighboring the domain where the failure occurred.

Slowest recovery times are achieved if end-to-end restoration is required. Different

PCERMs calculate recovery segments based on QoS requirements of paths as well as

Traffic Engineering (TE) requirements of service providers. These constraints limit

the number of recovery segments in each domain. This process requires PCERMs

from different domains to collaborate to reroute failed paths.

The collaboration of PCERMs is guided by higher PCERMs in the hierarchy.

The concatenation of recovery segments from different domains constructs the re-

covery segment for a failed path. Higher level PCERM uses aggregated information

about domain utilization and inter-domain link utilizations to calculate potential do-

mains to be involved in path recovery. This has been explained in more details in

(El-Darieby et al., 2007, 2002).

The discussed approach can be realized in two different techniques according to

the fault notification method. Two fault notification methods can be used: non-

aggregation-based and aggregation-based. In the non-aggregation-based fault notifi-

cation, a separate message is generated per each fault while the aggregation-based
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tries to aggregate the notification messages in order to reduce the signaling storm.

The two techniques will be discussed in details in the next sub-sections

7.3.1 The non-aggregation-based restoration technique

The restoration process starts when a network fault is detected. The node that detects

a failure sends a failure notification message to the PCERM that manages the domain

where the failure occurred. The notified PCERM adds the failed paths to a paths-

to-reroute list which contains all paths to be reroute due to different failures. Then,

all paths in this list are ranked in terms of their priorities. Path setup priorities are

typically indicated and signaled during path setup time (Lang et al., 2007). Those

priorities range from zero (best priority) to seven (worst priority) (El-Darieby et al.,

2002). The PCERM searches for recovery segments, within the domain it is managing,

that satisfy QoS of the higher priority paths first while maintaining TE policies. If the

segments are found, the PCERM notifies network nodes to reroute paths along the

calculated recovery segments. This completes the recovery process for these paths in

the fastest recovery time possible as recovery is as local as possible. For the remaining

paths, the (level-2) PCERM sends a notification message up the hierarchy to its parent

(level-3) PCERM with a list of the paths that cannot be rerouted within its domain.

The level-3 PCERM, having a global view of neighboring domains, tries to reroute as

many paths as possible within these neighboring domains. The level-3 PCERM tries

to calculate, for each failed path, a path segment that reroutes the path around the

domain where the failure occurred. For those paths that the level-3 PCERM cannot
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reroute successfully, a failure notification message is composed and sent to the parent

level-4 PCERM. This procedure is repeated at each level until all affected paths are

rerouted successfully or until the root PCERM is reached. The pseudo code of the

process executed in each PCERM node is shown in algorithm 19.

Algorithm 19 Processing inside PCERM node

while True do
if Notification-message(affected-paths-list) received then

Initialize
paths-toreroute-list += affected-paths-list
Arrane paths-to-reroute-list according to paths setup priorities
for each path in the paths-to-reroute-list (starting from highest priority) do

Apply rerouting algorithm to find recovery path guaranteeing Qos con-
straints

if recovery path exists then
Determine the child-PCERM or child-node (down the hierarchy) re-

sponsible of switch over process
Create new notification-msg with destination child-PCERM or child-

node
else

Create new Notification-msg with destination parent PCERM (up
the hierarchy)

end if
Send textitnotification-msg

end for
end if

end while

To illustrate the fault notification process, Figure 7.2 shows an example of the

signaling of the fault notification messages due to network failure in a hierarchical

network. A failure in the link connecting nodes 5.3.1 and 5.4.1 affected three paths.

Node 5.3.1 detects this failure and sends a failure notification message to its PCERM

5.3 (message #1), with a list of the three failed paths. PCERM 5.3 ranks the failed

paths according to their setup priorities and starts to reroute the highest priority path.

PCERM 5.3 is able to calculate a segment to reroute this path while maintaining all
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other QoS and TE constrains. The PCERM 5.3 sends a notification message (#2)

to node 5.3.4 to switch over the failed path over the calculated segment. However,

PCERM 5.3 could not reroute the other two failed paths successfully. Therefore,

PCERM 5.3 forwards two failure notification messages (#3 & #4) up the hierarchy

to the parent PCERM 5. PCERM 5 has a global view of three network domains and

is able to reroute the highest priority path successfully while the other one could not

be rerouted. Notification message #5 is sent to the child PCERM (PCERM 5.1) to

switch over the rerouted path while message #6 is sent up the hierarchy to PCERM*

in order to reroute the remaining path. In case there are enough resources, PCERM*

should be able to reroute the remaining path.

To achieve QoS and TE requirements, different routing algorithms can be used for

inter-domain calculation of segments of recovery path. We consider two algorithms:

1) PCE-based schemes discussed in (Park et al., 2006) and 2) the Hierarchical Dis-

tributed Protocol (HDP) proposed in (El-Darieby et al., 2002). On the one hand, in

PCE-based path computation schemes, path computation is carried out through dis-

tributed coordination of different PCEs. Although the proposed computation mecha-

nism ensures an end-to-end solution (Ricciato et al., 2005), the path calculation time

is not accepted for the recovery process. For path recovery, a fast sub-optimal solu-

tion is more suitable and favourable. On the other hand, HDP exploits parallelism

in performing routing computations within different network domains which reduces

segment calculation time. In the HDP routing protocol, the PCEs in the same hi-

erarchical level perform the SPF simultaneously. Therefore, we prefer using HDP
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Figure 7.2: Signalling of the fault notification messages (non-aggregation fault noti-
fication)
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especially in the recovery process.

7.3.2 The aggregation-based restoration technique

As the number of the failed paths increases, the number of notification messages, also

known as the fault notification signaling storm, increases. A significant reduction in

the signaling storm size can be achieved by aggregating fault notification messages. In

aggregation-based fault notification, the PCERM creates a list of paths that could not

be rerouted internally and sends only one message containing the list to its parent

PCERM. For successfully rerouted paths, separate messages are created and sent

down the hierarchy to the child PCERM responsible for the switch over process.

Furthermore, those messages can be also aggregated into a small number according

to the destination child PCERM.

Figure 7.3 shows an example of the aggregation-based fault notification. In this

example, node 5.3.1 detects a failure affecting four different working paths. Node

5.3.1 sends a fault notification message #1 to its parent PCERM 5.3. The four

affected paths are arranged according to the setup priorities. The highest priority

one is processed first and can be recovered successfully while the three other paths

could not be rerouted. Therefore, two fault notification messages (#2 & #3 ) will

be created. The first one is sent directly to node 5.3.3 to switch over the failed path

while the second is sent up the hierarchy to PCERM 5. PCERM 5 has a global view

of the three managed domains, so it reroutes successfully another path. Message #4
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Figure 7.3: Signalling of the fault notification messages (Aggregation based)

is created and sent to PCERM 5.2, which is responsible of the rerouting process in

its managed domain. The original message is forwarded up the hierarchy (#6 ) to

PCERM* which successfully recovers the remaining paths. Then, messages are sent

down the hierarchy to the responsible PCERMs in a recursive manner.
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7.4 Performance Evaluation

7.4.1 Performance of Grid Based Network Restoration Tech-

niques

To compare the performance of different restoration techniques proposed in section

7.1, five scenarios are considered. The five scenarios are Enable Re-routing, Enable

Relocation, Enable Divisible Load Relocation, Enable Job Replacement and Enable

All. For the first three scenarios, each correspondent technique is enabled alone.

For the fourth scenario, Enable Job Replacement, the following four techniques are

enabled in order: Re-routing with Job Replacement (Algorithm 14), Relocation with

Job Replacement (Algorithm 15), Divisible Load Relocation with Job Replacement

(Algorithm 16), and finally Re-routing technique to re-allocate the deallocated jobs.

The fifth scenario, Enable All, is executed by enabling the first four scenarios in this

order: Enable Re-routing, Enable Relocation, Enable Divisible Load Relocation, Enable

Job Replacement. The main performance metrics of interest are Blocking Probability

and Recovery Time.

Results and Discussion

Figures 7.4a, 7.4b & 7.4c show, along the y axis, the blocking probability in terms

of the network size, along the x axis, for different scenarios. The blocking probabil-

ity is calculated as an average over all failed jobs (Figure 7.4a), high priority jobs
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(Figure 7.4b), and low priority jobs (Figure 7.4c). Generally, a notable decrease in

the blocking probability is reported as the network size increases. Another general

remark is that Enable All scenario results in the lowest blocking probability for all

network sizes.

Figure 7.4a shows the average blocking probability over all failed jobs. By en-

abling each technique alone, the blocking probability for the re-routing technique is

the highest. Considering the re-routing technique as the reference, the job replace-

ment technique achieves an average decrease in the blocking probability of about

20%. The relocation technique achieves an average reduction of about 36% while

the divisible load relocation technique achieves about 70% reduction. Moreover, the

divisible load relocation technique achieves an excellent performance as the number

of sites increases. It results in the blocking probability of about 2.3% for 144 sites

network.

Figures 7.4b & 7.4c show the average blocking probability for high priority and low

priority jobs respectively. Compared to low priority jobs, high priority jobs achieve

lower blocking probability for all techniques. The average blocking probabilities for

high priority jobs are about 31%, 22%, 11%, and 4% for re-routing, relocation, divisible

load relocation, and job replacement techniques respectively while the same values for

low priority jobs are about 46%,30%, 14% and 50% respectively. For re-routing,

relocation, and divisible load relocation techniques, a small difference in the blocking

probability between high priority and low priority jobs is shown. The reason behind

this small difference is the advantage given to the high priority jobs to be recovered
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(a) All Jobs

(b) High Priority Jobs

(c) Low Priority Jobs

Figure 7.4: Blocking Probability for different Network Sizes
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first. The recovery process starts by recovering high priority jobs followed by low

priority jobs. This increases the chance of recovering high priority jobs. For job

replacement technique, a large difference in the blocking probability between the

high and low priority jobs is shown. Enabling this technique results in excellent

performance for high priority jobs by achieving an average blocking probability of

about 4%. This comes at the cost of the low priority jobs which suffer from poor

blocking probability. The blocking probability reaches an average of about 50 %,

which is the highest blocking probability among all other techniques.

Figures 7.5a, 7.5b & 7.5c show the blocking probability, along the y-axis, in terms

of average node degree, along the x-axis, for different scenarios. In this experiment,

the network size is fixed to 100 sites while the average node degree is varied from 2 to

about 8. Increasing the average node degree results in a large decrease in the blocking

probability. For example, in Figure 7.5a, increasing the average node degree from 2.2

to 4.2 (which means doubling the number of links) results in an average decrease

in the blocking probability of about 55% over all scenarios. This decrease is logical

since the probability of finding available links increases as the node degree increases.

Enable divisible load relocation scenario achieves the largest reduction of about 70%

as the node degree increases from 2.2 to 4.2. For high priority jobs (Figure 7.5b),

Enabling job replacement scenario achieves zero blocking probability for average node

degree greater than 2.4.

Figures 7.6a, 7.6b & 7.6c show the blocking probability, along the y-axis, in terms

of the number of simultaneous network faults, along the x-axis, for different scenar-
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(a) All Jobs

(b) High Priority Jobs

(c) Low Priority Jobs

Figure 7.5: Blocking Probability for different Node Degrees
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ios. The number of faults changes from 1 to 4 while fixing the network size to 100

sites network and the average node degree to about 3.6. From Figure 7.6a, and by

enabling the re-routing technique, increasing the number of faults from 1 to 4 results

in increasing the blocking probability of about 37%. This increase is about 24%,

17% and 4.5% for divisible load relocation, relocation, and job replacement techniques

respectively. For job replacement technique and for high priority jobs (Figure 7.6b),

the increase in blocking probability as the number of faults increases from 1 to 4 is

less than 2%. A notable result is that job replacement technique could maintain its

performance as the number of faults increases.

Figure 7.7 shows the recovery time, along the y-axis, for different network sizes and

restoration techniques. The two main components of the recovery time are shown:

the fault notification and algorithm execution times.

Studying the notification time shows an increase as the network size increases.

Moreover, notification time is independent on the used restoration technique. The

reason behind this is that the notification time depends on the number links involved

in exchanging the messages throughout the recovery process. In such single-domain

centralized architecture, the messages are exchanged between the node detecting the

failure, the RM and the nodes responsible of the switch-over. Moreover, the messages

exchanged between the RM and the switch-over nodes are sent in parallel. Therefore,

the notification time is independent on the number of switch-over nodes and depends

mainly on the average number of links traversed by a message, which depends on the

network topology. As the network size increases, the effective diameter of the network
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(a) All Jobs

(b) High Priority Jobs

(c) Low Priority Jobs

Figure 7.6: Blocking Probability for different Number of Faults
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Figure 7.7: Recovery Time for different Network Sizes

increases, which increases the average number of links traversed by a message.

Studying the algorithm execution time for different restoration techniques shows

that the re-routing and relocation techniques have a negligible execution time com-

pared to fault notification for all studied network sizes. Algorithm execution time

for divisible load relocation and job replacement techniques can be neglected only

for small sized networks (16 sites case). However, for large sized networks, a large

increase in the execution time is detected. The execution time of job replacement

technique is the worst among all techniques. The execution time of job replacement

technique increases by about 100% as the network size increases from 64 to 144.

Figure 7.8 shows, along the y axis, the recovery time in terms of the average node

degree, along the x axis, for different restoration techniques. The network size is fixed

to 100 sites while the average node degree is varied from 2 to 8. Large decreases in the
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recovery time are shown for divisible load relocation and job replacement techniques.

Those decreases are mainly due to the decrease in algorithm execution time, since it is

the dominant component for those techniques. The reason behind this large decrease

is that searching for the resources becomes easier as the node degree increases, and

the time to find those resources becomes shorter. Note that the algorithms for those

techniques break after finding the needed resources.

Figure 7.8: Recovery Time for different Node Degrees

7.4.2 Performance of Hierarchical Relocation

A comparison between enabling (Hierarchical Relocation) HR and disabling it is con-

ducted. In both cases, all intra-domain techniques are enabled (Enable All scenario).

To build the hierarchical architecture, networks with 64 and 125 sites are grouped

into 2 & 3 hierarchical levels while networks with 250 and 1000 sites are grouped into
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2, 3, 4 & 5 hierarchical levels.

Figure 7.9 shows the blocking probability, along the y-axis, for different network

sizes and different number of hierarchical levels. By disabling HR, a large increase in

the blocking probability is shown as the number of hierarchical levels increases. For

example, increasing the number of hierarchical levels from 2 to 3 results in increasing

the blocking probability of about 90% for 64 sites network and about 60% for 1000

sites network. The reason behind this increase is that as the number of hierarchical

levels increases, for the same network size, the average number of sites per domain

decreases. Decreasing the number of sites affects the blocking probability badly as

discussed in the previous subsection (Figure 7.4). Enabling HR reduces this increase

in the blocking probability. Enabling HR opens the door for failed jobs to be relocated

outside its original domain, which increases the probability of finding the required

resources. For the previous example, and by enabling HR technique, the increase in

the blocking probability, as the number of hierarchical levels increases from 2 to 3, is

reduced to be 20% for 64 sites network and 30% for 1000 sites network.

Figures 7.10a & 7.10b show the recovery time, along the y-axis, for different network

sizes and different number of hierarchical levels. Figure 7.10a shows the disabling HR

case. By disabling HR, a significant decrease in the Recovery time is detected as the

number of hierarchical levels increases. This is due to the decrease in the average

number of sites per domain as the number of levels increases. This reduces both the

fault notification and algorithm execution times. One level networks (centralized - no

hierarchy) result in the largest recovery times. Note that, the recovery times for one
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Figure 7.9: Blocking Probability for different hierarchical levels

level networks with 250 sites and 1000 sites exceed the time limits in our simulations.

This is why they are not included in the figure.

Figure 7.10b shows the enabling HR case. As the number of hierarchical levels

increases, two competing factors could easily be detected: an increase in notification

time and a decrease in algorithm execution time. The decrease in the algorithm exe-

cution time is a result of decreasing the number of sites per domain while the increase

in the notification time is a result of increasing signalling storm size (the number of

messages). For small sized networks (64 & 125 sites), the algorithm execution time

dominates the notification time resulting in a small decrease in the overall recov-

ery time. For large sized networks (1000 sites), the notification time dominates the

algorithm execution time resulting in an increase in the overall recovery time.
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(a) Disable HR

(b) Enable HR

Figure 7.10: Recovery Time for different hierarchical levels

7.4.3 Performance of Hierarchical Segment Restoration

Complexity analysis and simulation experiments are conducted to study the perfor-

mance and scalability of the proposed hierarchical segment restoration technique.

The main performance metrics of interest are 1) the size of the fault notification sig-

naling storm generated in response to a network failure, and 2) The recovery time.
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The two dominant factors of the recovery time are the fault notification time and the

algorithm execution time (recovery path calculation time).

The fault notification time depends on the notification distance which is the num-

ber of nodes from the node that detects the failure to the node responsible of the

switchover process. In our simulations, we will evaluate lower and upper bounds of

notification time. The lower bound of the notification time occurs when the affected

path is recovered locally within the domain where the failure occurred. The upper

bound occurs when the affected path is recovered by the topmost PCERM in the

hierarchy. In this case, the ingress node of the affected path will coincide with the

node responsible of switchover process. That is, the upper bound notification time

happens in case of end-to-end path recovery.

In (Eramo et al., 2007), a formula (Equation 7.1) estimating the SPF computation

time in terms of the number of nodes (N) is provided. This formula depends on

the experimental measurements obtained for the Cisco 2801 router. This equation

estimates the lower bound of recovery path calculation time, which is the processing

time spent to calculate the recovery path for the first recovered path in N nodes

domain. Generally, path recovery involves the calculation of a number of recovery

segments across many network domains.

The upper bound of recovery path calculation time occurs for lowest priority paths

as they are processed after higher priority paths. This bound depends on the routing

algorithm used. According to the HDP protocol, the rerouting process can be done
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simultaneously in domains belonging to the same level. Therefore, the upper bound

can be formulized by Equation 7.2, where m is the average number of nodes in a

domain, Nfp is the number of the failed paths and Le is the number of levels in the

hierarchy.

In case of using PCE-based routing schemes, Equation 7.3 estimates an upper

bound of the recovery path calculation time, where D is the number of domains

involved in the recovery path calculation process. D can be estimated from Equation

7.4 where µ(m) is the effective diameter of an m nodes domain. The total number

of domains is the summation of domains involved in routing at each level in the

hierarchy. That is, D is the summation of one domain at level Le, µ domains at

level Le1, and µ2 domains at level Le2 and µLe−1 domains at level 1. Equation 7.5

estimates the reduction ratio achieved when using HDP over PCE − based routing

schemes. This shows the scalability of the HDP algorithm, which is used in the

following simulations.

Tspf(N) = 0.11 ∗N ∗ log(N) (7.1)

THDP = Tspf(m) ∗ Le ∗NFP (7.2)

TPCE−BasedSchemes = Tspf(m) ∗D ∗NFP (7.3)
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Table 7.2: Dimensions for network hierarchies studied

Network Size Number of Levels Number of Nodes/domains Number of domains

361 2 19 19
343 3 7 49
256 4 4 64
243 5 3 81
1024 2 32 32
1000 3 10 100
1296 4 6 216
1024 5 4 256
7569 2 87 87
8000 3 20 400
6561 4 9 729
7776 5 6 1296
4096 6 4 1024
15876 2 126 126
15625 3 25 625
14641 4 11 1331
16807 5 7 2401
15625 6 5 3125
16384 7 4 4096
24389 3 29 841

D =

Le−1
∑

i=0

[µ(m)]i =
1− [µ(m)]Le

1− µ(m)
(7.4)

reduction− ratio = 1− Le ∗ (1− µ(m))

1− [µ(m)]Le
(7.5)

Networks with different sizes are considered starting from 350 nodes up to 25000

nodes. Nodes are grouped into domains constructing multi-levels hierarchies up to 7

levels. The different structures for the network hierarchies are described in Table 7.2.
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Results and Discussion

Figures 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 present the result of the estimated recovery time while

Figures 7.14, 7.15, and 7.16 present estimates for the size of the fault notification

signaling storm. Figures 7.11a and 7.11b show, along the y-axis, the estimated lower

and upper bounds of recovery time respectively for different number of hierarchical

levels. Recovery time is shown in terms of the number of nodes in the network, shown

along the x-axis. The figure shows an exponential growth of recovery time as network

size increases for a two level hierarchy. The figure shows that adding hierarchical

levels increases the scalability of the system as the exponential growth in recovery

time is removed. For each hierarchical structure with three or more levels, only a

small increase in recovery time is incurred as network size grows to 25,000 nodes.

The figure also compares the recovery times for different hierarchical structures and

shows that adding hierarchical levels enhances recovery times.

This is even clearer in Figure 7.12, where the network size is fixed to nearly 15500

nodes, and the upper and the lower bounds of the recovery time are shown versus

number of levels in the hierarchy. Figure 7.12 shows a reduction in the recovery time

for high priority traffic by nearly 90% over the low priority traffic. The lower bound

reports a maximum of nearly 41 ms while the upper bound reaches nearly 3 seconds.

With our approach, high-priority paths are usually recovered in a time closer to the

lower bound while low-priority paths takes recovery time that is closer to the upper

bound.
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(a) Lower bounds

(b) Upper bounds

Figure 7.11: Recovery Time for different number of nodes

Figure 7.13 shows the two basic components of the recovery time: the fault notifi-

cation time and the recovery path calculation time versus increasing number of levels

along the x-axis. The figure shows that recovery path calculation time dominates

the fault notification time. As the number of levels in the hierarchy increases, the
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Figure 7.12: Recovery time versus number of hierarchical levels

recovery path calculation time decreases while fault notification time increases, and

the total recovery time decreases. This is due to the fact that, as the number of levels

in a hierarchy increases, the number of nodes in a domain, m, is reduced significantly.

Figures 7.14, and 7.15 show, along the y-axis, the size of the fault notification

signalling storm in terms of the number of nodes of the network, shown along the

x-axis, for different number of hierarchical levels. Figure 7.15 shows the same results

using message aggregation for fault notification protocol. Figure 7.16 shows the size

of the signalling storm versus number of levels in the hierarchy for a fixed network

size of nearly 15,500 nodes.

From the figures, a linear increase in the size of the signalling storm of both

non-aggregation and aggregation-based fault notification protocols is achieved as
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Figure 7.13: The Fault notification and recovery path calculation times

Figure 7.14: Fault Notification signalling storm (no-aggregation)
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Figure 7.15: Fault Notification signalling storm (Aggregation-based)

Figure 7.16: Fault notification signalling storm versus number of hierarchical levels
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the network size grows for different hierarchical structures. In addition, using the

aggregation-based fault notification protocol reduces the size of the signalling storm

when compared with the non-aggregation based. For different network sizes and hi-

erarchical structures, an average reduction ratio of about 63% in the signalling storm

size is achieved as a result of the aggregation process.

The structure of network hierarchy affects the size of the signalling storm. The

deeper the hierarchy, the larger the size of the signalling storm for the same network

size. This is because a deeper hierarchy results in a smaller domain size, and con-

sequently, the ingress routers of the failed paths will be more sparingly distributed

among network domains. Although, as shown in Figure 7.16, with increasing the

number of levels, the increase in the signalling storm for the aggregation-based fault

notification is small. For example, as the number of level increases from two to four,

only 10% increase in the signalling storm is reported (nearly 0% increase in case of

increasing the number of levels from two to three). About 50% increase is reported

when increasing the number of levels from two to seven.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommendations

In this thesis, We proposed a framework for divisible load e-science applications in op-

tical grids. This framework opens the door for more collaboration among researchers.

Researchers, from all over the world, can share their data, algorithms and computing

and storage resources for better collaboration.

The framework provides guidelines to build more efficient, scalable and reliable

optical grid environment. This framework can guide grid designers and developers to

the best choices in designing collaborative optical grid systems. The framework can

guide to the suitable architecture according to different factors. It provides different

processes to discover, aggregate, and allocate resources in different architectures. It

can also point out to different scheduling algorithms applicable to single-source and

multi-source divisible load applications. Moreover, the framework provides novel net-

work recovery techniques suitable for optical grid systems and e-science applications.
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The framework is organized in four main topics: architecture, core components,

scheduling and fault management. The conclusions of the four topics will be discussed

in the following four sections. Then, future research direction will be provided in the

fifth section.

8.1 Optical Grid System Architecture

Four architectures were considered: centralized, hierarchical, peer-to-peer and super

peer. Different processes were introduced to schedule divisible load jobs in those

architectures.

For hierarchical architecture, two processes were introduced: top down and bottom

up. The top down hierarchical process is applied to schedule multi-source divisible

load jobs across multiple hierarchical levels. The scheduling decisions propagate from

the top -higher level- RMs down to lower levels RMs. The bottom up hierarchical

process is applied to schedule single-source divisible load jobs. Job scheduling starts

at local, level 1, RMs. If a local RM could not allocate all load within its managed

domain, it sends a message up the hierarchy to parent RM to discover resources at

neighbour domains.

For unstructured P2P architecture, a process to discover and allocate resources is

introduced. Unstructured P2P architecture consists of a set of fully autonomous peers

applying the same resource discovery and allocation algorithms with no centralized

management.
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Super peer architecture can be seen as two levels hierarchical architecture by which

the lower level is managed in a centralized way while the higher level is managed in

distributed way. We introduced a resource scheduling process in Super Peer architec-

ture. Within this process, both centralized and distributed scheduling algorithms are

used to schedule single-source divisible load jobs.

Comprehensive simulation studies were conduced to study and compare different

architectures. The objective of those studies is to answer the question that may

be asked by grid designers ”which architecture is suitable to manage my optical grid

environment?”. The answer of this question depends on a number of factors.

The first factor to consider is the network size. As a result of the comparison

conducted in section 6.5.1, it is recommended to use centralized and P2P architectures

for small sized networks. Centralized and P2P architectures resulted in the highest

acceptance ratio for small sized networks (25 sites network) among other architectures.

Centralized and P2P scheduling algorithms are simpler and easier to implement. On

the contrary, hierarchical and superpeer architectures comprise more complicated

algorithms and processes. Algorithm simplicity is beneficial in reducing maintenance,

testing and bug fixing overheads.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, a comparison between cen-

tralized and P2P architectures will be conducted, followed by a comparison between

hierarchical and superpeer architectures. Then, a summary of the conclusions for the

P2P, superpeer and hierarchical processes will be provided.
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Centralized vs. P2P For small sized networks, deciding on either centralized

architecture or P2P architecture depends on three other factors.

• The first factor is related to the application to be considered. Some applica-

tions, such as single-source divisible load applications, do not require centralized

management. Such applications can be handled in both centralized and P2P

architectures. On the contrary, other applications, such as multi-source divisi-

ble load applications, could not be handled in P2P architecture since it requires

centralized management. The only way to handle multi-source divisible load

applications in P2P architecture is to consider it as a number of independent

single-source divisible load applications. However, this may negatively affect its

performance.

• The second factor is the availability and cost of the resources assigned to handle

computational and communication overheads. Centralized architecture results

in higher computational overhead. Moreover, this overhead is centralized in one

location. This requires the availability of one powerful centralized manager.

On the contrary, P2P architecture results in lower computational overhead and

higher communication overhead. The communication overhead increases expo-

nentially as the network size and job arrival rate increase. Determining the

availability and the cost of the resources to handle those overheads can guide

to the suitable architecture.

• The third factor is system reliability and survivability. P2P architecture is more
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reliable than centralized architecture while centralized architecture mandates

single point of failure.

Hierarchical vs. Superpeer For large-scale multi-domain networks, it is recom-

mended, and in some cases it is required, to use hierarchical or superpeer architectures.

Comparing the 2-levels hierarchical architecture with the superpeer one as presented

in section 6.5.1 showed close performance in terms of different metrics. The following

points may highlight the differences between those architectures:

• A significant difference is reported in the communication overhead of the two

architectures. The Superpeer architecture results in higher communication over-

head (about double the number of messages) than the hierarchical architecture.

• Hierarchical architecture (top down approach) can handle multi-source divisi-

ble load applications while hierarchical architecture (bottom up approach) and

super peer architectures cannot handle multi-source divisible load application

as one problem.

• The reliability of the superpeer architecture is much better than the hierarchi-

cal one. The root-RM in the hierarchical architecture is a bottleneck in the

system. All inter-domain operations and collaboration are done through this

RM. The failure of the root-RM stops all inter-domain collaboration. Superpeer

architecture does not suffer from such bottleneck.
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P2P Process Performance Comprehensive simulations were conduced to study

the performance of the P2P process. A number of conclusions and recommendations

can be stated:

• It is recommended to provide differentiated services for different jobs and use

different algorithms to handle different service levels. The min. makespan al-

location algorithm can be used for high priority jobs while the nearest first

algorithm can be used for low priority jobs. As a result of the comparison be-

tween the min. makespan and nearest first allocation algorithm, using min.

makespan algorithm results in reducing job makespan by a factor of 25%. How-

ever, nearest first algorithm achieves better performance in terms of other met-

rics: acceptance ratio, communication and computational overheads, and links

utilization. Therefore, we recommend limiting the usage of min. makespan

allocation algorithm to high priority and time critical jobs.

• Regarding the overheads of the P2P scheduling process, large increases in com-

putational and communication overheads are reported as the network size and

node degree increase. This increase can be reduced by either adjusting the TTL

value or adopting the Superpeer architecture.

• Adjusting the TTL value according to network size, node degree and expected

arrival rate could significantly improve overall system performance. Increasing

TTL value has a positive effect on acceptance ratio and makespan, but it sig-

nificantly increases the overheads. Exaggerated values of TTL have no positive
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effect on acceptance ratio and makespan.

Hierarchical Process Performance For hierarchical process, the effect of in-

creasing the number of hierarchical levels has been studied. The results show that

increasing the number of hierarchical levels has an advantage in reducing scheduling

time. This advantage comes at the cost of increasing control overhead and communi-

cation complexity. Moreover, the effect of changing the number of hierarchical levels

on job finish time has also been studied. For a better job finish time, increasing the

number of hierarchical levels is recommended as the network size increases, and as

the job goes to be more data intensive.

Superpeer Process Performance For superpeer process, the effect of varying the

layer size ratio has been studied. By varying the layer size ratio, the superpeer process

could be adjusted to be either more centralized or more distributed. Studying the

effect of changing layer size ratio clearly illustrates the advantages and disadvantages

of different components of the superpeer process. The proposed centralized resource

discovery algorithm is better than the distributed one since resource information in

the distributed algorithm suffers from successive aggregation and abstraction while

centralized algorithm uses full resource information in resource discovery. However,

the distributed resource allocation algorithm could achieve better load distribution

and lower makespan than the centralized one.
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8.2 Core Components

Three core components are considered: Resource Information aggregation and ab-

straction, load balancing and path computing.

Resource Information Aggregation and Abstraction We developed different

techniques to aggregate and abstract resource status information and provide more

accurate abstracted values. The proposed techniques are used to abstract both scalar

parameters and time availability functions. The aggregated information is used in

resource scheduling and allocation in hierarchical, P2P and SP architectures.

We proposed abstraction techniques to minimize the amount of exchanged resource

information without affecting information representation. Our results show that more

information does not always mean better performance. We can achieve the same per-

formance by using well aggregated and abstracted resource information other than

using large volumes of the exact information. Large volumes of data add more com-

plexity to the scheduling problem and result in poor performance specially for large

network sizes.

We proposed three information abstraction techniques: direct formulas, historical

data, and real time measurements. The results showed the importance of using more

accurate abstraction techniques (historical data, and real time measurements) for

data intensive applications. Historical data is recommended over real time measure-

ments since it results in lower resource usage and time consumption overheads. For
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computationally intensive applications, it is recommended to use the direct formulas

technique.

Load Balancing We developed two alternative network aware load balancing al-

gorithms: NADLA and GA-LD. NADLA extends the traditional DLA by taking

into account network resources connectivity and availability while deciding on load

distribution. GA-LD uses Genetic Algorithms to search for the near optimal load

distribution considering also network resources availability and connectivity.

Simulation results showed that NADLA performs better than the other two algo-

rithms in terms of minimizing finish time especially for larger network sizes. More-

over, GA LD results in a better finish time compared to DLA. Regarding algorithm

execution time, GA-LD resulted in much longer execution time than the other two

algorithms. No difference is reported in execution time between NADLA and DLA.

Path Computing Two path computing algorithms were proposed: minimum hop

count and k-shortest paths. A comparison between the two algorithms was con-

ducted. Using k-shortest paths algorithm has advantages in improving application

finish time and links utilization. This comes at the cost of increasing execution time.

For k-shortest paths algorithm, selecting an appropriate value of K depending on the

application type is recommended. For computationally intensive applications, small

value of K is sufficient. For data intensive applications, increasing K usually results

in better performance. However, exaggerated values of K have no positive effect.
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8.3 Multi-source Divisible Load Job Scheduling

We developed three algorithms to schedule multi-source divisible load jobs: Genetic

Algorithm Based (GA Based) Abouelela and El-Darieby (2010), Divisible Load The-

ory based (DLT Based) Abouelela and El-Darieby (2011), and iterative scheduling

Abouelela and El-Darieby ( submittedc) algorithms. Those algorithms provide co-

allocation and network awareness functionalities in scheduling multi-source divisible

load jobs in reconfigurable and dynamic optical networks.

GA based algorithm is successfully applied to both data intensive and computa-

tionally intensive applications. However, GA based algorithm suffers from extremely

long execution time. For example, the average algorithm execution time to schedule

one job reaches about 4 hours for 16 sites network.

DLT Based scheduling algorithm is light weight and fast algorithm based on Divis-

ible Load Theory. The algorithm comprises two steps: near optimal load distribution

calculation, and resource allocation to apply this load distribution. The algorithm

could be applied successfully to schedule computationally intensive jobs. However,

the algorithm could not handle data intensive jobs efficiently and resulted in unac-

ceptable job finish times.

Iterative Scheduling algorithm is an enhanced version of the DLT Based algorithm

to handle data intensive jobs. For such jobs, large delays in data transfers are usually

reported. Those delays affect the overall job finish time. The iterative algorithm

iterates over the two steps of the DLT Based algorithm for better performance. For
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data intensive jobs, iterative scheduling algorithm resulted in a large reduction in

job finish time compared to DLT Based algorithm. However, iterative scheduling

algorithm resulted in higher execution time than DLT Based algorithm. Compared to

GA Based algorithm, iterative scheduling algorithm results in a significant reduction

in execution time (about 0.5s for 25 sites network).
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8.4 Fault Management

Principles and characteristics of grid systems and e-science applications were exploited

to develop more efficient network restoration techniques. Five restoration techniques

were proposed: relocation, divisible load relocation, job replacement, hierarchical relo-

cation and hierarchical segment restoration.

As a result of the extensive simulations conducted to evaluate those techniques, a

number of conclusions and recommendations could be stated:

• Re-routing and relocation techniques are the fastest restoration techniques. The

main drawback of those techniques is the high blocking probability. We recom-

mend using those techniques as the first step in any recovery plan.

• Differentiating divisible load jobs from non-divisible jobs is necessary to ex-

ploit the advantages of the divisible load relocation technique. Divisible load

relocation technique achieved an excellent performance in terms of decreasing

blocking probability. It is recommended to use this technique for all divisible

load jobs.

• Job replacement proved its efficiency to recover high priority jobs from multiple

network faults. It resulted in blocking probability less than 1 % for multiple

faults situations. The main drawback of this technique is increasing the blocking

probability for low priority jobs. We recommend limiting the usage of this

technique to mission critical jobs.
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• For multi-domain networks, we recommend using hierarchical relocation to re-

cover jobs that could not be recovered in their original domains. Using this

process improved the blocking probabilities. This came at the cost of increasing

the signalling storm and fault notification time.

• For GMPLS networks, the Hierarchical segment restoration technique is pro-

posed to recover inter-domain paths. This technique enables the aggregation of

fault notification signaling storm which reduces the size of the signaling storm.

With aggregation-based fault notification, only a relatively small increase in

the size of the signaling storm is incurred as the number of hierarchical levels

increases compared to the increase with the non-aggregated notification.
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8.5 Future Research Directions

This thesis showed an example of an e-science application that could be suc-

cessfully handled in different architectures within optical grid systems. More

studies can be conducted by considering other e-science applications such as

workflow applications. Moreover, studies are needed for superpeer architecture

which, I guess, will attract a lot of attention in the following years.

Within the fault management area, more research is still needed to discover

different points such as: developing network protection techniques especially

for grid systems, developing recovery techniques for superpeer architecture, and

integrating network recovery techniques with grid recovery techniques to build

a unified recovery plan.
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